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Abstract
This is a study of the development of Ukrainian Canadian literature in Winnipeg in
relation to its socio-historical context, from 1908 to 199 1. For the purposes of this study
"Ukrainian Canadian literature" is defined as literature -- prose fiction, poetry and drama -

- written in Ukrainian or English by writers of Ukrainian origin living in Canada. The
Canadian locale is restricted to Winnipeg and includes writers living in Winnipeg when
they wrote andor published their works and writers bom in Winnipeg but living elsewhere
when they wrote a d o r published their works.
The Iiterature is studied in three distinct periods, 1908- 19 17, 19 18- 1946, 19471991, roughly analogous to the three waves of Ukrainian immigration to Canada-

In the initial period of immigration the Ukrainians established themselves and their
community life in Winnipeg's North End. The literature of the period was charactenzed
by nostalgia for what was lefi behind in the old country and fear of what was awaiting
them in the new. Important writers were Fedyk (Sones about Canada and Austria) and
Crath (the first utopian novel in Ukrainian).
In the second period the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg was revitalized by the
influx of new immigrants who established a more diverse array of organizations. The
literature of this penod evidenced the development of the Ukrainian literary hentage in
Canada. New themes centred on the life of Ukrainians in Canada. Significant wnters
were Irchan, Ewach (The Cal1 of the Land) and Petnvsky (the frrst Canadian novel in
Ukrainian).

In the third period Winnipeg began to wane in significance as Ukrainian émigrés
chose to live elsewhere. Ukrainian Canadian writers divided into two groups, émigrés,
writing in Ukrainian on themes relating to Ukraine (e-g., Mandryka, Hay-Holowko) and
the Canadian-born, writing in English on Canadian and more universal themes (e.g.,
Lysenko, Haas, Galay).
Beginning with early folkloristic "songs," a Ukrainian Canadian literary heritage
developed. Eventually elements of it entered the Canadian Iiterary mainstrearn. The pnce
that was exacted included the loss of the Ukrainian language, increased assimilation and
loss of the Ukrainian identity and the decline in the importance of the traditional Ukrainian
and Ukrainian Canadian institutions and organizations.
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Preface
In general, in matters of style the M U Handboukfor Writers of Research Papers
(4th edition) is followed. In matters relating to Ukrainian language usage, the Mamcal of

Sple published by the Canadian Institute for Ukrainian Studies, Andrij Hornjatkevyc's
Styiistychnyy dovidnyk and the University of Toronto Slavic Langz~agesand Literatzcres
Guide were followed. For example, Ukrainian poetry is quoted in the original and
followed by a prose translation in the text. Ukrainian prose is provided in translation in
the text and the original is quoted at the end of each chapter.
Standard Ukrainian orthography is adhered to throughout. The transliteration
system that is used is given below. With regard to names, when there is a generally
accepted spelling of a Ukrainian name (e.g., Honore Ewach), it is used in the text. The
correct transliteration of the name follows in brackets when the name is first used (e.g.,

Onufny Ivakh). The transliterated name is also used in the notes and bibliography with al1
Ukrainian names and titles of works. Dates of publication follow the title in brackets.

Transliteration Table
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-
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Introduction
This is a study of the development of Ukrainian Canadian literature in Winnipeg in
relation to its socio-historical context, spanning the period from 1908 to 1991. Although
various definitions of what constitutes Ukrainian Canadian literature have been
postulated,l for the purposes of this study "Ukrainian Canadian literature" is defined as
Iiterature -- prose fiction, poetry and drama - written in either Ukrainian or English by
writers of Ukrainian origin living in Canada (whether native-bom or émigrés) at the time
of wnting. The Canadian locale has been restricted to Winnipeg and includes writers
living in Winnipeg when they wrote and/or published their work(s) and writers born in
Winnipeg but living elsewhere when they wrote and/or published their work(s). The study
was restricted to Winnipeg because there was such an abundance of works published that
it would not have been possible to make a study of the development of Ukrainian
Canadian literature on a national scale a feasible one. However, the quantity of literature
produced in Winnipeg was such that it was more than adequate for a study such as this

one. For the most part, the literature studied was published in monographs (either as
books or parts of books). This is not to say that literary works published in the press did
not have an impact on the public for they certainly did as there were large numbers of
subscribers to the Ukrainian press. This study would have been too broad, however, if
these publications were included. In the case of Ukrainian leftist writers, literary works
published in the press (newspapers and joumals) were also studied because for these
writers, with the notable exception of Myroslav Irchan, the lefiist press was the only
vehicle for publication. The "socio-historical context" is defined as the social processes

and influences and historical events that affecied and to some degree influenced the
developrnent of the literature that was produced and in a significant number of cases were
reflected as themes in the literature.
The study begins in 1908 because this was the year in which the first two literary
works by Ukrainians in Winnipeg, Teodor Fedyk's Pisni pro Kanadu i Avstnyu (Songs
about Canada and us tria)' and Dmytro Rarahovs'kyy's Robitnvchi pisni (Workers'
were published. Fedyk's Sones about Canada and Austria was an especially
significant work in that it is said to have been published in six editions and sold 50,000
copies in North America and ~kraine.' The study ends in 199L for this year marked the
hundredth anniversary of Ukrainian settlement in Canada and the year in which the
independence of Ukraine, after centuries of subjugation to foreign masters, was regained.
The latter event instilled in Ukrainian Canadians a feeling of pride in having an
independent homelnad, no matter how distant and remote. These two events were
emblematic of the maturation of Ukrainians nationally and intemationally.
Winnipeg was chosen as the focal point of this study because it has historically
been the centre of Ukrainian Canadian literary, socio-cultural, religious and educational
life in Canada. It also served as the "gateway" to the West of immigration depot for the
first two waves of immigration and many Ukrainians instead of going further West simply
settled in Winnipeg. Thus, it became the first major urban Ukrainian centre in Canada.

For most of the period, between 1908 and 1991, particularly its first half, the majority of
Ukrainian Canadian literature and arguably the best literature was being written and
published in Winnipeg. This was probably because it was the first and largest urban

Ukrainian settlement in Canada, where church centres as well as centres of organizations
were established and, therefore, the environment was the most conducive to the
development of a fledgling Iiterature.

The present work is significant because it is the first to study the development of
Ukrainian Canadian literature in Winnipeg, and it is also the first to examine the literary
works in a socio-historical context. The present work is also significant because it is one
of the few in-depth studies devoted to Ukrainian Canadian literature.
Despite its long history, the quantity and quality of the work produced, and the
number of writers engaged in its production, Ukrainian Canadian literature has not been
studied to any great extent. Among the standard reference works Mykyta Ivanovych
MandrykaYsEnglish-langage study of Ukrainian Canadian literature (1968) is not without
its shortcomings.' Although it is titled History of Ukrainian Literature in Canada, the book
does not discuss the literature in detail and is really lirnited to biographies of writers (and
many non-writers), useful though they are, with very bief descriptions of their works.
Mandryka also published an article dealing with Ukrainian literature in Canada but it is a
fairly cursory study6 Yar Slawtych published a survey of Ukrainian Canadian poetry in
1976, which is a usefùl guide to the poetry.7 Its usefulness stems from the fact that it not

only provides previously lacking information on Ukrainian Canadian poets, particularly
those of the pre-World War 1 and intenvar periods, it also includes a particularly useful
bibliography of Ukrainian Canadian poetry. Slawtych also published other articles and a
book of articles on Ukrainian Canadian literature.' Usehl as they are, they do not provide
the breadth and depth that book-length study would. A number of bibliographies of

Ukrainian Canadian literature have also been published to date. Slavutych's annotated
bibliography, An Annotated Biblioeraphv of Ukrainian Literature in Canada: Canadian
Book Publications. 1908-1983' is a pioneering work. Other bibliographies have also been
published by Andrew Gregorovich, Alexander Malycky et al, and Halyna Myroniuk and
Christine ~ o r o b e c . "Jars Balan's brief entry on Ukrainian Canadian literature in The
Oxford Cornpanion to Canadian ~iterature"is something of a breakthrough for this is the
first time that Ukrainian Canadian literature has been treated as a component of Canadian
literature. Ornitted, however, are entries on such Ukrainian writers as Vera Lysenko and
Ulas Samchuk, who, although important to Ukrainian Canadian literature and are included
in the "Ukrainain Wnting" entry, are apparently not considered significant enough to
Canadian literature to warrant separate entries. Much earlier, Watson Kirkconnell, who
did much to populanze Ukrainian matters in the dominant Anglo-Celtic world, published
one short article on the topic of Ukrainian Literature in canada1* and a slightly longer one
on Ukrainian literature in ~ a n i t o b a . "Neither deals with the subject matter in an in-depth
rnanner and many writers are omitted.
Cntical works on Ukrainian Canadian literature published in Ukrainian include
Oleksa Hay-Holowko's (Hay-Holovko) study of twenty writers of the pioneer penod of
Ukrainian settlement in Canada. '" This work was intended as the first volume of a multivolume series, but fùrther volumes have not appeared. Honore Ewach (Onufriy Ivakh),
himself a writer of the intenvar penod published an overview of Ukrainian Canadian
literature, but it is short and thus deals with the subject c ~ r s o r i l ~ .Semen
'~
Kovbel'
documented the development of Ukrainian Canadian literature according to its various

sii

genres up to 1949!

Besides the fact that it stops at 1949, his examination also suffers

from the fact that it is not detailed enough. Peter Krawchuk's (Petro Kravchuk) studies of
Ukrainian Canadian fiterature'' were Iimited to leftist writers, but they are quite valuable
because no one else devotes much attention to leftist writers.

Two historians have also dealt with Ukrainian Canadian literature. Mykhaylo
Mamnchak's surveys of the three chronological periods in the developrnent of Ukrainian
Canadian literature are d s o not in-depth studies,lgalthough they are usehl guides to
fbrther research. Hïs Biohrafichnvy dovidnvk do iaorivi ukrayintsiv ka nad^ (Biographical
reference book pertaining to the history of Ukrainians in ~anada)'"rovides biographical
data on many wnters, although it contains some errors. The more recently published fivevolume Encydopedia of ukraineZOalso provides biographical information on Ukrainian
Canadian writers. Like Marunchak, Paul Yuzyk devotes a chapter of his larger, historical
work to Ukrainian Canadian literature, but like the others, this too, is not an in-depth
study."
Many works of criticism, generally articles, have appeared on specific themes
relating to Ukrainian Canadian literature. Bohdan Budurowycz, Peter Krawchuk and
Frances Swyripa examined how Ukrainian Canadians were portrayed in English-language
literature, although in Swynpa's case the title of this work is misleading because it is really
a historical worke2* Natalia Aponiuk also deals with this theme in articles on the
depictiûn of Ukrainians in Canadian literature? The depiction of Ukrainian Canadians is
also dealt with by Mary ~ i r t z " and Sonia ~ ~ c a kAlexandra
.*~
Kmchka-Glynn has written
on Vera Lysenko, as has Beverly ~ a s ~ o r i c Tatiana
h . ~ ~ Nazarenko has exarnined Ukrainian

...

Slll

Canadian visual poetry.27 Tamara Palmer Seiler examines the female immigrant ~ t o r ~ . ~ '
Bohdan Rubchak and Danylo Stmk have written on Ukrainian emigre poetry.29 Some
aspects of Ukrainian literature have also been studied in Master's theses, for exarnple,
Dirnitrij Farkavec wrote on Jacob Maidanyk's (Yakiv Maydanyk) contribution to
Ukrainian Canadian literat~re.~'B. Hintsch and Iroida L. Wynnyckyj wrote on the topic
of Ukrainian Canadian theatre." Maryana Nikoula wrote on Petro Karmans'kyy's
feui~letons.~~
The same problem, that is, the fact that they are largely understudied, exists with
other ethnic Canadian literatures. George Bisztray's Hungarian-Canadian ~ i t e r a t u r is
e ~a~
survey of that literature. Although Bisztray discusses the whole of the literature,
beginning in the early part of this century, his main emphasis is on literature written after
1956, the year of the Hungarian Revolution, which saw a major influx of Hungarians to
Canada. His work follows the bibliography of Hungarian-Canadian literature compiled by
John Miska in his Ethnic and Native Canadian Literature. 1 850-1979.)'

Jagna Nemetz's

Master's thesis, "Polish Poets in Canada: A Comparative ~ t u d ~ , "is" a study of one genre
of Polish-Canadian literature. Jewish-Canadian literature is studied in Michael Greenstein's
Third Solitudes: Tradition and Discontinuity in lewish-Canadian ~ i t e r a t u r e .Italian
~~
- of the First National
Iiterature is studied in Writers in Transition: The Proceedings

Conference of Italian-Canadian

rit ers.^' Canadian-Mennonite literature is studied in

Harry Loewen's "Leaving Home: Canadian-Mennonite Literature in the 1 9 8 0 s " ~and
~ his
"Canadian-Mennonite Literature Longing for a Lost

ornel land.""

A special issue of the

Canadian Review of Comparative Literature under the title Literaiures of Lesser Difision

siv

includes Inuit, Native, Black, Haitian, Arabic, Finnish, Chinese, South Asian, Polish,
Hungarian, Italian and Chilean writing in canada?

Jars Balan's and Robert Klymasz's

articles on Ukrainian writing in Canada are also included?

Jars Balan edited a work

Identifications: Ethnicitv and the Writer in Canada which, in addition to articles by Yar
k ~Ukrainian-Canadian
~
literature, includes
Slawtych, J a n Balan and Danylo ~ t r u on
articles on Hungarian-Canadian, Icelandic-Canadian, and Yiddish-Canadian ~iterature.~~
The Oxford Corn~anionto Canadian Literature, though it includes the previously
mentioned entry on Ukrainian writing by Jars Balan, does not include many entries
pertaining to other ethnic literatures. Two it does include are "Inuit ~iterature"" and
"Yiddish ~iterature.

It also includes some entries on wnters representative of specific

ethnic groups, such as the German Canadian writer Henry

ries el'^ and the Polish

Canadian Waclaw ~waniuk.'~
But what is omitted are literatures of such Canadian ethnic
groups as the Germans, Hunganans and Poles.
Starting in the early 1960s Ukrainian literature began to be translated into English
thus making it accessible to both a wider readership and critical scrutiny. Translation into
English also gave Ukrainian Canadian literature entree into rnainstream Canadian
literature. In 1963 C.H. Andrusyshen and Watson Kirkconnell published The Ukrainian
Poets. 1 189- 1962,"' an anthology of selected poetic works translated into English. It
included selected works by such Ukrainian Canadian poets as Yar Slawtych, Oleh
Zujewskyj, Stefan Semchuk, Mykyta 1. Mandryka and Honore Ewach. Perhaps under the
influence of the Canadian Multiculturalism Policy which provided financial support for
multicultural endeavours, such as publications, in the l98Os, Jars Balan and Yuri Klynovy

published Yarmarok: Ukrainian Writine in Canada since the Second World War," a
collection of wnting in a11 genres by Ukrainian Canadian writers. Writers, such as Oleksa
Hay-Holowko and Bohdan Mazepa, whose works were originally wntten and published in
Ukrainian were translated into English for inclusion in this collection. Other writers,
already writing in English, such as Ted Galay and Janice Kulyk Keefer, were published in
the original. Ukrainian Canadian writers are now published quite widely in monographs
and collections, for example, Candace Adamson Burstow's collection of poetry, Pale

ad^;" John Dolinsky's novella, The Resurrected ~ i e c e ; "Maara Haas' shon story, "A
Way Out of the

or est;"'^ Nick Mitchell's "The ~ a t . "~ ~h~same
e is true ofother ethnic

' ~ German-Canadian
writers, such as the Icelandic-Canadian writer David ~ r n a s o n , the
writer Henry ~ r e i s e l , ~and
' the Mennonite-Canadian wnter Patrick Friesen, among
others?

The present study is divided into three sections, paralleling the traditional division
of Ukrainian immigration to Canada into three 'waves,' 189 1-19 17, 1918-1946 and 1947199 1. This division of Ukrainian Canadian literature has been used by Mandryka, History
of Ukrainian Literature in canada5'; Slavutych, Ukrayins'ka ~oeziyav Kanadi (Ukrainian
~
poetry in canada)"; and Marunchak, The Ukrainian Canadians: A ~ i s t o r y . 'Only
Kovbel' and Doroshenko's Propamyatna knyha Ukravins'koho narodnoho domu u
Vvn~peeu(Memonal book of the Ukrainian National Home in winnipeg160 divides the

literature into genres, poetry, drama, short stories and novels, but they deal with each
genre chronologically. The division of literature, like the division of immigration, into
three quite distinct groupings has much to recommend it since each penod in the literature
and of the immigration has its own specific characteristics.
The first wave of immigration -- 189 1- 1917 -- consisted rnainly of peasant farmen
who emigrated to Canada for economic reasons and were generally either illiterate or
poorly educated. John-Paul Himka agrees that they were generally il~iterate,~'although
Stella Hryniuk maintains that some were better educated than previously thought6* In
Canada they settled in the rural areas of the three prairie provinces. Their settlement
pattern stretched along a belt "north from southeastem Manitoba to east of Winnipeg, and
from there to Edmonton along the line of the Canadian National ~ a i l w a ~ They
. " ~ ~tended
to settle in "block-type settlements, that is, in areas or communities where other
Ukrainians had already settled before thern. This type of settlement pattern allowed the
Ukrainians to develop and maintain a support system that eased their existence in and
integration into Canadian society. In Winnipeg the rural "b1ock"-type settlement was
translated into the North End where the vast majority of the Ukrainians settled. It was
also here that the centres of Ukrainian organizational and church life were established.
Those individuals, although by far in the minority, who settled in urban centres,
tended to work as unskilled labourers. There was, however, even among the members of
this group, a small number of better educated individuals, who saw to it that
organizational life developed almost at the outset of their settlement in Winnipeg and
Canada. They also spearheaded the development of literature in Canada, ofien seeing the

need for literature to act as a vehicle of socialization for the reading public. The literature
of the first wave tended to deal with themes pertaining to nostalgia for the "old" and fear
of the "new," that is, nostalgia for al1 that had been left behind in the homeland,
specifically, family, Fnends and the general way of life, and fear of what was awaiting the
immigrants in the new land, specifically the new way of life, the socialization process and
the ability to devote time to the concems that were dear to them in the homeland, such as
politics. Works were published in ail genres during this period but poetry predominated.
As previously mentioned, the most popular and probably the most significant and
influential work of the period was Fedyk's Sones about Canada and Austria which
encompassed these primary themes. Another important work was Jacob Maidanyk's
(Yakiv Maydanyk) play Manierula, particularly in that it was intended not only to amuse,
but also to act a vehicle of ~ocialization.~''
Winnipeg also had a relatively small number of
publishen publishing Ukrainian Canadian literature during this penod. One of the more
prolific ones was Rus'ka knyhamya which published both the works cited above.
The second wave of immigration encompassed 19 18-46. The members of this
group tended to be better educated than the immigrants of the first wave. It still consisted
largely of agncultural settlers, although this group also included political émigrés, largely
veterans of Ukraine's liberation struggle, who lefi Ukraine for political reasons. Most of
this group once again settled in mal, western Canada, but a larger number opted for
urban settlement than in the first wave. The city with the largest urban settlement was still
Winnipeg. During this period, too, Winnipeg's Ukrainian population increased

significantly. In 1921, for example, the Ukrainian population in the city stood at 7,001
and by 194 1 it had quadrupled to 28,162.65
Most Ukrainians residing in Canadian cities still tended to be employed in the
unskilled labour sector. During this period, however, Ukrainians began to graduate from
Canadian colleges and universities and to be employed in increasing numbers in the
professional and business sectors of Canadian society, although still not in significant
numbers. Organizational life both in Winnipeg, specifically, and Canada, as a whole,
expanded considerably during this period, with many organizations spreading nationally.
Winnipeg was the centre and headquarters from which organizational life grew. It also
was the centre for both Ukrainian traditional churches, the Ukrainian Catholic and the
Ukrainian Orthodox. The number of organizations, both secular and religious, that
developed in Winnipeg and Canada was inordinately large and succeeded in factionalizing
the community to an extent.
Winnipeg grew in tems of its Ukrainian population and as a cultural and
intellectual centre, and this was reflected in an increase in the amount and variety of its
literary production. Dunng this period the first Ukrainian novel in Canada was written
and published in Winnipeg. This was Michael Petrivsky (Mykhaylo Petrivs'kyy) Magichne
misto (The rnagical city) published in 1 9 2 9 . ~This
~ attested to the fact that more complex
literature was being written by Ukrainian Canadian writers, particularly those in Winnipeg.
Honore Ewach (Onufiy Ivakh) published his Holos zemli (The cal1 of the land),67a
novella depicting the Ukrainian pioneer experience in Canada. The publication of this
work indicated that the pioneer phase of Ukrainian settlement in Canada was slowly being
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relegated to the historical past. Poetry was also being published during this period, for
example, Myroslav Ichnyans'kyy7s(Ivan YeQmovych-Kmeta) collection Lira emigranta,
liryka (The immigrant's lyre, lyrical poetry)68which is a collection of lyrical poetry on
vanous themes pertaining to the life of an immigrant. However, it was drama that came
to the literary forefront at this tirne. During the first period of settlement, Ukrainian
Canadians relied on dramas written and published in Ukraine for staging in Canada. But
as the political situation in Ukraine deteriorated, it becarne more dificult to obtain literary
works from Ukraine. As well, live theatre became increasingly more popular during the
1920s as an entertainment vehicle. This was because people were gathenng socially and

culturally and they began to put on their own "entertainment."

The themes reflected in the literature written in Winnipeg was varied. Lefiist
wnter Myroslav Irchan focused on workers' nghts; others, such as Petnvs'kyy and Ivakh,
dealt with themes taken from Ukrainian lire in North Arnenca. Still other writers, such as
Semen Kovbel', also dealt with these themes and others, such as, assimilation, prejudice,
discrimination, and religion. Some, such as playwright Dmytro Hun'kevych, focused on
the political situation in Ukraine. What the Iiterature of the penod was attempting to do in
a broad sense was to preserve the Ukrainian heritage in Canada. This was paniculariy true

as a very real fear of assimilation into the Canadian "mainstream" grew among the
Ukrainian Canadians, and they became concerned with preserving what they could of their
ethno-cultural hentage. Overall the number of Ukrainian publishing houses in Winnipeg
increased during this penod in response to the larger number of works being published.

The most prolific of the publishers were Prornin', Ukrayins'kyy holos and Ukrayins'ka
knyhamya.
The third wave of immigration encompassed the period between 1947-9 1. It
consisted largely of political émigrés forced to fiee Ukraine due to the exigencies of
World War II. The majonty of this group amved in Canada in the late 1940s and early
1950s. M e r this time there continued to be some Ukrainian emigration to Canada, but it

was insignificant since the Communists in power in Ukraine did not permit their citizens to
emigrate. This third group included some agricultural settlers but a much larger
proportion was made up of skilled labourers and a significant proportion consisted of
professionals (e.g., doctors, lawyers, teachers). Most of this group preferred urban
settlement and settled primanly in the heavily industrialized regions of southeastem
Ontario decreasing the importance of Winnipeg as a "gateway" to the West. This penod
saw Winnipeg "downgraded" in significance as a centre of Ukrainian Iiterary, intellectual,
cultural, religious and organizational life as Edmonton and Toronto grew in significance.
Organizational life factionalized even further, particularly with the establishment of highly
nationalistic (that is, concemed with issues relevant to Ukraine) organizations and
professional and educational organizations.
By this penod the Ukrainians as an ethnic group were firmly entrenched in
Winnipeg and Canada as a whole. In literature as in the Ukrainian Canadian community
overall, there was a definite movement toward the "mainstrearn" and away from strictly
ethnocentric concerns. This penod saw the emergence of a new group of writers -- those
who were Canadian-born and wrote in English. These wnters included William Paluk,

ssi

Vera Lysenko and Maara Haas. Paluk's Canadian C o s s a ~ k swas,
~ ~ in fact, wrïtten slightly
earlier, 1943; it is perhaps the earliest English language collection of essays,articles and
short stories. The Ukrainian language continued to be used in writing primarily by émigré
writers. Another difference between émigré and non-émigré writers was that emigres
tended to wnte on traditional themes using traditional forms, for example, Ukrainian
history was dealt with by Mandryka in the epic poem Mazepa. poema (Mazepa: a poem)70;
the politicai situation by Hay-Holowko in the novel Duel with the ~evil." Non-émigrés,
on the other hand, wrote on diverse themes, for example, Vera Lysenko's Yellow ~ o o t s ~
has a Canadian theme, while others wrote on more universal themes, such as feminism,
e-g., some of Maara Haas' vignettes in On Stase with Maara ~ a a s . ' ~Although they
tended to utilize standard forms, there was some evidence of modemism breaking through.
As in the previous period there were several publishing houses in Winnipeg which

predominated. For Ukrainian-language writing, Tndent/Tryzub was a prolific publisher.
For English- language writing, Tumstone Press did a great deal of publishing work. As
early as the mid- 1950s Vera Lysenko had her two novels Yellow Boots and Westerl~
wild7' published by a major mainstream publisher -- Ryerson Press. This indicates that
English language literature written by Ukrainian writers was beginning to enter
mainstream literature.
Approximately ninety-seven writers are discussed in this study. These were not
the only ones surveyed, but a critical selection had to be made since not al1 writers could
be included in this study
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Most of the research for this stiidy was conducted at various repositories in
Winnipeg. The libraries at the University of Manitoba (Elizabeth Dafoe, St. Andrew's
College and St. John's College) and the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre
provided the majority of the primary sources. These primary sources consisted largely of
literature published in book form either as monographs or collections. The Ivan Franko
Library was researched for materials written by lefiist writers, both in book form and in
periodicals. Also researched were the Ukrainian National Home, Canadian Ukrainian
Institute Prosvita and Ukrainian National Federation libranes although these repositories
had few primary source matenals which had not already been located in the other
repositories. The libraries and archives at the last three repositories are either
uncatalogüed or only roughly catalogued, consequently, materials were dificult to locate.
Outside Winnipeg the Immigration History Research Centre at the University of
Minnesota was most helpful since it contained several rare primary source matenals which
could not be located elsewhere. Also extremely helpful were the early newspaper
collections, especially Svoboda, and the various compendiums to it." Also researched
were the Robarts Library at the University of Toronto and St. Vladimir Institute Library,
Toronto, both of which revealed materials which had already been located elsewhere. It
proved impossible to locate each and every work that is known to have been written
andor published in Winnipeg, particularly during the pre-World War 1 period because
these materials have not been well preserved. This is because during the early part of this
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century the number of copies of a given work that was published was relatively small and
therefore a copy or copies did not always survive. However, there did prove to be in
existence hundreds of works written and published by Winnipeg writen for by the 1930s
Ukrainian Canadian literary works began to be published in larger numbers and were more
widely circulated. Therefore, works fiom the 1930s on tended to be relatively easy to
locate at repositories.
This study is not wholly chronological in its order of works. To put the literary
works and authors in a historical context, date of publication of the works and the authors
dates of binh and death are given. The dates of publication are given because there are
no sources available for the dates of writing. Biographical data on writers is provided only
when necessary for a better understanding of the work in question. It might be noted that
for approximately 40 percent of the writers there is a total absence of documentation,
other than their published works.
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Chapter 1
Nostalgia for the Old and Fear of the New,
1908-1917
This chapter will deal with the Ukrainian literature written and/or published in
Winnipeg in the penod between 1908 and 1917. It will do so within the context of the
socio-histoncal development of the Ukrainian cornmunity in Winnipeg dunng this period.
This initial period of the Ukrainian community's establishment in Winnipeg saw the city's
Ukrainian urban population grow to the largest in Canada and the establishment of the city
as the centre of Ukrainian social, cultural and political life. The literary activity of the
community members also began dunng this period. This chapter will trace how the
establishment of the fledgling community and its concerns were refiected in the literature
that its members produced.

1. The Fledgling Ukrainian Community in Winnipeg
Winnipeg's "North End"

For those Ukrainians who chose to settle in urban areas, Winnipeg, the country's
"gateway to the West," which also served as the central immigration depot for most
incoming immigrants, was a popular location in which to settle. Within a relatively short
penod of time the Ukrainians established a sizable community in the "North End" of the
city.
The earliest statistical data regarding the Ukrainian population in Winnipeg are for

the census year 191 1. The two major sources on Winnipeg census data, Artibise and

Darcovich and Yuzyk,' give different figures on the number of Ukrainians living there in
1911. The former States there were 900 Ukrainians residing in Winnipeg making up 0.7
percent of the city's population of 136,035; the latter give the figure 3,599 or 2.6 percent
of the city's population. The discrepancy in statistics can probably be attributed to the fact
that Artibise did not identifjr the Ukrainians among those residents who reported
themselves to be Austro-Hungarian, Russian and Polish, while Darcovich and Yuzyk did.
In rural areas of the Canadian prairies the Ukrainian immigrants were known t o
prefer "block" type settlement patterns, which facilitated adjustment to the new
environment by providing the security of rnembership in one's own ethnic group and
familiar institutions. The same type of settlement pattern repeated itself in Winnipeg for
the same reasons.
Upon initial settlement in Winnipeg the Ukrainians chose to live in the Point
Douglas area of the city which was located in the city's "North End." Point Douglas had
originally been a "good" area of the city, but as people prospered they moved out. The
"North End," as its name irnplies, encompassed the northem part of the city which was
largely separated frorn the rest of the city by the main Canadian Pacific railway yards,
located just north of the downtown area. Later, the construction of two bridges and two
underpasses did not substantially improve access to or from other areas of the city. Such
segregation impeded social interaction between residents of the North End and residents
of other areas of the city. Geographical segregation from the rest of the city allowed the
North End to remain relatively free of assimilationist forces that might otherwise have
made themselves more acutely felt. The negative aspect was that the people lived in a

ghetto and were, therefore, not able to take advantage of opportunities (including leaming
the English language) available elsewhere. Artibise, in his study of Winnipeg, states "the
North End was a synonym for the 'Foreign Quarter,' 'New Jerusalem' and 'CPR ~ o w n"'2,
and that the area's distinctiveness was at least partly a device to keep the immigrants in a
"ghetto."3
The North End, particularly its Point Douglas area, was one of the oldest parts of
the city. Housing forty-three percent of the city's residents, the majority of them working
class, in a relatively small area, it is no wonder that the area soon deteriorated. The pre1914 Nonh End was charactenzed by "overcrowded houses and tenements, lack of

sanitary installations, dirty back-yards, muddy, foui-smelling streets, and poor lighting
conditions . . . .-74 These substandard, even squalid, living conditions can be blamed
partially on the area's over-population and the immigrants' ignorance of proper hygiene.
A good pan of the blame, however, must also be shouldered by the civic leaders, who

virtually neglected the area.
The North End primarily served as home for the working class, and the Ukrainian
immigrants who chose to settle in Winnipeg were primarily of this social class. Data
provided by Orest T. Martynowych states that of the 110,000 Ukrainians who came to
Canada between 1905 and 19 14, over 79,000 were males and over half of them, 44,000,
categorized themselves as labourers? A significant portion of these labourers initially
settled in urban areas where work was available to them. Others found seasonal work
outside the city, but would retum to the city to spend the winter once the work season
was over.

Life in Canada was filled with many hardships for the Ukrainian immigrants. This
was tme regardless of whether they settled in cities or on farms. On the fam, the work
involved clearing the land and planting the first crops, generally without the implements
required for this arduous task. Those who chose not to farm usually had to perform
menial, physical labour in order to eam a living. The harshest conditions were
encountered by those who worked in mines, lumber camps and on railroad and road
construction gangs.
Before the husband lefi for Canada the plan usually was either for him to emigrate
permanently and send for his family once he was financially able to do so, or to return
afier he had earned enough money to secure his farnily financially in the homeland. In
eiiher case, until they were reunited, he was to regularly send money to his farnily to
provide for their interim needs. Circumstances in the new land did not always allow these
plans to be carried to fruition. In some instances, once in Canada, the men shirked their
familial obligations, becoming seemingly oblivious to the fact that their families were
suffering at home. Sometimes, however, the husband was unable to meet his financial
obligations to his family because he simply could not afford to do so, or, in more extreme
instances, because he had died as the result of a work-related accident in Canada.
Almost from the outset the Ukrainian Canadian community in Winnipeg was rife
with social problems. Due to the fact that a significant proportion of the community was
single men, who oflen had a great deal of spare time on their hands due to their seasonal
employment, drinking, brawling, card and pool playing, as well as carousing with women,
ofien occupied their time.

Even though this was the pioneenng generation of Ukrainian immigrants to
Canada, there was already a tendency toward native language loss among the Ukrainian
Canadians. This heralded the fact that, persistent old country practices and prejudices
aside, the assimilation of the Ukrainians into the Canadian mainstream was already
beginning. There were, therefore, the beginnings of a very real fear that the Ukrainian
Canadian community would not be able to sustain its separate ethnic identity in Canada.
Alan B. Anderson defines the principal components of ethnic identity as ethnic origin,
rnother tongue, ethnic-onented religion, and f o ~ k w a ~ Since
s . ~ the retention of the mother
tongue is generally considered to be the most important of these components, the fear of
loss of ethnic identity appears to have been justified.
Illiteracy was a major problern facing the Ukrainian community in Canada for in
Ukraine "the great majonty of Ukrainian peasants remained illiterate into the twentieth
century."' The community leaders in Canada were aware of the fact that literacy would
improve the quality of life for Ukrainians. Literacy and education would, for example,
enable Ukrainians to look afier their persona1 affairs without as great a risk of being taken
advantage of and would enable them to form enlightened opinions and become actively
involved in politics and govemment. In other words, possibilities would open up for the
Ukrainian Canadians that had previously been closed to them.
In addition to the problems they encountered in the new land, questions centring
on the homeland were near and dear to the members of the Ukrainian Canadian
community because, almost exclusively immigrants, their ties with the homeland were still
very strong. In terms of actual assistance to the homeland, fùndraising, for example, was

always being camed out for a cause, such as assistance to Mctims of war and revolution,
the poor and invalids. In 1911, Dr. Semen Demedchuk visited Winnipeg to raise funds for
aid to the Ridna shkola (Native school) in Galicia Later that same year the Cornmittee for
the Liberation of Ukraine was established and a collection for the Liberation Fund started.'
A particularly popular cause arnong the Ukrainians, both in Ukraine and North Amerka,

was that of Myroslav Sichyns'kyy. The "Sichyns'lqy &air" erupted in 1908 when a
student, Myroslav Sichyns'kyy, assassinated Count Andrew Potocki, the Polish Govemor
of Galicia. The assassination, Sichyns'kyy's arrest and subsequent incarceration by
Austrian authonties attracted the attention of Ukrainians e v e y h e r e . In Canada both
socialist and non-socialist groups lobbied for Sichyns'kyy's release. The socialists,
however, exerted the most effort on his behalf and waged a highly successful fundraising
campaign aimed at assisting him to gain his freedom. Sichyns'kyy's escape from jail and
later his arriva1 in America were largely viewed as being due to the efforts of the socialists.
The extent of the interest in the affair is reflected in the number of literary works that were
written on the topic.

Ukrainian Organizational Life in Winnipeg

Ukrainian organizational life began to establish itseif shortly after the Ukrainians
started to settle permanently in Winnipeg. Because Winnipeg, from the outset, had the
largest Ukrainian urban population in Canada, it is natural that organizations developed
there. Not surprisingly, the earliest organizations established resembled those that had
existed in the old country. Shortly afler the turn of the century the community divided

itself into several factions: the socialists, led by such men as Paul Crat h (Pavlo Krat) and
Myroslav Stechishin (Stechyshyn), and the nationalists, led by Taras Ferley and the
graduates of the Ruthenian Training School, established in Winnipeg in 1905. Here
"socialists" are defined as adherents to the Socialist Party and others holding socialist
sentiments, although not necessarily adherents to the Party as such. "Nationalists" are
defined as those individuals not aligned with the socialists who worked toward the
ultimate establishment of an independent Ukraine with a democratic system of
govemment. The nationalist group can well be considered the intelligentsia of the period,
consisting as it did of ". . . teachers, small businesmen, univenity students and the first
Ukrainian professionals."g Each of these factions soon established its own institutions that
not only served the needs of its established membership but also sought to attract others to
its fold.
Political ideologies of the homeland, particularly radical socialism, were popular
among the first Ukrainian immigrants in Winnipeg because among them were many who
had been active in or at least exposed to the Radical, Social Democratic and National
Democratic Parties in Ukraine. The Canadian brand of socialism was a hybrid form,
however, that combined ". . . old world politics and new world conditions."1°
The Ukrainian socialist movement in Canada is generally viewed as beginning in
Winnipeg in 1899 with the establishment of the Shevchenko Reading Association,
membership in which was not restricted to Ukrainians. The Association survived for only
a year, but it was revived in 1903 as the Shevchenko Reading Society. Both
organizations accepted members of both nationalist and socialist orientations. In 1906 a

segment of the Society, led by such individuals as Stechishin and Crath, began to direct it
exclusively toward socialism, which resulted later in the same year in the formation of the
Ukrainian Free Thought Federation and in the establishment of a Ukrainian branch of the
Socialist Party of Canada (SPC)in 1907. This branch joined together with other branches
of the SPC to forrn the Federation of Ukrainian Social Democrats in Canada in 1909. The
Federation broke away from the SPC in 1910 and became a part of the Social Democratic
Party of Canada. In 1914 the Federation adopted the name the Ukrainian Social
Democratic Party in Canada.
The Ukrainian immigrants, regardless of whether or not they were involved in the
socialist movement, already possessed a certain degree of working class consciousness as
a result of their exposure to rnutual aid societies and in some instances through
involvement in trade union activity in the heavy industry sector in the homeland. This
factor notwithstanding, the socialists primarily aimed their efforts at raising the class and
social consciousness of the workers and farmers, urging them to support leftist candidates
in elections at al1 govemrnent levels, and they were also actively involved in social and
cultural affairs, "collect[ing] funds for political and educational causes, sponsor[ing]
iectures on controversial social issues, and participat[ing] in a number of drama circles,
especially in winnipeg."ll
The socialists expenenced intemal problems. For example, Crath was expelled in
1910 for ". . . the scheming and intrigues he initiated in Western

ana da."'^

After his

reinstatement a year later, Crath continued to cause problems for this faction. This did
not, however, preclude his continuing to publish his articles in the socialist newspaper

Robochw narod (Working People). In addition to its intemal problems, the socialist
group was also faced with opposition fiom the Ukrainian nationalist camp, which waged a
war of words primarily through the newspaper Kanadws'kw farmer (Canadian Farmer).
Despite their troubles, the socialists actively worked at spreading propaganda
beneficial to their cause and organizing the Ukrainian working class. By 1911, for
example, the socialists had managed to establish twenty-six branches o f the Party, which
boasted a membership of 600.'~ During this period, however, the Ukrainian socialists
were only peripherally involved in the radical labour movement in Winnipeg. But perhaps
due to both socialist agitation and to their previous experiences in this regard, Ukrainian
workers are known to have participated in organized labour demonstrations in Winnipeg
in 1908 and 1915, and in 1917 they took part in a strike involving unskilled construction
workers.

''

This early period also saw the establishment of a plethora of cultural organizations,
some of which were associated with religious groups. Amorig the first non-socialist
oriented organizations established in Winnipeg were the St. Nicholas Brotherhood, the
Holy Trinity Wornen's Association and the St. Olga's Girls' Association. These were
founded in 1901 under the auspices of the first Ukrainian Greek Catholic church, narned
after St. ~icholas." They existed only until the church was taken over by Basilian priests
in 1902. By 1911, however, the same church was supporting other organizations -- the
Apostleship of Prayer, the Confraternity of St. Barbara and the Sodality of St. John the
Alrn~giver.'~
Also affiliated with this parish was the St. Nicholas Mutual Benefit
Association, estabtished in 1905.

The Chytal'n~aProsvita (Ukrainian Reading "Enlightenment" Association), a
cultural and educational organization, was also established in 1905. It was founded by a
Ukrainian Greek Catholic piest of the Basilian Order, Father Matey Hura, who served the
parish of St. ~icholas." From 1910 the Reading Association also housed the Mariya
Zankovets'ka Choir and Drama Circle, an orchestra and a library and was actively
involved in the staging of plays, concerts and literary evenings. The Association ceased to
exist for a time between 1912-13, but was re-established in 19L 3. It maintained its ties
with the church until the 1920s.
The Ukravins'ka Zorya (Ukrainian Star) Reading Association (later the
Kanad-ws'ka Zorya, Canadian Star) was affiliated with the Independent Greek Church,
which was largely under the financial control of the Presbyterian Church, which backed
the assimilation of Ukrainians into the Canadian mainstream. The Ukrainian Presbyterian
Church, established afier the demise of the Independent Greek Church, which also
supported assimilation, also sponsored English language classes for adults and established
the Ivan Franko Reading Club. The Russian Orthodox Mission established the
Brotherhood of the Holy Trinity, which fostered allegiance to Russia.
The Ukrainian teachers founded the Ukrainian Teachers' Association in 1907 as a
coordinating body for teachers in Manitoba's bilingual schools. The establishment of this
organization was sornething of a milestone for the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg as it
was " . . . the first Ukrainian-Canadian organization with distinctly Canadian root~."'~
The
Association was actively involved in al1 educational affairs pertaining to the Ukrainian
cornmunity.

In 1910 the nationalists established the Zavonz'ka Sich (Zaporozhian Cossack
settlement) Association. The membership consisted of parishioners of the two Ukrainian
Greek Catholic churches then existing in Winnipeg, St. Nicholas and Sts. Vladimir and
Olga, and former adherents to the socialist group. The activities of this organization have
been described as follows:
Members met at Jastremsky's hall, established a small library, sponsored
weekly or biweekly lectures and debates during the fa11 and winter, offered
special literacy classes and on Fnday evening, cultivated the fin de siécle
passion for physical exercise and gymnastics. In 1911 the society's leaders
also participated in a series of Sunday dernoon "Free School" lectures,
apparently sponsored jointly with the local socia~ists.~~
The Sich was also instrumental in the establishment of a non-denominational bursa
(student residence), which enabled Ukrainian secondary and post-secondary students to
!ive in Winnipeg while studying.
In 1912 the Sich was replaced by the Ukrainian National Home, the establishment
of which was sornething that the Sich had been working towards since its founding. The

Ukrainian National Home Association was incorporated in 1913, but its roots extended
back to 1905, when the pastor of St. Nicholas Church established the shortlived National
Home. The Ukrainian National Home Association was a non-denominational organization
in which memberships were sold in the form of ten dollar shares and whose first members,
in addition to the former rnembers of the Sich Association, included members of the three

Ukrainian choral and dramatic ensembles, Manya Zan'kovets'ka, Vynnychenko and

Boyan, housed there.*' This was in keeping with the Association's aim of directing the
educational and cultural life of the Ukrainians in Canada and housing various Ukrainian
Canadian organizations. Once the Ukrainian National Home purchased a building in 1916
at the southeast corner of Burrows Avenue and MacGregor Street in the Nonh ~ n d ~ '
(where it is still housed), it began to host lectures, dances, serve as a rehearsal hall for its
member dramatic and choral ensembles, provide music and handicraft lessons, maintain a
lending Iibrary, sponsor evening and sumrner schools for children, provide a meeting hall
and hold student club activities. For a year of the short span of its existence (1 9 15-19) the
Adam Kotsko bursa, established by the Ukrainian nationalists, was housed in the
Ukrainian National Home. The Ukrainian National Home Association soon became the
leading Ukrainian comrnunity organization in Winnipeg.
Since the Home's first headquarters on Selkirk Avenue did not have a concert
stage, performances were given at such locations as the Queen's theatre, the Grand Opera
and the Royal Theatre, al1 in the city's North ~ n d ? It was at the initiative of the three
ensembles housed at the Ukrainian National Home that the Ukrainian community in
Winnipeg and frorn surrounding areas, including a11 of the organizations, both religious
and secular, undenook to observe in Winnipeg in May, 19 14, the hundredth anniversary of
the birth of Taras Shevchenko. Ultimately, this celebration did not prove to be a united
effort for the Greek Catholic contingent broke away during the planning stages and
decided to observe the anniversary ~ e ~ a r a t eThis
l ~ .separate
~
undertaking was symbolic
of the factionalization that existed within the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg.

The Ukrainian Greek Catholic parishes felt the need to compete with the secular
organizations, and in 1916 Sts. Vladimir and Olga parish established the Bandunst
Society, which also maintained a Iibrary, an orchestra and a drarnatic ensemble, the Ivan
Kotlyarevs'kyy Association. The Catholics also founded the Metropolitan Andrey
Sheptyts'rn bursa in 19 15, which was to close in 1 9 2 4 . ~ ~

Educational Concerns

Education, like socio-political concems, was of paramount importance to the
Ukrainians. The school system which they found in Manitoba was highly centralized with
the provincial Department of Education in charge of such things as curriculum
development, textbooks and teacher education. In the cities, school districts and schools
were already in place and immigrants had only to enroll their children in a nearby school.
In the unsettled or sparsely settled rural areas, the Ukrainian pioneers were faced with the
unfamiliar and challenging task of establishing school districts, building schools and
procuring teachers. The school districts, as a result, were established slowly, and often the
Ukrainians were blamed for not valuing education because of the length of tirne that it
took them to establish school districts. That several libraries and reading associations,
albeit with modest holdings, were established in Canada by the Ukrainian immigrants by
1900 would attest to a definite interest in education among the immigrants?

Manitoba's language act of 1897 allowed for the establishment of bilingual schools
"when ten of the pupils in the school speak the French language, or any language other
than English as their native language . . . .,926 Ukrainians Canadians thus had an

opportunity, when numben warranted it, to educate their children in Ukrainian. However,
bilingual education posed several problems, the first of which was the need for qualified
Ukrainian teachers. Towards this end the Rut henian Training School for teachers was
established in Winnipeg in 1905. (It was transferred to Brandon in 1907.) Some 200
students were trained as teachen in the Ruthenian Training School between 1907 and
1916.27 Not al1 teachers who taught in the bilingual schools were graduates of the

Ruthenian Training School. Because the bilingual schools were in existence before the
Training School's first students graduated, Dr. Robert Fletcher, Chief Clerk of Education
in R.P. Roblin's Conservative govemment, not only issued teaching permits to Ukrainian
teachers with European qualifications, he also issued such permits to those who only had
some gymnasium education but were not qualified tea~hers.*~
While the immigrants were dissatisfied with some of the teachers whorn they
suspected of incornpetence, they were dissatisfied with others because of their political
convictions. The Ukrainian teachers quickly aligned themselves with one of the two major
Canadian political parties, Liberal or ~ o n s e r v a t i v e .Most
~
also belonged to the Ukrainian
nationalist faction and others, like Michael Stechishin, were socialists.
The Ukrainian teachers formed the aforementioned Ukrainian Teachers'
Association in 1907, and the Association proved to be a positive influence on the
community, lobbying for bilingual textbooks, promoting both child and adult education
and trying to raise the national consciousness by promoting the use of the term Ukrainian
rather than ~uthenian.)' The Association also sought to involve the community in rnatters
pertaining to education. In 1908, for example, the Association organized a national

Ukrainian mass meeting in Winnipeg to address such issues as the establishment of new
school districts and the hiring of a second school organizer."
A second problem was the lack of suitable textbooks. Textbooks fiom Ukraine

did not lend themselves to the teaching of children who were being raised in Canada.
Through the lobbying efforts of the Ukrainian Teachers' Association, in 1913 the
Manitoba Department of Education published the two-volume bilingual Manitoba
Ruthenian-Enelish Readers. Another textbook was later published for use in Manitoba
Ukrainian bilingual schools, but only 169 copies were distributed to pupils and the rest
were burned when the bilingual school systern was dissolved in 1916.~~
There was also a iack of any kind of suitable reading material for children which
had Ukrainian Canadian content. The appearance, during this time, of several books of
children's stories by Ukrainian Canadian authors indicates that there rnay have been a
movement to t s , and remedy this situation. These works included P. Vasyliv's Persha
lastivka ukravins'kvkh pisen' dlya ukravins'koyi molodizhy v Kanadi (The First Swallow

of Ukrainian songs for Ukrainian Youth in Canada) and Onufny Hykavyy' s Opovidann~a
dlya ditev (Stones for Children) and Zbimyk bayok (Collection of ab les).^^
The bilingual school system was strongly opposed by sorne politicians, the English
language press, and some segments of society, who subscnbed to the then popular Angloconformity theory, which proposed that al1 minorities conform to the language and ways
of the Anglo-Celtic majonty as quickly as possible. The Ukrainians, particularly those in
Winnipeg, lobbied the provincial government to retain bilingual schools, sending a
delegation of leading Ukrainian community representatives to meet with Premier T.C.

Norris. When this Ukrainian group did not meet with much success, the Ukrainians
established the Ukrainian Central Cornmittee for Defense of the Bilingual School System,
which organized a rally of over 1,000 people and a petition with more than 6,000
signatures.)" Nevertheless, on 8 March 1916 the Manitoba legislature passed the bill that
abolished bilingual education in the province and with it the Ruthenian Training School in
Brandon.
Aithough bilingual schooling was officially abolished, in sorne schools Ukrainian
teachers continued to teach the Ukrainian language &er regular school hours. This
practice was usually camed out covertly for fear of being caught by school inspectors.
But these efforts did not bring about the expected results for, as stated by Marunchak,
ir35

". . . al1 this was being done for the most part in a most unsystematic manner . . . .

At the same time as the bilingual school systern was operating in Manitoba, the
Presbyterian Church was establishing Presbyterian schools and school homes where
students could reside while attending public schools. In both, the Presbyterians worked at
instilling their own beliefs in their charges. Teachers for these schools were trained in
Winnipeg at Manitoba College, of which the first two Ukrainian graduates (in 1900) were
Ivan Negrych and Ivan Bodrug. A school home for boys was established in Teulon in
1912 by Reverend Alexander I. Hunter, who had established there a Presbyterian mission
(1902) and a hospital(1904).~~
The aim of this school home was " . . . to train leaders to

challenge the grip of ükrainian 'nationa~ists,""~whom Hunter blarned for the decline and
failure of Protestant work.

Methodist missions also established hospitals and school homes to serve Ukrainian
immigrants, concentrating on northcentral Alberta, but they were not as successful in
attracting Ukrainians as the Presbyterians were.
The Roman Catholic Church became involved in the education of rural Ukrainian
youth as a reaction to the Protestant activities. Ukrainian boys, for exarnple, were taught
by priests of the Redernptorist order. But as these priests were either French or Belgian,
they met with only limited success in counteracting the efforts of the Presbyterians. The
Roman Catholics, however, did not give up, and in 1912 a boys' school, St. Josaphat's
Missionary School, was established in Sifton, Manitoba. It, too, met with little success,
existing only until 19 1 6 . ' ~
The early private day schools were al1 afiliated with religious orders. The first
such school to teach a complete public school cumculurn was St. Nicholas School,
established in Winnipeg in 1905 by the Sister Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

By 1906 this school had an enrollment of 160 tud dents.)^

Organized Religion

Another issue which occupied the rninds of the immigrants was religion. Religion
was of fundamental importance because the church was a basic Ukrainian institution.
Since the vast majonty of the Ukrainian immigrants had corne frorn Galicia, they belonged
to the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church. In Canada it was difficult to re-establish the type
of religious life that the Ukrainians had been accustomed to in their homeland. The worst

obstacle was the shortage of priests. In 1903, for example, there were fewer than ten
Ukrainian Greek Catholic priests in canada."
Besides the shonage of pnests, an additional problem facing the Ukrainian Greek
Catholics in Canada was the question ofjurisdiction. At the outset, Ukrainian Greek
Catholic priests in North America feli under the jurisdiction of Roman Catholic bishops,
who were ofien ignorant about the Byzantine rite, and who did not allow rnarried clergy as
did the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church in Galicia. Thus these priests were effectively
blocked from irnmigrating to Canada.
In 1897, Father Nestor Dmytriv of Pennsylvania was the first Ukrainian Greek
Catholic priest to visit Canada, and he spent almost two years among the Ukrainians in the
colonies of western Canada. With the amval of Father Darnaskyn Polivka, a Basilian
pnest, in Winnipeg in 1899, the Ukrainians in Winnipeg who were worshipping in the
Roman Catholic Church of the Hoiy Ghost, to which they had been designated by
Archbishop Langevin, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of St. Boniface, established their
own parish in 1899 and built their first church in 1900, The Ruthenian Greek Catholic
Church of St. ~icholas."

The first Ukrainian Greek Catholic clergymen to settle permanently in Canada
were three priests of the Basilian order who arrived in 1902, accompanied by four Sister
Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. With the arrivai of additional priests, not al1 of
the Basilian order, a second parish, named Saints Vladimir and Olga, was established in
Winnipeg in 1907." It called itself a "Nationally-Catholic-Independent Church," and was
opposed by the Basilians because it refused to accept Roman Catholic authority."

Following his tour of Canada in 1 9 1 0 , ~the spiritual head of the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church in Galicia, Metropolitan Andrey Sheptyts'kyy set about establishing a
separate ecclesiastical province for the Canadian Greek Catholic Church. This was
accomplished in 1912, and Father Nykyta Budka was named its first bishop, establishing
his chancellery in Winnipeg and naming the Sts. Vladimir and Olga church the "ProCat hedral of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic ~hurch."~'Al1 the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
pnesthood, which by that time included priests of both the Basilian and Redemptorist
orden as well as secular priests, and the Sister Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
fell under his jurisdiction.
Under Bishop Budka's direction more churches were built throughout Canada,
Ukrainian Canadians were trained for the pnesthood, additional priests were brought over
from Ukraine, and several Ukrainian Greek Catholic schools were established. Bishop

Budka also saw to it that al1 of the panshes were incorporated provincially, and the
episcopal charter was ratified by the Canadian parliament. In 19 13 the first synod of the
Ukrainian Greek Catholic clergy was convened and ratified the rules and regulations of the
~ ~ World
Ruthenian Catholic Church in Canada, as the Church was oficially c a ~ l e d .During
War 1several more Ukrainian Greek Catholic parishes were established in winnipeg?'
Whiie the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church was undergoing the difficult process
of establishing itself in Canada, the members of the Ukrainian Canadian community were
often forced to turn to other faiths to service their spintual needs. Each of these churches,
in turn, sought to win the conversion of Ukrainians to their faith. The result was a

splintering of the Ukrainian comrnunity into various religious groups and the creation of
completely new Ukrainian churches.
In 1903, the All-Russian Patriarchai Orthodox Church, also called the Seraphimite
Church, was established in Winnipeg by a former Russian Greek Orthodox monk named
Stefan Ustvol's'kyy. He was invited to Winnipeg by members of the radical comrnunity,
who were interested in establishing a Ukrainian church that was not affiliated with either
the Roman Catholic or Russian Orthodox churches. In a short penod of time, he is said
to have ordained more than fifiy priests and deacons, many of whom were not in the least
qualified for these roles." Unhappy with the haphazard way that Ustvol's'kyy was
mnning the affairs of the church, the same radicals who invited him to Winnipeg ousted
him as Bishop in 1904 and, with the financial assistance of the Presbyterian Church,
established the Independent Greek Church, which soon developed a strong following.
However, the Independent Greek Church lost some of its membership to the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church after the installation of Budka as the first Canadian bishop.
Dwindling membership and the inability of the Presbyterian Church to continue to fund its
activities, led to the dissolution of the Independent Greek Church in 19 12.
The Presbyterians exerted an influence on the Ukrainian Canadians not only
through the Independent Greek Church, but also through their missions and missionanes.
Their objective was not only to convert them to the Presbyterian faith but also to " . . .
anglicize them and channel them into social roles and economic activities deemed
appropriate to them.""

The Presbyterian mission work among and with the Ukrainian Canadians included
the establishment of hospitals, schools and school homes in Manitoba in Ethelben, Teulon
and Sifton, and Reading Camp Associations in remote work camps, where ". . . instructors
taught English to the 'foreigners' and attempted to provide them with an 'intelligent
conception of Canadian citizenship' and to neutralize social unrest among frontier
~abourers."~~
The Methodist influence on the Ukrainian immigrants was Iess significant than that
of the Presbperians because the Methodists did not concentrate specifically on the
Ukrainian Canadians as the Presbyterians did and the efforts of the Methodist missionaries
were not nearly as well planned and executed as those of the Presbytenans.
Russian Orthodox missionanes were also making their influence felt among the
immigrants. They were well organized in their missionary work, and there were several
reasons why the Russian Orthodox Church appealed to the Ukrainian immigrants: the
Russian church believed that al1 of North America fell under its jurisdiction because it was
the first there; parishes did not require incorporation; the liturgy was similar to that of the
Ukrainian churches and Sung in Old Church Slavonic; also the church was subsidized by
the Holy Synod in St. ~etersbur~."Furthermore, the unworldly immigrants were easily
led to believe that the words msyn (Ruthenian) and ms'ky (Russian) were really one and
the sarne and that, therefore, this was indeed the church to which they nghtfully belonged.
The Russian Orthodox Church attracted a sizable following among the Ukrainians.
In Winnipeg, for example, a Russian Orthodox parish, nanled Holy Tnnity, was founded in
1905. Wit h the Russian Revolution of 1917, however, financial assistance from Russia

ceased, and the church's influence upon Ukrainians soon waned significantly. Also, during
World War 1 a group of Bukovynian immigrants left the Russian Orthodox parish and
established an Independent Ukrainian Onhodox church, St. Michael's, in the Point
Douglas area of the city's North ~ n d . ' ~

The Development of a Ukrainian Canadian Press

The Ukrainian press was relatively quick to develop in Winnipeg. Each press
organ, if not created to serve the needs of a given organization or faction, soon aligned
itself with one and espoused its viewpoints. Most of the press used the Ukrainian
language exclusively. Each of the press organs that were established in Winnipeg also
served as vehicles for the publication of literary works by Ukrainian writers. This was true
of both the non-leftist and the leftist press.
Aithough the first Ukrainian newspapers in North America -- Svoboda (Liberty)
established in 1893 and the shortlived Arnervka (America), established in 1896 -- were
both published in the northeastem United

tat tes,'" they were widely read by Ukrainians in

Canada. However, the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg felt the absence of a Ukrainian
press organ that would reflect its own particular interests and concems. In order to
amend this situation a number of community leaders, rnost notably K. Genyk, 1. Negrych,
1. Bodrug, T. Stefanyk and J. Dyma, assumed the directorship of Winnipeg's first

Ukrainian newspaper, Kanadyys'kyy farmer (Canadian Farmer) established in 1903 ."
Since the newspaper's first four editors were adherents of the Independent Greek
Church, for a while at least it reflected this Church's viewpoint. In 1905, however, the

Independent Greek Church established its own newspaper, and the Canadian Farmer
became a secular newspaper. It was assisted in its publication by financial contributions
fkom the Canadian Liberal Party and, therefore, tended to take a Liberal stance in political
matters.
Slovo (Word), a newspaper which had financial assistance fiom the Conservative
Party and, therefore, espoused a Conservative viewpoint, existed in Winnipeg between
1904-05. It backed both the Ukrainian Greek Catholic and Ukrainian Greek-Orthodox

churches and publicly opposed the Canadian Farmer's pro-Seraphimite stance.
Ranok (Morning), established in Winnipeg in 1905, functioned as the press organ
of the Independent Greek Church. It, like the Church itself, was supported by the
Presbytenan Church, and, like the Canadian Farmer, it maintained a Liberal stance. This
newspaper was particularly vibrant and benefited €rom the input of a variety of competent
contributors, among them P. Bozhyk, P. Crath, A. Maksymchuk, O. Sushko and Dr. G.
~ r y c e . ' Moming
~
existed throughout the period, merging in 1920 with the Edmontonbased and Methodist-backed Kanadwets' (Canadian) to fonn Kanadyys'kyy ranok
(Canadian Moming).
The socialists also began to publish their own newspaper, Chervonw Drapor (Red
Banner), which existed in 1907-08 under the editorship of Paul Crath. This newspaper
took up the cause of the working class on al1 fronts and was harshly anti-clerical in
sentiment. The Red Banner was succeeded by the Robochw narod (Working People) in
1909. Like its predecessor, this newspaper also assumed a firm, lefiist viewpoint.

In 1909 leading Ukrainian nationalists in Winnipeg, men such as Orest Zherebko,
Taras Ferley and LW. Arsenych, united to establish a newspaper that would provide ". . .
national leadership, maintain equilibrium and espouse and support the aspirations of the
Ukrainian citizenry "" To carry out these aims they undertook the publication of
Ukrainian Voice (Ukrayins'kyy holos), whose first issue came out on 14 March 1910."

This newspaper was nationalistic and religious to an extent backing the premise of an
independent church.

The Ukrainian Greek Catholics, too, decided, to have a press organ which would
provide a forum for their concerns. The establishment of such a newspaper was aided by
the financial assistance of Archbishop Langevin. The first issue of this newspaper,
Kanadws'kyy rusvn (Canadian Ruthenian), appeared in May, 19 1 1.59 The newspaper
was religiously oriented and pro-nationalist. At the same time, it who!eheartedly opposed
the Protestants, the Independent Greek Church and the socialists. The Russian Orthodox

C hurch also published the shortlived (1 9 15- 16) Kanadiys'kava Pravoslavnava Rus'
(Canadian Orthodox Ruthenia), which was printed bilingually in Russian and Ukrainian.

2. The Fledgling Literature: Fedyk's Pisni p r o Kanadu i Avstrivu
During this formative period of Ukrainian settlement and the establishment of a
Ukrainian community in Winnipeg, Ukrainian Canadian literature began to develop. Most
of the early writers were part of the leadership of Winnipeg's Ukrainian community. They
included clergymen like Vasyl' Kudryk and Ivan Bodmg and political activists like Vasyl"
Holovats'kyy, Myroslav Stechishin, Dmytro Rarahovs'kyy and Paul Crath. Immigrants

themselves, they shared, in general, the same experiences as the Ukrainian Canadian
cornmunity at large.
The literature that was produced represented al1 genres: drama, poetry and prose.
Poetry, however, predominated. Few plays were written because of the abundance and
populanty of plays from Ukraine. The writing itself was largely simplistic and folkloristic
in style and theme. The themes that were dealt with tended to centre around nostalgia for
what they had left behind in the homeland and a fear of the new, that is, of the unknown,
of what was awaiting them in the new land. These early works were published both as
rnonographs and in the Ukrainian Canadian press. Only the leftist press is surveyed here
because it was almost the only outlet for "leflist" literature, whereas the "non-leflist"
literature was able to be published in monographs. Indeed, some non-leftist newspapers,
most notably the Ukrainian Voice also published monographs.
If one were to consider literary works not published in a monograph, the first

poem by a Ukrainian Canadian living in Winnipeg was published in the Ukrainian language
Amencan daily newspaper Svoboda 15 March 1900. This was Sava Chernets'kyy's "2
zil'nyka Kanady" (From the Herbariurn of

This poem thus pre-dates

Chemets'kyy's poem "Perekhytryv" (Outwitted) that Frances A. Swynpa and Andrij
~ Chemets'kyy's "2 hlybyny
Makuch list as published in Svoboda 10 May 1 9 0 0 ~and
propasty" (From the Depth of the Abyss) which Yar Slavutych considers the first poem by
a Ukrainian Winnipegger and which appeared in Svoboda of the same date.61

In the Canada-wide context, the first published poem written by a Ukrainian
Canadian was Yuriy Syrotyuk's "Do bratov halychan" (To Brothers ~alicians)~'published

in Svoboda 27 May 1897. This poem thus predates the poem which up to now has been

cited by literary critics such as Yar Slavutych as the first poem to be written by a
Ukrainian Canadian writer, Ivan Zbura's "Kanadiys' ki emigranty" (Canadian Emigrants)
which was published in Svoboda 2 February 1899."

Fedyk's Pisni oro Knnadu i Avstrivu
One of the two first works6"published in rnonograph form in Winnipeg, both
published in 1908, was Teodor Fedykys(1873-1949) Pisni pro Kanadu i Avstriyu (Songs
about Canada and Austria). This book was important for Winnipeg not only because it
was one of the first two published monographs, but also because it responded to a "need"
in the people or to their own emotions as attested to by the large number of editions and
sales. As the title indicates, the book was a collection of "songs"

-- poems written in a

folkloristic kolomwka style. Fedyk probably called them "songs" because they were so
rhythmic that they could be sung.
The book was extremely popular both in Canada and Ukraine. Its populanty is
attested to by the fact that aRer its initial publication in 1908, it was republished in five
later editions, the last in 1927. In total it sold 50,000 copies.6s The various editions were
published by the Rus'ka knyharnya (later changed to Ukrayins'ka knyharnya). In the
introduction to the third edition published in 191 1, the publishers state that they purchased
the publication rights to this collection from Teodor Fedyk and are publishing it
themselves. This statement is included in the later editions so apparently the publishing
rights never reverted to Fedyk. The editions range in size from 139 pages (1 927 edition)

to 190 pages (1 9 14 edition). This is because not al1 of the editions contain the same
number of "songs." The songs are largely numbered, the minority in each edition are
actually given titles rather than numbers. The 1911 edition has thirty-three "songs," the
1914 edition has fony "songs" and the 1927 edition has thirty-two "songs" al1 of varying

lengths. In each edition there are thirty numbered songs, the rest have titles. There are
more "songs" about Canada than about Austria in these works, although, in general, the
songs about Canada and Austria altemate. The 1914 edition, the fifth and the longest,
includes a section on Myroslav Sichyns'kyy, a prominent anarchist who became a folk
hero to Ukrainians in both Ukraine and Nonh America. That these poems were included
in this collection attest to the fact that Fedyk's collection did indeed reflect the concems of
the Ukrainian Canadians of the time.
Fedyk is listed on both the cover and the title page as the compiler of the
collection, but he is also credited as the author of many of the songs. Fedyk's work may
not al1 be original, however. Slavutych States, for example, that Fedyk modified the text
of Symon Palamaryuk's "Pisn' pro Kanadu" (Song about Canada) and republished it as his
"Pisnya dvanaytsyata7'(Twelfth ~ o n g )which
, ~ ~ bears his name. Except for Dmytro
Makohon and D. Rarahovs'kyy, the rest of the contributors - D. Kibzyy, N. Hakman,
Syl'vester Yarychevs'kyy, VasylyKarachko, Hryts' Zahorenko, Ya. D. Kravets', Hr.
Burak, 1. Denys, Ivan Kozak, Chalyy, Y. Kravets', Petro Shcherba, R. D. Chomeyko, N.
Tomashevs'kyy, D. Yavir, Prokip Yats, 1. Fendrykevych, A. Onufrenko, Fred Khomut,
Tymko Mylyeshchuk - were unknown writers. Makohon was a writer of some note in
Ukraine and Rarahovs'kyy was a social activist and the compiler of the other Ukrainian

Canadian work, Workers' Songs, that was published in Winnipeg in the same year as
Fedyk's collection. One writer chose to write under the pseudonym Susid, which means
"neighbour" in Ukrainian, implying that these are the views of the reader's neighbour and
should be taken senously.
As the title States, the songs alternate between Canada and Austria. Canada is
associated with the "new," that is, life in the new land, Austna with the "old," that is, life
in the then Austrian colony Ukraine. Later editions of the collection were published under
the title Pisni pro staryy i n o y kray (Songs about the old and new country)67and Pisni
irnierantiv
oro staryv i n o w y k r a ~(Songs of the immigrants about the old and new
country).68The language that is used in the songs is largely dialectal Ukrainian. This work
was compiled at a time when there was no standard orthography o f the Ukrainian
language, so spelling conventions differed among writers. Furthermore and perhaps more
importantly, not al1 of the contributors to this work, including Fedyk, himself, could be
considered well educated and rnay not have been overly familiar with Ukrainian Iiterary
usage.
The songs are typically lyncal and, as stated above, are written in the folkloristic
kolomwka style. The kolomwka is a "folk ditty" made up o f

". . . two

rhyming lines

with a set rhythmic pattern: a 14-syllable line with feminine ending and a caesura after the
eighth ~ ~ l l a b l e The
. " ~ ~kolomwka also deals with themes pertinent to the eveiyday life of
the people in a hurnourous style.'*
This collection of songs was a seminal work in Ukrainian Canadian literature o f
this period, as it brought out the main ideas that were "in the air," themes that were in the

heans and minds and responded to the needs of the pioneering group of immigrants.
Thernatically, the collection, although it altemates between Austna and Canada, centres on
three main areas which run through the entire collection: nostalgia for the old, that is
nostalgia for the homeland and nostalgia over the separation of families; fear of the new,
that is, the new and often harsh life and work environment in the new country; and the
problems of social adjustment to a new land. The collection was thus a kind of guide
indicating why Ukrainians may have wanted to leave the old country and also what they
might experience should they choose to emigrate."

The co1Iection was thus probably

aimed not only at a Ukrainian Canadian readership but also at readers in Ukraine.
Fedyk's "Pisnya persha" (First song) describes the pain of parting with everyone
and everything that the Ukrainian peasant holds dear as he prepares to emigrate fiom his
homeland:

RK n ~ w a sR piAue ceno
6yno ~

eTflXeHbKO;
~ i

H npaqas CR
3 MO€D

3 P~AHOB3 e ~ n e ~ ,

~ ~ A H OHeHbKOB.
B

As 1 was leaving my native village / My heart was heavy; / 1bade farewell to

my native land, / To my mother. / Keep well, my dear family, / And you, my
neighbours, /

. . . ./

Keep well, my native church, / . . . . /

This simple poem describes not only the pain of departure - a pain that was so sharp that
the prospective emigrant was ready to forsake his planned joumey

-

but also goes on to

describe the dificulties associated with gaining passage, particularly the hospital stay
required if one did not pass the physicd examination prior to boarding the ship, the
arduous passage on a cattle boat where the passengers were plagued with seasickness, and
the hardships of pioneer settlement when they finally reached the wilds of the Canadian
prairie. Aithough the entire experience is a negative one, the immigrant wntes to his
brother stating that his life in Canada is excellent. In this way he fools his brother into
joining him in Canada, where the unsuspecting brother quickly leams the truth.
Other poems also deal with similar sentiments. In "Pisnya druha" (Second song),
for example, an immigrant expresses a wish on Easter Sunday to retum to his family in the
homeland:
TaM ~

0 ro6K P~M ~ U RMaB

To 614fi nonkwye,
Binsi~as6 n CHPOTMHa
~

Belo CBOKI p 0 f l ~ ~ ~ . *

If only 1 had little wings / Then 1would fly, / 1, an orphan, would visit / My entire
family. /
"Pisnya chetverta" (Fourth song)'" deals with the pain of parting with one's native land,
but States that the emigrant has no other choice because the circumstances of life have
been made intolerable by the Polish occupiers. Furtherrnore, life is good in Canada

because it is a bountiful land. "Pisnya os'ma" (Eighth song)'j deals with longing for the
homeland where everyone was happy and Sundays and holy days were observed, not like
in Canada where everyone is a Socialist. Fedyk's "Eighth Song7'also speaks out against
socialism when it points out the reason for the happy fiame of mind that the Ukrainian
people shared in the old country and the unhappiness that they experience in Canada:
Beceni xoannil
1 38 6ora 3HaliH,

Cbm~a
ctmwyeann.

T ~ T KTor0
M HeMa;
Bci couimic~w,

nanit7 Bxe He CTaHe

Ann nwx xni6a ÏCTI(.'~
Happily they walked about / And knew about God, / And observed holy days /
That does not happen here; / Everyone is a socialist, 1 In the future there will not
be enough 1 Bread for them to eat. 1

Other songs, such as "Pisnya shesta," (Sixth song)," "Pisnya trynaytsyata" (Thirteenth
s o r ~ ~"Pisnya
) , ~ ~ visimnaytsyatay' (Eighteenth

and "Durnka emigranta" (An

emigrant's t h o ~ ~ h tdeal
) ' ~with the difficulty of parting with one's loved ones.
Fedyk's collection also recails the harsh circumstances of life at the hands of

foreign occupiers. 1. Denys's "Pisnya dvaytsyat'-sema" (Twenty-seventh song) laments
the treatment of Ukrainians at the hands of the Poles, saying:
XOTRW Y K P ~ ~ H Y
3i c s i ~ a~ M ~ C T H .

T a â l O ~ b~ ~ A H R T M

nonbuy

~ ~ B ~ c T H . ~ '

Wanting to sweep Ukraine / From the earth. / The poor wretches plan / To
establish Poland. /
Similarly, Fedyk's "Pisnya sirnnaytsyata" (Seventeenth s ~ ndeals
~ with
) ~ the author's
(that is, Fedyk's) deep love for Ukraine, but states that it is impossible to Iive there now
because the country has been ruined, first by the Tartan and later by the Poles. His
"Pisnya dvaytsyata" (Twentieth song) describes a young man's negative experiences as a
recruit in the Austro-Hungarian army, experiences which ultimately led him to Canada:
Ofi CnY)I(MB

Fi L S ~ C ~ P O B M

Tpw p o w B r o ~ o p i

6n F i ~ b a e c mp
ï ~e r i ~ e w i

8 W ~ P T 6a~aflboHi.
~M

Aocnyxns CH R TaKOrO
M m o He
~ sar~~ys

M y c ï ~B

~ ï r no
i ~K~HWM

Pin~nh
KP~C(~ ~ o K L ( H ~ B . ~ ~

Oh, 1 served the kaiser / Three years honourably / In the fiftieth regiment / In the
fourth battalion. / I served to the point / That 1 almost died I 1 had to escape to

Canada / Forsake my native land./
Fedyk also deals with the sorrow ofthe men who had lefi their wives and children
in Ukraine. His "Pisn' dvanaytsyata" (Twelfth song) relates a man's typical sentiments:
On K a ~ a oK, ~ H W O ~ K O

Poanyciynacb MeHe 3 X~HKOB
BCM~OTM
C ~~~~T H
C~
A

Fi

n i w o ~A0 K ~ H W H

r a p a 3 ~ yrnFini~n."

Oh Canada, dear Canada / How treacherous you are, -- / More than one man /

You have separated fiom his wife. / You have separated me from my wife /
Orphaned my children / And 1 went to Canada / To see to our well-being. /
Fedyk characterizes immigrant life in general in "Second Song." Here he States:
Oh K a ~ q K
o~HUO~~KO
Tan T M M a ~ i f 0 6 0 ,
X n e B ~ 0 6Pi Y C ~ K H I~~ a p i ~
RK TaR x y n 0 6 a . ~ ~

Oh Canada, dear Canada / And you Manitoba, / The Ruthenian people live in you /
Like those cattle. 1
Fedyk was not alone in expressing these sentiments for similar sentiments are also
expressed in Prokip Yats's poem "Pro zarnon'ku dolyu" (About destiny beyond the sea)"

which was included in the 1914 edition of Songs about Canada and Austria..
The workinç conditions were not only harsh, they could also be life-threatening.
Loss of life was not uncommon, and this theme appears repeatedly in the literature.
Susid's poem "Pisnya desyata" (Tenth song) and D. Kibzyy's poem "Pisnya shisnaytsyata"

(Sixteenth song) deal with death in mining accidents. Susid's poem begins with a general
introduction which States that work-related death is not uncornmon in Canada:
Ilocnyxah~enioAH ao6pi
u o Hapoay nponaaae
Y T ~ MMMÏI~M8 i J l b ~ KPaK)
j~

flpcl ~

O ~ O T
nornbae."
~ X

Listen good people / How many people disappear / In that dear free land 1 They
die at work. /
In his Song Kibzyy compares coal rniners to those searching for money in his statement
about frequent mining-related deaths:
Oh 6orai-O HatuMx n ~ n e f i

3a ~ P ~ L U M UlYKâDTb,
M
Oh 6 a r a ~ oHatuMx ntoaew

B ~ a f i ~ an x
ponaaio~b.'~

O many of our people / Search for money, / O many of our people 1 Disappear in

mines. /
Susid's "Tenth Song" ironically descnbes the miners as digging for dollars rather
than for ore. The circurnstances of life in the new country were such that it was not
unusual for the immigrants to face thern with some trepidation. Living conditions were, as
noted earlier, oRen substandard and the work was low paying, menial, physically
dernanding and even dangerous. Furthemore, the way of life was also different from that
to which the immigrants were used. Fear of this new life which they were in the process
of encountering was, therefore, a very real sentiment.

In Dmytro Makohon's (1 88 1- 196 1) "Pisnya devyata" (Ninth song), a wife and
children, living in abject poverty in Ukraine because they sold their land and livestock to
finance the husband's trip to Canada, wonder why they have not heard from him in some
tirne. They finally receive a letter from someone in Canada, who knows of his fate:
He ftMUJiTb B X e ~ M C T ~ B
I He ~ a p i ~ a f i ~ e

3a aywy l e a ~ a
ila~o~uen
ea
eh~e.

Baui I B ~ HB X e & ~ B . R T ~
M ~ C A UY~rpo6i,
B

r n ~ ro
~ 3a a 6 ~ n a
B Knimon, ~ a n i ~ o 6 i . ' ~

Do not wnte any more letters / And do not complain / Pay the pnest / [To pray]
For Ivan's soul. / Your Ivan has been I In his grave for nine months, 1 He was
killed by [a cave in ofl clay 1 In Clinton, Manitoba. /
Poverty was a way of life for the peasant in Ukraine and initially proved to be the
same for many of the Ukrainian immigrants in Canada. In his "Pisnya dvaytsyat' druha"
(Twenty-second song) Fedyk describes the average immigrant's financial status in the
following manner:
He Ma ïp~uitrhy KMUreHH

M Y C M T~ ~~

A Y B ~ T M

M Y C M TTWX,QeHb
~
TM n i l l l ~ ~

P o 6 o ~ nU

~ K ~ T H . ~ ~

Not having any money in his pocket / He must suffer, / He must go about on foot
for a week 1 Looking for work. /
The threat of extreme poverty motivated the immigrants to work at whatever jobs
were available to them. Not al1 jobs were life-threatening, but al1 of them were arduous.
The immigrant had to work hard simply to keep his job. As Rarahovs'kyy (1878-1957)
States in his "Pisnya chotyrnaytsyata" (Fourteenth song):
A

T ~ po6w
T
RK

~ ( o ~ H Hsin
H

Bia HOY M A0 HOYM,
f l He
~ 3MOXeW,

AaCTb

6ac T ~ M M

Tafi RAH Ky4n x~rieui.~'

And here work Iike a black ox / From night to night, / If you cannot, then

the boss will give you tirne [your timecard] 1 And you can go wherever you want. 1
As the "Founeenth Song" continues, when a man no longer has the physical strength to

endure hard labour, he loses al1 hope:
Gyna cnna,

~ O K M

Po6~no
CR, a He c ~ a n o

np0fla6 RK

6~nMkta.'*

While there was strength, / It was possible to work, but once it was gone 1 He
perished like a blade of grass. 1
Life for the Ukrainian immigrant €armer or labourer in Canada was made even
more dificult by the environment, for example, by the incessant onslaught of mosquitoes
dunng the surnmer months, which Fedyk describes in his "Second Song:"

Ax

MM UIMR

cnyxna,

93
S

.

.

Mosquitoes have ravaged my neck, 1 It is red as a beet. / Mosquitoes have
ravaged my neck, / So that rny neck is swollen, / . . . /
The women and children who have corne to Canada are also threatened by death
as they are lefi alone on the homesteads without sufficient provisions to last until the men
retum home with the money they have eamed. In Fedyk's "Pisnya trynaytsyata"
(Thirteenth song) a man returns fiom working outside his homestead to the following
scenario
He 3âCTaB Xe X~HKY3 A ~ T ~ M M
nnm r ~ n n i~i ~ ~ n n . "

He did not find his wife and children / Only rotting corpses. 1
The wives who had been lefl behind were also miserable for they were usually left

in a precarious situation, taking care of their land and Iivestock, paying their debts, and
feeding and clothing the children and themselves. A wife's typical iament occurs in Petro
Shcherba's "Pisnya odynaytsyata" (Eleventh song):
Ofi ~ O Ï Xh4i
~hBM k l K o n b L l b 0
B YY)I<HHY 38 Mope,
~ ~ o ~ M U J MFI
MB 3 A~TO~(K~MM

Ha ueuacHe rope.

n0nMUJHB MR

TaGi t&e fi

3 A~TO~IK~MH

MOnOAyîO,

LU06 R co6i Hacywtna
r o n o s o ~ b ~c ye o ~ o . ~ ~

Oh, my Mykol'ts'o went 1 To the foreign land across the sea. 1 He left me
with young children 1 To suffer hopeless grief 1 He left me with young children
1 And 1 am still young, 1 So that 1 rnight wony 1 My head off. 1

The conscientious man, who wanted to help his family from his meagre earnings, is
depicted in "Pisnya dvaytsyat' persha" (Twenty-first song) as tom by indecision as to
what ro do with his wages:
3a ~y HeuacnnBy nefiay
Tpe qacTe

KY~MTM

I AO ur~opyTpa s i m a ~ w
~ O B fiOflflâTMTM.
~ M

MHK
3 Kpam
~
~ H O BnWcT nnue
Mymy ~ i fxopowR
i
YOM TH ~

eM ~W ~i n f l ~ f i

He npnuineui u e rpouefi.96

With that unfortunate pay 1 It is necessary to buy happiness / And the store must
be repaid 1 And debts paid. 1 The wife in the old country writes another letter 1 My

fine husband / Why do not you my dear husband 1 Send me some more money. /

One wife, instead of paying her debts, behaved less than conscientiousiy with the money
that she received from her husband in Canada:

1

BHâ co6i 3H08 3aMOBHTb

Y O ~ ~ T XOPOUI~,
KM
60 t i ~ i t 0
BOHa Ma€,

u o ~ H O Bf l

p ~ h ~ y
rpouii."
~ b

First for that money she wants / To dress henelf nicely. / And she will again
order / Fine boots, / Because she has hope, 1 That money will arrive again. /
Some wives probably behaved in this manner simply because they could not cornprehend
just how hard their husbands worked to earn money in Canada.
If indeed Fedyk's collection of poetry was read in Ukraine, its description of the

harsh life awaiting the immigrants in Canada discouraged at least some Ukrainians from
leaving the homeland. Some works in Fedyk's collection do, however, praise life in the
new country. In his "Founh Song," for example, he urges Ukrainians to forsake Austria
and corne to Canada for the following reasons:
60 K a H u a € ~ p a h
CMTHW,
Ae KpâCHO XMTM;

1

~ ~ A H O MHaPOAOBM
Y

8 a e 3apo6ri~i(.98

Because Canada is a well-fed country, I There is roorn to live well; / And

poor

people / Have room to eam rnoney. /
In "Pisnya pyatnaytsyata" (Fifieenth song), although he States that the farm that he bought
in Gimli, Manitoba is swampy and rocky, Fedyk admits the following:

Tpn nira sxe TOMY

RK MM Q a p ~ yB

~ R ~ H

I M n H a T ~ WQ a p ~ i

6 i a He
~ 3a3~ann.~'

It's already three years ago / That we took our farm / And we, on that farm /
have not known misfortune. /
The conclusion is that despite everything, Canada is a great country, the land of hope and
promise, and he (the immigrant) knows he made the nght choice in coming to Canada. As

N. Hakman States in "Pisnya dvaytsyat'-treta" (Twenty-third song):
Ty 6e3~pah~Plh
CTen WHPOKM~,
Ty

C B O ~ O A 6pam!
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6 y ~ b recHi
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100
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Here is an infinitely wide steppe, / Here is freedom, brothers! 1Be virtuous and
intelligent / And you will find happiness! . . . /
There were vanous problems of adjustment facing the Ukrainian immigrant,
including social problems associated with life styles that included dnnking, brawling, card
and pool playing and carousing with wornen. Al1 of the works that dealt with this topic
were aimed at pointing out the folly of such behaviour as a means of deterring it in the
future. For exarnple, R.D. Chomeyko's "Pisnya sema (dolya Ivana v Kanadi)" (Seventh
Song [Ivan's fate in Canada]) depicts a man, Ivan. who cornes to Canada because of the
miserable conditions of life under Polish d e in Galicia. He leaves behind his wife and
children, promising to send money to pay off their debts and planning to return home

when he has enough money to live well. In Canada, Ivan works al1 summer and earns a
great deal of money. He realizes that he should send some money to his wife, but he does
not do so. Instead, he becomes addicted to pool playing and spends the entire winter in
the pool hall where he squanders al1 his money. Next spring realizing the foolishness of
his behaviour, Ivan vows to earn more money and retum home with it. The moral is that
others should leam from Ivan's experience:
f l o r a a h o i MM 6pafn
RK Ce HâM 3nae~bCR?
A

M ~ XHaMH TâKHX

hsa~i6

%4 M a n 0 3 ~ â h ~ e ~ b C R ? ' ~ '

Let us, brothers, consider / How this seems to us? 1 And will we not find among us
/ More than a few such Ivans? /

Like Chomeyko's song, Fedyk's "Eighth ~ o n ~ ' ' ' also
O ~ depicts the folly of losing money at
pool playing while a man's wife and children could make good use of the money in the old
country.
It was not only men who exhibited such "immoral" behaviour. Fedyk attributes

the sexual irnmorality of some Ukrainian women in Canada to the fact that Canada had

laws forbidding wife-beating. In his "Pisnya treta" (Third song), for example, he
underscores this point by presenting the following scenario, the result of a verbal
altercation between a husband and wife:
C K ~ X CflOBO,
M
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Say a word, your wife disagrees 1 And she's off to live with an Englishman, 1

And her poor husband with his children 1 Cries in shame. 1 She lives
with him, life is good for her, 1 She sips coffee . - 1 And after

a few months 1 She even has a child. /
There were also social problems facing the community as whole, such as loss of
the mother tongue and consequent assimilation into the Canadian mainstream and the high
rate of illiteracy among the immigrants. Language loss is the only assimilating factor that
is dealt with in the literature. It seems that as early as 1911 the question of Ukrainian
language loss was already a realistic concem. Hr. Burak in his "Pisnya dvyatsyat' os'ma"
(Twenty-eighth song), for example, warns against forsaking the mother tongue:
T ~ KT a ~ a -~ sa e ~ sni n b
~~a,

B ~ i sinb~ii
h
ntoaw,
C60€ï MOBM He 4ypaTHCb
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This is Canada -- a free land, 1 In it are free people. / If we do not renounce our
own language 1 Everything will be fine for us! 1

Ivan Kozak7s"Pisnya dvaytsyaf-shesta" (Twenty-sixth song) discusses the
importance of education to free Galicia from the grasp of Polish tyranny, and serves as a
cry to the masses to heed this waming:
Ao K H M ~ K M6 e p i ~CH
Ta flOKMHbM0

c ~ â p M f~
i B M W ~
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Let us take to a book / Let us forsake the old tradition / Let us look at other
people. / It is enough for us to have lived in ignorance entire centuries /
It is tirne even for us to be intelligent / And to look at things better. /
Burak's "Twenty-eighth Song7'perceives education and enlightenment as a means
of easing the arguments and misunderstandings that tear the Ukrainian community apart,
doing away with drunkenness, and allowing Ukrainians not to sel1 themselves short in the
labour market. It also points out that through education Ukrainians will corne to realize
the importance of CO-existencewith each other:
Tpe6a swruicb Ha ~ i G eoni:
i

Bci
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YupaÏ~~i,

YH~FITM,
npasocnas~i,

fi PMMO K ~ T O ~ ~ P ~ K W . ' ~ ~
We must learn in this free land: / That we are al1 Ukrainians, / Uniates, Orthodox, /

h d Roman Cathotics. /
As stated above a number of the poems in this collection speak out against Polish

tyranny. Ukrainians also considered themselves to be at the mercy of at least one other
ethnic group and that was the Jews. Songs about Canada and Austria, however, displays
little evidence of anti-Semitism. One of the rare exarnples is "Third Song" which
cnticizes election tampering by the Jews in the new country, saying:
H ~ C M T M ~OHM
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They are sated well / Here at elections / Like that fish, that lives / In inland
seas. /
Several other works contemporaneous to Sones about Canada and Austria echo
themes from that work. For example, Apolinany Novak's (1885-1955) two short stories
ironically titled "Taky postavyv ho na nohy" (He really put him on his feet)lo8and
"Pershyy den' zarobitku" (The first day of eaming a salary),logwhich were published in
1910 (?), deal wit h job related deaths. "He Really Put Him on His Feet" deals with death

in a mining accident, specifically the death of a young worker who is killed when the oven
in which nickel ore is being melted explodes. In "The First Day of Eaming a Salary" a
labourer is killed by falling rock on his first day on the job. Novak's surnmation is that
Ukrainian labourers, such as the ones he descnbes who died building a railway in Ontario,
died helping to build Canada. The immigrant labourers had no choice but to work under
such conditions because they were faced with a desperate need for money. The money

that the miners eam is often urgently needed to provide for the needs of their families. In
Novak's "He Really Put Him on His Feet" it is to help a ne'er-do-well father in Ukraine,
whereas in his "The First Day of Earning a Salary" it is for a wife and child who are living
in poverty in Ukraine.
Sones about Canada and Austna also touch on conternporary international events,
for example, the coming war. Ya. D. Kravets' "Pisnya dvaytsyat devyata" (Twenty-ninth
song) in Fedyk's collection States that the war's initiators should be the ones to go into
battle rather than anyone else. Furthemore, Kravets' also questions what sense there is in
war, since:
X e 6 p a ~~i a
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n o B ~ M Hn~p ~ 6 y ~ e ,
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Anfi nepmaecl 6yne?"o
Beggars invalids / Will appear aAer the war, / What kind of benefit / Will this be
for the state? /
Whereas the blame for initiating war is placed on the tsars, the blame for encouraging
people to participate in it is placed on the priests. The latter, especially, are criticized for
the contradictions that they preach:
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Priests baptized us, 1 They read over us, 1 That we should live with God, I
That is what they taught us. 1 And on the contrary there is a second 1 Oath to war 1
T o go shoot people! / 1s that glory to God? 1
Nothing is known about the author of this poem but his opinions echo the socialist view.
Several poems echo Sones about Canada and Austria in promoting the Ukrainian
Canadian community's support of the causes of the homeland. For example, two works
published in a 1913(?) collection deal with this theme. Nykola Shmyrdyak's "Pro
shlyakhtu (kolyada)" (About the nobility [a ~ a r o l ] ) "calls
~ for financial support of Galician
schools. Dmytro Rarahovs'kyy's "Kolyada pro M. Sichyns'koho" (A car01 about M.
~ i c h ~ n s ~ is
k an
~ ~appeal
) " ~ for donations to the survivors of victims of Polish tyranny.
A specific event in Ukraine that is dealt with in literary works in Canada is the so-

called Sichyns'kyy affair referred to earlier. Of the works surveyed, al1 of those dealing
with this topic are poetic and are similar in that they al1 praise Sichyns'kyy for his act of

defiance, e.g., N. Tomashevs'kyy's "Pisnya pro M. Sichyns'koho" (A song about M.
Sichyns'kyy),

"'M. S.K.'s "Khto to ye?" (Who is that?)'"

M. Sichyns'koho" (A song about M. Sichyns'kyy, 19 13?).

and Petro Kuzyk's "Pisnya pro
There are only a few poems

praising Sichyns'kyy in Fedyk's collection. Tomashevs'kyy's is representative of the
group stating as it does:

k a , Bn, 6pa~f3,Y K P ~ ~ H U ~ !
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u o Hau repoH Mupocnas

3a6m ~y ~ ~ e s o r y . " '

Hey, You, brothers, Ukrainians! 1 Thank God. 1 That our hero Myroslav 1
Has killed that danger. 1
At least one of the poems about Sichyns'kyy depicts a dying Potocki, who, in the
face of death, is remorseful for al1 of the injustices that he brought upon the Ukrainian
people, saying:
Bce u o 3 ~ 0 6 ~
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Everything that 1 did over the years, 1 Suddenly appeared before my eyes, / Those,
who cry during the day and at night, / Appeared before my eyes. 1 Their cries
resound here, 1 They tear my heart asunder. 1
Vasyl' Kudryk (1880-1963) dedicated his poern "Revolyutsioner (M.
Sichyns'komu)" (The revolutionary [for M. Sichyns'lqy], 19 11) to Myroslav Sichyns'kyy.
This poem describes in positive terms the dificult role of a revolutionary. The role is a
righteous one because it is motivated by ideals. But he admits that the role of the
revolutionary is a difficult one saying:

TRXKO,
apyxe
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It is difficult, friend 1 To take on to one's sou1 1 The law of the judge . . . 1 do not

want / To judge, but 1 must! /

3. Literature as a Vehicle of Socialization: Maidanyk and Others
As Others Perceived the Ukrainian Immigrants

The Ukrainian immigrants were forced to contend with prejudicial attitudes and
discriminatory practices against them on the part of the Canadian Anglo-Celtic majonty.
The Ukrainians, who were settling in block settlements in mral areas and in urban
ghettoes, retaining old country dress and habits as well as their ancestral language, were
proving dificuit to assimilate at the rate that the Anglo-Celtic majority might have liked.
Throughout this period of initial Ukrainian settlement in Canada, editorial opinion
was ofien divided on the issue of the Ukrainian immigrants. Editonal comment is
important since it both influenced and reflected popular sentiments. In their study of
editorials in Winnipeg's three major newspapers, the Manitoba Free Press, the Winnipeg
Tribune, and the Nor'WesterMlinni~esTelegram, for the period between 1896 - 1905,
John C. Lehr and Wayne Moodie found that the Teleeram was most negative to the
Ukrainian immigrants, the Manitoba Free Press was most positive, and the Tribune,
although predorninately negative, was the least involved in the debate on this issue.'20 The
debate primarily centred upon such points as " . . . the assimilative qualities of the
Ukrainian settler, his agricultural abilities, health and hygiene, character traits, educational

attributes and citizenship potential," with the most heated debate surrounding character
traits. 12'
An editorial in the Teleeram of 7 March 1899, speaks out vociferously against the

expected influx that year of at least 6,000 Galician immigrants to Canada. The term
"Galician" was used since the vast majority of Ukrainian immigrants came from the
Western province under Austro-Hungarian control. This editorial terms them "poor,"
"filthy," and of "disgraceful" moral character.ln Another editorial by the president of the
Trades and Labour Council protests against "the importation of dangerous foreigners who
are lowering labouring men's ~ a ~ e s . ' In
' ' ~an~editorial of 20 Febniary 1900 the Galicians
are accused of being "a lawless and vicious class of people."'2J This slur is backed up by
the exarnple of a story taken From the Shoal Lake Star that accuses Galicians of "brutal
murders" that have taken place in the Galician colony there.'21
Indeed, Ukrainians did seem to be guilty of committing murder. An editorial
entitled "Another Ukrainian Tragedy" refers to the murder of a wornan in Brandon by a
Galician immigrant as "another horrible crime

...

committed by the foreign ruffians

whom Mr. Sifion is mshing into this country."126From this editorial it also appears that
two Galicians, who were responsible for earlier murders in the Stuartburn area, a crime
that the Telegram terms "wholesale

.

. . butchery," had been recently hanged. This

editorial goes on to blame Clifford Sifion, then Liberal Minister of the Interior (18951905) and part owner of the Manitoba Free Press, for promoting the immigration of "this
ignorant and vicious foreign scum" because he wants their votes to keep the Liberal Party
in power.'27

In contrast, the Manitoba Free Press, which in an editorial of 3 August 1897,
welcomes the Galicians and describes them as seeming "to possess the qualities of
industry, patience and willingness to till the ground for their living." The e d i t o d adrnits
that the Galicians are primitive and uneducated, but States that contact with the host
society will enable them to acquire "the graces of life," particularly since "the AngloSaxon race has great assimilating powers."'28 An editorial of 15 July 1898 also positively
assesses the Galician irnmigrant~.'~~
However, a Tribune editorial dated 17 February
1903, while neither praising nor deriding the Galicians for their specific character traits,

criticizes their block settlement patterns which are barriers to the assimilation process.'30
The attitudes of the press did reflect popular sentiment. The amval and settlement
of Ukrainians in Canada was opposed by many of the Canadian Anglo-Celtic majority,
and, as a result, Ukrainians were ofien berated, shown little or no respect, and even in
times of relative prosperity, either given the most menial jobs or refùsed jobs altogether
simply because of their ethnic background. And it was not Ukrainians alone who were
afforded this type of treatment, for other immigrants from continental Europe were also
treated in the same manner. Others greeted the immigrants with open arms. Politicians
like Clifford Sifton saw immigration as a means of populating the vast stretches of prairie
wilderness; leaders of industry, particularly of the rnining and railway industries, were also
happy to have them in Canada because the Ukrainians provided them with cheap labour.
The fact that Ukrainians were subjected to prejudiced and discriminatory treatment
forced them to retreat even further into the relative secunty of their own communities.
This, in tum, strengthened these comrnunities for the Ukrainians were forced to establish

not only social, cultural and political institutions, but also to establish their own stores, COoperatives, wheat pools and other associations to meet the community's ever-diversibng
needs.
Perhaps to some extent Ukrainians or some segment of them may have earned the
negative criticism that they received. For example, in 1897 Father Nestor Dmytnv,
following his tour of Ukrainian immigrant colonies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta, published his observations in Svoboda and later in a book, Kanadiys'ka rus',
podorozhni spomyy (Canadian Ruthenia, a traveler's memoirs).13' Dmytriv is highly
critical of the Ukrainian immigrants, largely because of their personal hygiene, lack of
cleanliness in their surroundings, and their old country habits and dress. He is thus not
surprised that Ukrainians are looked down upon by Anglo-Celts.

"' He praises the girls

of the Ukrainian colonies for the fact that they, working as domestics in cities and town,
e .sees
'~~
quickly adopt Anglo-Celtic manners and dress and learn the English ~ a n ~ u a ~He
the Ukrainians' slovenly habits and adherence to traditional dress as the result of the fact
that the Ukrainians in Galicia and Bukovyna were largely ignorant because of the social
processes at work in their homeland, which was under the occupation of foreign powers.
These processes, he believes, were aimed at keeping the masses unenlightened and
subservient. The changes that Dmytnv proposes, however, should not be viewed as a
push towards assimilation into the Canadian mainstream. Instead, they should be
understood as a means of acquiring a respectable level of cultural refinement which would
raise the Ukrainian immigrants to a sociaily acceptable level in Canada. It is his opinion

that the Ukrainians can only attain this goal if they are guided by representatives of their
own intelligentsia and clergymen, of whom there were almost none in Canada.
The situation between the Ukrainians and the Anglo-Celts was fûrther exacerbated
by the fact that, as previously stated, much of the Ukrainian population in Canada was
composed of mamed and single men, who had emigrated to Canada alone. In Canada the
lack of the stabilizing effect of family life combined with the instability of ofien seasonai
employment proved to have a negative effect on the lifestyle of many of the men. Their
work often took them away nom the city for extended penods of time. Upon their return
to the city, their pockets filled with the money that they had earned, they searched for
amusement. Alcoholism and violent behaviour were particularly prevalent. This not only
gave the non-Ukrainians just cause to be cntical of Ukrainians, it also caused significant
social problems for the fledgling community to deal with.
The prejudice and discrimination against the Ukrainians were greatly intensified
with the approach of World War 1, when it appeared that Canada and Austria would be on
opposite sides of the impending conflict. A significant portion of the Ukrainian
immigrants who had arrived prier to World War I had becorne naturalized Canadian
citizens. This was especially true of the farmers and homesteaders who came with the
intention of staying in Canada pennanently. But there were also sorne Ukrainians in
Canada who had no intention of making it their permanent home. These and others, who
perhaps had simply not gotten around to applying for their naturalization papers, were
still, in effect, Austnan citizens. These persons were put into the awkward position of
being classified as "enemy aliens" boih by Canadian authorhies and the general public. As

the threat of war intensified, the feelings of suspicion on the part of the general public
spread to include naturalized Ukrainian citizens of Canada. Thus al1 Ukrainians were put
into a position where their allegiance to Canada was highly suspect.
For Ukrainian Canadians the situation was worsened by the publication in the
Canadian Ruthenian of a pastoral letter from Bishop Nykyta Budka, head of the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church in Canada, dated 27 July 1914. Budka urged al1 Austnan subjects
to retum to the homeland and be prepared to fight on the side of Austria; those who chose
to remain in Canada were urged to participate in some way on behalf of Austrian
victory.13' Budka was of the opinion that Ukraine would ultimately fare better with
Austna as a victor than with Russia. His letter was damaging to the Ukrainian Canadians
for it insinuated that they should take an anti-British stance. With Britain's officia1 entry
into the war on 6 August 19 14, Bishop Budka quickly retracted his earlier stance in a
second pastoral letter dated the same day and once again published on the pages of the
Canadian ~uthenian.'~'In this letter Budka now called upon Ukrainians in Canada to
express their loyalty to their new homeland and enlist in the Canadian armed forces and
defend their families and property. He added that his earlier pastoral letter was to be
disregarded since it was written at a time when only Austria and Serbia were at war and
Bntain had not yet entered the fray. Regardless of his change of mind, Bishop Budka's
first pastoral letter had negative repercussions for the Ukrainians for the duration of the
war.
On 15 August 1914 the Canadian government declared that al1 subjects of enemy
19 14 Canada, which had
countnes were liable to arrest and d e t e n t i ~ n . In
' ~ October,
~

several months earlier begun to send troops to Europe, began to require that al1 enemy
aliens register at civilian registrars' oflices set up for this task and report there on a
monthly basis thereafter. Also, restrictions were placed on their mobility within Canada.
Those who did not register were to be treated as prisoners of war and intemed in camps
established for this purpose.
A total of twenty-four intemment camps and receiving stations existed between

1914 and 1920.13' Of the approxirnately 80,000 enemy aliens that were registered and
8,579 that were intemed Ukrainians constituted the largest ethnic group as they formed

the majority of the 6,000 Austro-Hunganans interned.13'
John Herd Thompson states that "the treatment afforded enemy-alien rninonty
groups had little or no relationship to their supposed threat to Canada or to their behavior
during the war," but resulted from "prewar nativism legitimized by an atmosphere charged
with patriotism." The most important "cleavage factor" within Canadian Society, he
states, has been historically what our grandfathers called "race" and we cal1 "ethnicity." 13'
The Winnipeg press continued to voice anti-Ukrainian sentiments. In 19 16, for
example, the Manitoba Free Press questioned the loyalty of the Ukrainian Canadian
community leaders and even accused them of personally canying out subversive
activities. This newspaper also pointed an accusatory finger at the federal govemment for
allowing the comrnunity leaders to remain at large while interning innocent vi~tirns."~
The Ukrainian Canadian community was not oblivious to the intemment situation.
There was, for example, some effort made to ease the existence of the intemees by raising
funds for them and making other donations to them. As well, the community established

two organizations, the Ukrainian Canadian Citizens' Comrnittee in 1918 and the Ukrainian
National Council in 19 19, which, among their other activities, lobbied the federal
government in an attempt to gain the release of the intemees?"
Ukrainian Canadians did, however, prove their allegiance to Canada during the
war. Besides such activities as investing in war bonds and otherwise helping with the war
effort on the home front, many Ukrainian young men enlisted in the Canadian armed
forces. Exact enlistment figures are unavailable primarily due to the haphazard way in
which this data was recorded, but it is estimated that 10,000 Ukrainians volunteered,
although this number also included 2,000 volunteers frorn Russian ~kraine.lJZ

Jacob Maidanyk as Social Critic

Jacob Maidanyk (Yakiv Maydanyk, 189 1- 1984) had settled in Winnipeg in 1911.
Unable to continue his art studies in Europe he had graduated from the Ruthenian Training
School, taught for several years and, eventually, established Providence Church Goods,
while painting icons and decorating churches. He was actively involved in the Ukrainian
community, and, combining his talents in art and writing' he expressed his views in his
cartoons which were serialized in the newspaper Novynv (News) which was published in
Edmonton. The cartoons featured Maidanyk's somewhat derivative creation Vuyko Shtif
Tabachnyuk.lJ3
Shtif Tabachnyuk was a caricature of the typical Ukrainian immigrant. When he
worked, although he preferred to escape work as much as possible; he worked hard, drank
heavily, t humbed his nose at authmity and was quick to pick a fight with anyone he

disagreed with, including his wife. His name reveals a great deal about hirn. "Vuyko"
means "uncle," but it is also applied to a ne'er-do-well who is not respectable enough to
be addressed as "Mister." Shtif is a mispronounced version of "Steve7' - symbolic of the
probabiy iiliterate immigrant's attempt to unsuccessfiilly adopt an "English" name.
"Tabachnyuk" immediately identifies him as Ukrainian. In one of Maidanyk's cartoons
"Shtif kanadiyen azh do smerty" (Shtif is a Canadian until he dies),lU Shtif meets up with

a robber. In this story the tables are tumed when the erstwhile robber, realizing that Shtif
has no money, because he foolishly quit his job before he had eamed anything, gives him a
dollar instead of holding him up. Shtif then praises life in Canada saying that in the old
country the robber would kill his victim first and only then check if he had money. In
"Shtif buv sponorn pry roboti" (Shtif was a sport at work),14' he picks a fight with an
Irishrnan sent by the boss to work with him. But when the boss fires him for picking a
fight Shtif shows no rernorse, saying that there is a lot of work available in Canada. In
"Vesilya" ( ~ e d d i n ~ ) Shtif
' ' ' ~ and his wife attend a wedding, where Shtif has a particularly
good time.
The Shtif Tabachnyuk stories were written as humourous pieces and they allowed
the Ukrainian Canadians to laugh at themselves. Although these stories might have been
an over-exaggeration of reality, they were based on reality and, therefore, allowed their
readers a chance at critical self-examination. The message is clear from the outset that
such behaviour is to be frowned upon. Indeed, the latter reason -- that ükrainians see
how they should

be -- was Maidanyk's main reason for creating Shtif and his

c~horts.'~'As
Maidanyk himself explained why he created Vuyko Shtif: "On the one hand,

they [the Ukrainian Canadians] laughed at him, on the other hand, they tried not to be like
him. They wanted to be betteCM8
, (19 15) Maidanyk deals with many of the social problems
In his play ~ a n i g r u l aIJ9
afflicting the Ukrainian Canadian community of the time in a manner sirnilar to that in his
Vuyko Shtif cartoons. A Shtif Pyrih is one of the central characters in the play and he is a
carbon copy of Vuyko Shtif Tabachnyuk. In fact, in the list of characters at the begiming
of the play Shtif Pyrih is called "a typical Canadian ~ u ~ k o . "The
' ~ choice of the surname
Py-ih - the simple Ukrainian dish known by its "Canadianized name p e r o q - immediately
identifies both Shtif s social standing, commonality, and that he is a figure of fun. In the
play he is a card playing, hard drinking, braggan. Shtif is, in fact, a manierula

-- a word

derived obviously from manierant, a "Ukrainianianized" version of "immigrant," but
altered by Maidanyk to give it a coarse, brutal character.

In Manierula affinity for alcohol embraces everyone, men, women and even
children, as do irresponsible behaviour, card and pool playing, fighting and laziness. The
only person with any decent sense of rnorals and possessed of a work ethic is the more
refined Petro Hapiychuk. He reacts negatively to such behaviour, which he cleverly terms
"dzhekornakhiya." This is a term derived from the name "Jack," which is not only the
common anglicization of the Ukrainian masculine name "Yakiv," but is also the narne that
Anglo-Celtic bosses ofien called foreign labourers in the belief that their real given names
were too difficult to pronounce. "Keyda," on the other hand, was the name often given to
women. This, in tum, is derived from the name "Kate," which is the common
anglicization of the ferninine name "Kateryna." It is important to note, however, that in

Ukrainian "Keyda" is augmentative, that is, it is not a pretty or fiattering name. In the play
"Dzhek" and "Keyda" are presented as typical young Ukrainian immigrants. Petro
describes their behaviour in the following manner:
Such Jacks bring shame to our people. For him it is a matter of pride when
a policeman leads him along . . . . And little girls such as this cm also be
found. She much prefers the one who plays cards or pool well, who fights
well at a wedding or hall with a bottle. He, in her opinion, will make a
good husband. But it was not a stupid man who said: similar types will
always find one another. Jacks and Keydas and Keydas and ~acks.'~'
In Petro's opinion, it is behaviour of these types that brings dishonour to al1 Ukrainian
Canadians. Petro provides a definition of proper, moral behaviour:
A decent boy or a decent girl will never go among that bunch, where

people break each other's heads open, where various demoralizing
activities take place, but rather, will go to or sign up with some
organization, take part in educational or political life. In a word, becornes
a part of the community . . . . 152
Petro's reward for his highrninded attitude and opinions is to be beaten up by the men who
gather or live at the boarding house where he, hirnself, is a tenant. But by the end of the
play it appears that Shtif and his cohorts seem to have been sornewhat convinced by
Petro's arguments and are beginning to see the error of their ways. Maidanyk has thus not
only made fun of the error of his characters' ways, but he has also made them begin to
mend their ways.

Besides his concern with the social mores of Ukrainian immigrants, Maidanyk was
also concerned with questions such as assimilation which he associated with loss of one's
native language. One of the first syrnptorns of language loss is the infiltration of the new
language into the mother tongue. English words and phrases were, in fact, quickly
adopted for use by the Ukrainian immigrants in their spoken language. Maidanyk satirizes
this phenomenon in Manierula as well as in other works. Words such as manigmla,
manierant and Manipeq (Winnipeg), parody the incorrect English words that Ukrainian
immigrants incorporated into their speech by "Ukrainianizing" them. In Manierula this
"hybrid" mixture of both languages is especially well reflected in Dzhek's pattern of
speech; as for example (the "Ukrainianized" English words are underlined):
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Two collections of Maidanyk's works detailing the escapades of Vuyko Shtif
Tabachnyuk were republished after World War II. The aim of Vuvkova knvha: richnyk
Vuvka Shtifa v rysunkakh Ya. Maydanvka (Uncle's book: Uncle Shtif s yearbook through

the drawings of J. Maidanyk, 1974)"' is to reacquaint a new generation with

". . . the

artistic and literary heritage of the Ukrainian-Canadian community" and ". . . to pay
special tribute to the unique contribution of J. Maidanyk to our literary hentage."15' In

other words, Vuyko Shtif had by then been relegated to the category of historical interest,

indicating that the social issues Maidanyk had raised in his work were no longer a
significant concem for Ukrainian Canadians.
This was already borne out in 1959 with the publication of Maidanyk's other
collection of short stones and cartoons, Vuvko Sh. Tabachnvuk i 20-yshi novi. korotki
opovidann~a(üncle Sh. Tabachnyuk and 20-other new, short stones).

In this collection

we see a new Shtif Tabachnyuk. He has come of age in Canada, much in the same way as
the Ukrainians had by this tirne. He is often a businessman, usually successful, e-g., in
"Vuyko Shtif rozkazuye pro svoyi bimesy7' (Uncle Shtif tells about his businesses),
"Informatsiyno-rnatry moniyal' ne byuro Shtifa Tabachnyuka" (S htif Tabachnyuk' s
informational-matrimonial bureau), "Shtif klinuye sviy niming-havz vid ohydy" (Shtif
cleans his rooming house of vermin) and "Barber z farmiv7' (Barber from the farms)."'
Other stories, e.g., "Yak Shtif dyplomatychno pomyryv molodykh lyudey" (How Shtif
diplomatically made peace between two young people) and "Skoro bohach" (Quickly a
nch man),ls8see Shtif successfùlly solve other people's problems. Still another story
"Shtif pryslukhuvavsya rozpravi v sudi" (Shtif listened to a court case)lsgdepicts Shtif and
his wife attending the trial of some Ukrainian Canadian thieves. Shtif s wife cornments
that she is glad that their farnily name has never been sullied by any criminal activity. This
indicates just how much Shtif s character has changed for the old Vuyko Shtif had spent
time in jail, although presumably only for brawling and not for any larcenous activity.
Maidanyk also wrote on other themes. Economic recessions in 1907-08 and 191516 brought with them dissension and unrest in the labour field and their ramifications were
felt particularly strongly in the Ukrainian community. Still regarded as foreigners and

working at the most menial jobs, Ukrainian immigrants were often the fint to be laid off
and among the last to find employment dunng these times. Maidanyk's short story "Vechir
na farmakh" (Evening on the farms, 1916)'" discusses the effects of the economic
recession of 1915- 16 that reduced many Ukrainian and non-Ukrainians to extreme
poverty:
Today there are hundreds wandering blindly around Canada, looking for
the possibility of eaming enough for a piece of bread. And instead of that
bread, they find even more dire poverty. They idle about with their wives
and children barefoot, in tatters, spend the night on the raw earth, under
the bare sky.16'
"Evening on the Farms" also takes a pacifist view on the question of war. This
short story is written in a somewhat lighter vein, the issue of war is not its pnmary theme.
There is, however, some discussion concerning the possibility of war being waged on
Canadian soil. One Ukrainian Canadian farm labourer speaks out vehemently against the
possibility of his own participation in the armed forces. He is adamant that if he were
conscripted he would leave his family and hide in the forest where he is certain that the
authorities would never find him.
Maidanyk's irreverence to religion is illustrated in his short story "Ks'ondz"
(Priest, 191s ) , ' ~which
~
satirizes the practice of ordaining unqualified men as priests and
deacons, as was done by Bishop Ustvol's'kyy of the Independent Greek Church (see
above). It consists of the reminiscences of an illiterate, former clergyman ordained by
Ustvol's'kyy, who now makes light of his involvement with the church. From the

description of his priestly duties, it appears that he was more preoccupied with drinking
than performing sacramental services. To further undencore just how incompetent he was
as a priest, when asked how he was able to conduct liturgical services when he could not
read, the man responds, "1 conducted the services by memory - what I knew, out loud,
and what 1 did not know, 1 quietly whispered under my n ~ s e . " ' ~ ~

Other Writers as Social Critics
Other writers, besides Jacob Maidanyk saw in literature a means of socializing
their Ukrainian readership and aiding their adaptation into the Canadian mainstream, while
preserving t heir Ukrainian heritage. Ivan Bodrug's short story 'Washi" (Ours. 191 1)16' is
a case in point, pertaining as it does to the drinking habits of the immigrants. The story is
set at an o k a q a or festive gathering of Ukrainian Canadians. At the okaqya the beer is
plentiful and when one guest refuses to drink any more, pleading that his head is already
spinning, the host takes this as a personai affront to his hospitality saying, "Drink or 1 will
pour it under your collar! Let a11 of Canada know that Ivan is having an o k q a . . . .
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Bodrug was thus criticizing the socially acceptable custom in sorne Ukrainian Canadian
circles of everyone, including women, drinking at social gatherings until they were
completely drunk, coupled with the view that a host would be shirking his responsibilities
unless everyone did get drunk.
Alcoholism was fairly widespread within the community. A number of literary
works attempted to address this issue, mostly from a highly moralistic standpoint. P.I.
Bozhyk's (1 879-1944) "Lyst shynkarya do chorta" (A letter fiom the tavemkeeper to the

devil, n.d.),l" for example, points out the folly of alcoholic consumption since it has no
benefit for the consumer but only for the tavemkeeper and the devil. It depicts the
tavemkeeper making a deal with Lucifer to undermine youth, the foundation of mankind,
through the use of alcohol and associated vices. The behaviour of the young people, in
tum, is of such serious concern for their parents that they, too, turn to alcohol for solace
and also Iose interest in al1 vinuous activity. Both the tavernkeeper and Lucifer stand to
benefit fiom this agreement, for the former will become rich while the latter will increase
his fold. Other works, such as Bozhyk's "Do choho dovelo Hi-ytsya pyanstvo" (To what
drinking led Hryts', n.d.)I6' and "Rozluka z charkoyu" (Parting with the shot glass, n.d.)'68
and Martyn Hrynyshyn's Rozrnova tverezoho piyaka Vasvlva z horivkovu (The
conversation of the sober alcoholic, Vasyl', with whiskey, n.d.)16' deal with the remorse of
reformed alcoholics over their former waywardness. The consensus in these works is that
alcohol completely mins the individual.
There were other problems affecting the Ukrainian community. Although wife
beating may have been unacceptable in Canada at that time, it does not seem to have been
completely eradicated among the ükrainian Canadians It is evident in many of
Maidanyk's Shtif Tabachnyuk stories and cartoons and in other works of the period.
Shtif s wife does fight back, however. Stefan Fodchuk's (1888-1967) short story
"Tarkata" (The spotted one, 1916),''~for example, is ostensibly about a man's cnielty to
his wife's hen, which she so obvjously cherishes. From his mistreatment of the hen (he
maliciously breaks one of its legs because the hungry hen is pecking at the wall of the
house), one can see that senseless cruelty is charactenstic of this fellow's nature. It is,

therefore, not surprising that his wife wisely escapes his wrath, fearing that othenvise he
rnight also break her iegs.
Not only was spousal abuse not uncornmon among Ukrainian Canadians, women
were often considered socially infenor to men. Novak's short story "Potverdyly" (They
ratified it, 1916), l7' for example, provides a commentary on the attitude of some Ukrainian
Canadian men in Canada to women, in this instance as it pertains to their emancipation.

This was particularly relevant at the time because Manitoba granted women the right to
vote in 1915. In this story, old Mykhaylo Pamyk cannot come to ternis with the fact that
women have been given the right to vote. He believes that the provincial government is
too intelligent to have done this of its own accord and is convinced that either the tsar or
the devil had some pan in this decision. His neighbour, Martyn Polenivka, however,
symbolizes more enlightened opinion on this question. He disagrees with Mykhaylo,
understanding that women desenre equal rights with men.

If these social problems affected only a segment of the Ukrainian Canadian
community, there were larger issues that affected the very existence of the group as a
whole. As Maidanyk had pointed out in Manienila the process of assimilation was already
beginning. One work that address the topic of assimilation straightfonuardly is Fodchuk's
aptly titled shon story "Assyrnilyatsiya" (Assimilation, l912).lR The story is set in
Winnipeg. The fact that the story is set at a lecture on assimilation seerns to indicate that
lectures on such topics were taking place there at the time. In the story Shtif, newly
arrived in Canada, attends a public meeting where the guest speaker warns the Ukrainian

Canadians against assimilation and the dire consequences for thern should assimilation take
place:
My brot hers, fellow Christians, protect yourselves against assimilation.

Do not let your tongues be twisted upside down, because you will die out
in Canada, just like naked mice! You will scatter like orphans, like lost
sheep, you will be dispersed! Even a dog will not bark after you! . . . 173
As mentioned earlier, there is at least one cntic who considers Fodchuk to have
created the cartoon character Vuyko Shtif Tabachnyuk. The title character in this short
story written by Fodchuk is named Shtif, but his sumame is not given, and he is not
referred to as vuyko. Written in 1912, at the same time as the "Vuyko Shtif' cartoons
were appeanng in print, this story cannot be considered indicative of the fact that Fodchuk
may have created the "Vuyko Shtif Tabachnyuk" character, rather than Maidanyk.
In Fodchuk's short story, Shtif is unfamiliar with the meaning of the terrn

"assimilation." He believes it to be some sort of disease that affects the tongue. The
humour of the story lies in this misconception. Shtif s concem is that his aunt, Kateqna,
who has been in Canada for some tirne, may have already contracted the disease. It
appears that his concern is justified for when he amves at her home she is no longer
Kateryna but "Keydi." Furthemore, her spoken language consists almost entirely of
Ukrainianized anglicisms, such as vatsume- (what's the matter) and sharep (shut-up).
Tied to the issue of assimilation was the question of bilingual schools for they
promoted Ukrainian language retention among the youth. Although, as stated above, the
bilingual school system was not without its faults, with its abolition the Ukrainian

Canadians believed that they had suffered a tremendous loss. Apolinariy Novak captures
the sense of loss and provides rather astute observations on the reasons for the program's
abolition in his short story "Svit otvorennyy" (The world opened up, 1916).'" The story
is set in the general store in the fictional community of Horpyna, Manitoba. "Horpyna" is
a Ukrainian name, indicating that the original inhabitants were and the majonty, probably
are of Ukrainian origin. The storekeeper's wife, Mrs. Cummings, has so many Ukrainianspeaking customers that she, herself, has learned to speak Ukrainian, albeit falteringly, in
order to communicate with them. The Ukrainians appreciate her efforts at speaking their
language. They also cal1 her Misvs Kurn~kha.This is not oniy a humourous
Ukrainianization of her name, but a means of affording Mrs. Cummings a measure of
respect since the titles kum (for men) and kuma (for women) are used among Ukrainians
who have been united through baptism, Le., between the parents of the baptized child and
the persons, male and female, who are its godparents. The titles imply a close, respecthl
relationship among them. In the end, Mrs. Cummings stands out as an exarnple of how
knowing more than one language can benefit people.
In the story the Ukrainian men gathered at the Cummings' store lament the loss of
Ukrainian language education in the public schools. They reason that bilingual schooling
has been abolished because the Anglo-Canadians are threatened by the presence of such
large numbers of Ukrainians in the province and are, therefore, trying to eradicate al1
traces of the Ukrainian identity. Furthemore, they are also convinced that the AngloCanadians fear the prospect of having Ukrainian children grow up with the knowledge of
more than one language. The Ukrainians believe that such knowledge cames with it the

power of "opening up the world" for each individual. In oiher words, it can expand their
children7sintellectual horizons and make them more likely to eventually surpass the
Anglo-Canadians in intellectual achievement.
Petro Karmans'kyy (1878-1956) was another writer who reacted in some of his
literary work to events and situations that Sected the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg
at the tirne. Karmans'kyy was a poet and satirist who, while in Canada, also worked as an
instructor of Ukrainian Ianguage and literature at the Ruthenian Training School.
Between 1913 and 19 14 he wrote a senes of feuilletons that featured political and social
satire entitled "Malpyache zerkalo" (Monkey rnirr~r)"~
for the Ukrainian language
newspaper Kanada (Canada).
Karmans'kyy had shown interest in language in his very first feuilleton in which he
describes how Ukrainian girls serving as waitresses in hotel restaurants were not allowed
to speak Ukrainian. 17' The implication is that the "Ruthenian" language, as the Ukrainian
language was popularly called at the time, was not fit to be spoken publicly. Kannans'kyy
is a purist when it comes to the Ukrainian language and negatively assesses the fact that
Ukrainians have allowed anglicisms into their spoken 1 a n g ~ a ~ e .Other
l ' ~ issues with which
he dealt included alcoholism, cnticizing Ukrainians in the city's North End for dnnking
away $2,920,000 annually in bars, an amount for which he says they could buy "al1 of
Galicia from the Zbruch [River] to the Syan [~iver]!"'~'In another feuilleton he is critical
of the religious factionalization within the Ukrainian Canadian community and is
particularly cntical of the Independent Church for the manner in which it recruits and
ordains its priests.

In still another one of his feuilletons, Karmans'kyy cnticizes

Ukrainian Canadian journalism for writing only on sensationalist themes, e.g., murders,
fights and deportations, instead of the cultural and national Iife of the people.1" He was
particularly critical of the Ukrainian voiceIg1and even reacted to being cnticized himself
in the newspapers that he cnticized. lg2

Themes Related to Religious Life

Although religious life was being formatively established during this period,
religious thernes or themes pertaining to religious issues do not figure very prominently in
the literature. There are only a few poetic works that deal exclusively with religion. For
example, Ivan Mulyarchuk's "Psal' ma" (Psalm, 1916)lg3and "Z nahody Rizdva" (On the
occasion of Christmas, 1916)'*' are prayers and his "Do molytvy" (To prayer, 1916)18' is
about the importance of prayer, whereas his "V tyazhkykh khvylynakh" (In dificult
moments, 1916)lg6is a cal1 to prayer.
There are, however, several short stones that do deal with specific religious issues.
Two of Ivan Bodrug's short stones promote the tenets of the Independent Greek Church.
This is not surprïsing since Bodrug was instrumental in the movement to establish the
Independent Greek Church and served as its Bishop until the Church's dissolution. His
short story "Delyegaty" (Delegates, 191 l?)Ia7set in Winnipeg, depicts two delegates fiom
a rural comrnunity in Manitoba, who are sent to Winnipeg to find a priest to conduct the

Easter service in their newly erected church. In Winnipeg, they meet other Ukrainians,
who tell them about the various churches that they can approach, specifically, the Greek
Catholic, Russian Orthodox and the Independent Greek Church. One of the delegates is

against going to the Catholic Church because it backs ownership of al1 church property.
He prefers the idea of the property remaining in the hands of the parishioners, a belief
shared by the Independent Greek Church. The delegates disagree on this matter to the
extent that they engage in a physical altercation over it and, as a result, end up in jail.
Regardless of the trouble that his convictions have caused him, however, the anti-Catholic
delegate stays firm in his convictions.
Bodmg's short story "Nashi" (Ours, 19 11?)'*' portrays a group of Ukrainian
immigrants discussing the traditional practices of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in
Galicia. As did many Ukrainians in Canada, this particular group has become alienated by
these practices, which make the faithful observe a myriad of feast days, forcing them to
give up time which could otherwise be spent more usefùlly, Le., working their land and
thereby ensuring that their families have enough to eat. The story also reflects a certain
degree of anti-clericalism since the immigrants in this story are critical of the Catholic
clergy to whom the faithful kowtow in order to get thern to perforrn sacramental services.
Pany (privileged class) and Jews are also criticized, the former because the peasants must
also kowtow to them because they are the upper or privileged class, and the latter because
the peasants must kowtow to them to borrow the money to procure those items that are
required to fittingly observe feast days and rite of passage ceremonies, Le., births,
marnages, deaths. The author's contention is that the church's backing of such activity
promotes nothing more than misery among the people. In Canada, however, the
Ukrainians are glad to be fiee of the yoke of bondage:

-- Here everything is different!

-- Oh yes.

Both the gentleman and Ivan Say, "Hello!"

-- And there are no pilgnmages or feast days.'"
In other words, in Canada everyone is equal and al1 the traditional practices are not
observed. This storyysimplication is that for this reason Iife is better in Canada. In this
way Bodrug backs both more democratic church practices and the doing away with the
observance of its traditional rites, both views also backed by the Independent Greek
Church.
Anti-clericalism was a popular sentiment among the Ukrainian peasants both in the
old country and the new. It was a common belief that the Greek Catholic clergy took
unfair advantage of the faithfùl. Whereas in "Ours"one of the criticisms of the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic clergy is that it took unfair financial advantage of the Ukrainians in retum
for providing sacramental services, in the poem by Shrit (pseudonym of Ivan Bodrug)

"Yak nich mya poksye (plach zakonnyka ksyendza Dury)" (When night covers me [the
Iament of the monk, piest Dura], published 1913)y'90they are also accused of taking other
types of unfair advantage of the people, particularly women. The poem is set in Winnipeg
and tells the story of a Ukrainian Greek Catholic priest, who takes a young Ukrainian girl
as his cook. She becomes pregnant by him, in the naive belief that what she does with a
priest is not a sin. When she becomes ill, however, he deserts her and their child.
However, the poet indicates that the Ukrainian people are realizing that the same moral
code applies to everyone and that the clergy can no longer consider themselves above the
moral code:
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The people are becoming enlightened, 1 They are bothering me - / They yell:
You dog! What have you done? / You are not feeding the child / And are
you still a priest / Even though you have condernned Yul'ka's soul? /

Old Country Prejudices
Ukrainians in Canada may have been discrirninated against by the members of the
Canadian mainstream, but they themselves were not necessarily fiee of prejudice against
other ethnic groups. Anti-Semitism, for example, was prevalent among them. This was a
deeply rooted sentiment that many immigrants brought with them from the homeland. In
Western Ukraine, the iittle money that the Ukrainian peasants were able to eam often
proved insuficient to meet their needs. As a result, when the need for cash arose, they
were often forced to tum to the primanly Jewish tavemkeepers, who also doubled as
money-lenders and charged exorbitant interest rates. The Jews leased the nght to own
tavems from the nobility, who until 1889 had a monopoly over alcohol production and
sales. Many Ukrainian peasants were forced into bankruptcy because they could not repay
their loans. As a result, the peasants held the Jews in contempt for what they perceived as
unethical tactics, and anti-Semitism was rampant among them.

In one of the poems published in a 19 13 collection fittingly titled Novi ~ i s nzi
starym kintsem (New songs with an old ending), Hryts' Shchypavka provided new words
to the Ukrainian folksong "Boday sya kohut znudyv" (May the rooster become weary).
The poem relates how a Ukrainian peasant becomes ever-increasingly indebted to the
Jewish money-lender:
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Contribute, Jew, a hundred, / for a short hour, / contribute still another one, /
then 1 will retum the first, too. / My mother told me / not to borrow from
Jews, 1 and 1, a stupid ox, because of misery / am always crawling deeper
into debt. /
The problem was that the Ukrainian peasant, rather naively, did not realize that it was his
own actions that put him into this situation in the first place. If he had not borrowed the
money or if he had borrowed an amount that he could realistically repay, or if he had not
gotten into debt because of his drinking, he would not be faced with this problem. In the

above work the peasant is oblivious to this fact. He sees only one alternative, and he does
not perceive it as an unreasonable one:
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some tirne when 1 get drunk - / 1 will beat al1 this out on the Jew! I

Shchypavka's poem "Verkhovynu s'vitku ty nash" (Verkhovyna, Our little world,
1913)' which is also a variation on a Ukrainian folksong, adrnits that the Ukrainian peasant

will not be safe from the Jews even in Canada:
60 TM A ~ P H M R i 6e3 m A a H e aaw co6i p a n . "

because you are stupid and cannot make do for yourself without a Jew. /
This poem also points out how ükrainian peasants can realistically fiee themselves fiom
the hold that the Jews have over them in Ukraine:
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When the cornmon man takes trade and the holy tavem into his own hands, / only
then will 1, a poor Jew, die of hunger. /
Still other works present Jews in a derisive manner but from what is ostensibly
intended to be a humourous standpoint. In such stories as Bozhyk's "Mudryy viyt" (The
intelligent reeve, n.d.)lg6and the collection of short stories Kazkv za zhvdiv (Fables about
Jews, 19 1O),'" for example, Jews are always tncked or made to look foolish in one way
or another by Ukrainians, be they simple peasants, Cossacks, or even children. In the
short story "Zhydivs'kyy kotel" (The Jewish kettle, 191O)"' the Ukrainian, Ivanko, steak

a copper kettle frorn the Jewish tavernkeeper for whom he works. The Jew, however,
does not realize that Ivanko stole it because Ivanko manages to tnck the Jew into telling
him how the kettle could be cut up, put into a sack and carried off to the city without
anyone suspecting what was in the sack. There are also stories dealing with pogroms,
e.g., "Zhyd Vasyliyanynom" (The Jew as a Basilian, 1910)lg9in which the indiscriminate
killing of Jews is presented as a positive act.
Ivan Bodnig's Ubiyylcy (Murderers, n.d.)200sheds a more positive light on Jewish
people. It points out that although a Jew is willing to cheat and steal, even he draws the
line when asked to commit murder. From this one can conclude that, in Bodnig's view,
although Jews have their faults, they also have a moral code by which they Iive.

4. Building Socialism through Literature: Paul Crath
One of the leading writers espousing socialism in his literary work was Paul Crath
(1882-1952), whose socialist viewpoint developed while he was still a student in Eastern

Ukraine. He was one of the leading members of the socialist movement in Winnipeg and
through his various political activities and his writing, he was one of the pnmary builders
of socialism among Ukrainian Canadians in Winnipeg. It also bears noting that in 1917 he
was ordained a Presbyterian minister, and after that tirne his socialist stance began to tone
down.
Crath firmly backed the premise of workers' rights as postulated by the socialists.
In his Viqta "chewonovi druzhyny" (The visit of the "red brigade," 19 12),201for
example, the narrator is one of a group of four "free labourers," who, because they dared

to revolt against the Canadian Pacific Railroad Company (CPR),have been chased out of
Winnipeg by the CPR's strikebreaken.
In his works Crath also stressed the politicai situation in the homeland. Like other
writers of the period. Crath wrote about Sichyns'kyy, whom h e considered the leader of
the people in exacting revenge against the Polish tyrants, whose behaviour Crath
characterizes as extremely depraved:
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In golden vestments, / On marble beds, carpets / Of glistening charm, amidst

aromatic dust, / Feasting on the naked beauty of the female slaves / The mighty
tyrants danced, arnused themselves, I Singing, wines, the music of paradise and
debauchery / It seemed would not end in their lifetime. /
Crath was extremely concemed about the political fate of eastern Ukraine, of
which he was a native, and which at the time in question was under the political control of
Tsanst Russia. His The Visit of the "Red ~rieade""~touches upon workers' nghts, but it
deals primarily with the theme of overthrowing the tsanst regime by means of revolution.
This theme was also in keeping with his socialist sentiments, for socialists firmly backed
the notion of revolutionary activity as a means of attaining one's goals. This work

descnbes revolutionary events in the Poltava region of Ukraine during the surnmer of
1906, following the failed revolution of 1905. Out of the now disarrayed revolutionary

forces anses a new, albeit ragtag, band of revolutionarie~,who cal1 themselves Chervona
druzhvna (Red brigade). The brigade's aim is to destroy the panv. The o d y
revolutionary feats carried out by the brigade, however, are the buming of a wealthy
landowner's grain field and the opening of another's storehouses to the local peasants, to
whom its contents are said to rightfùlly belong. However, this work provides an example
of how even small groups of revolutionanes can work toward achieving the ultirnate goal
of a successful revolution against the tsanst regime. The idea put forward is that if
enough such groups existed, then the revolution would be certain to succeed.
Crath's collection of poetry Za zemlyu i volyu (For land and freedom)*04 was
published in 19 14 and encompasses works wrïtten between 1901 and 19 14. Crath did not
amve in Canada until 1907 so some of the works were still written in Ukraine. It, like the

earlier work, reflects Crath's political ideology. A number of the poems included in this
collection are in the style of the dumv ("lyrico-epic works of folk origin about events in
the Cossack period of the 16th-17th century""').

Crath's use of this literary device draws

the inevitable cornparison between the dumv spread among the people of the countryside
in an earlier time by the kobzan (itinerant players of the musical instrument called a kobza
who sang or recited the dumv) and his own works which he presumably wished dispersed
in a similar way.. A prominent theme in this collection, once again, is the abolition of

tsarist tyranny through revolutionary means. As he States in the poem ' Z a Ukrayinu" (For
Ukraine):
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Hey, let us not hesitate, let us move into battle, / Let us deal a blow one last time, /
Let us smash the tsarist crowns and thrones, / Let us bathe our fate in the enemy's
blood, / Let us deal a blow one last time! /
Perhaps Crath's deepest regret was the unsuccessful revolution of 1905. But he
was consistent in his hope for a future, successful one, as he States in the poem "1905 r."
(The year 1905):
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To you, to my hungry, destitute brothers, I We cal1 out: "Listen to our advice, /
Finish the work that we began, / Raise the fallen bamcades!"
Similar sentiments are echoed in Krat's The Visit of the "Red Brigade" and Boh u
Moskivshchyni (God in the Moscow region)"* and in Vasyl' Kudryk's poem "Vidhomin
podiy 1905 i 1906 roku" (Echo of the events of the yean 1905 and 1906, 191l).209
Crath not only appeals to the masses to renew revolutionary activity, but also
chastises them about how the revolution of 1905 was waged in the first place. In his
novella God in the Moscow Reeion, for example, a revolutionary student, who befriends

God, not only blames the tsarist forces for putting down the revolution in Moscow, but
also puts part of the blarne on the revolutionary forces themselves:

"The detachment should have been sent into those mountains before the
anny occupied them . . . . And the Kremlin should have been captured and
put into the people's hands." They tumed to face the Kremlin,and the
student explained to God how the insurgents could have expediently
repelled the army's assault from the walls and windows of that Stone
building.'10
Crath's outlook on revolutionary action seemed to evolve from 1901 to 1914. At
first he preached armed revolution, as in the poem "Idit' sobi proroky! (z rnoskovs'koyi)
(Go, you prophets [From a Muscovite poem]):
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The time has corne to enter into battle with the enemies / Not with a serflike word,
but with swords / In a last, fierce battle. 1

Later, in the same collection, however, he cornes to view words as even more powerful
revolutionary tools:
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Not with swords, but with words 1They enter into battle 1 And the greatest

kinçdoms on eanh 1 Are reduced to nothing. 1. . . / And that "word" will stand up,
mother, / In your defense, / Fiery tongues / Will take fire in your children, -- / The
kingdoms of evil will cmmble / As will their sovereigns! /
In order to ensure that the Ukrainian immigrants did not forget the harsh
circumstances of life in the homeland, Crath also depicted these in his works. His "Duma
pro khersons'ki zarobitky" mallad about working in the Kherson region),*I3for example,
deals with the circumstances of Ukrainian men and women who leave home to hire
themselves out as labourers in far away places, such as the Kherson region of Ukraine
where they could find employment in the textile manufacturing industry. Their dreams of
financial gain, however, are never realized.
Crath's collection of short stories Koly lekshe bude i inshi o~ovidannva(When
will it be easier and other short stories, 1912),*" depicts realistically various scenes taken
from life in Ukraine. "Koly lekshe bude?'(When will it be easier?)*l5deals with a
~'~
the
peasant's concem as to when his life will improve. "Dity" ( ~ h i l d r e n )describes

extreme anguish of a man who is forcibly called into military service. " Z h e r t ~ a ~ ~
(~acrifice)~"
deals with the death of two political escapees, who were trying to cross the
Zbmch River into Galicia fiom Eastern Ukraine.
On the question of the coming war, Crath takes the socialist viewpoint and voices
great disdain for it. His arguments are based on the fact that the masses would have to
form the majority of the fighting forces and, therefore, suffer the most casualties. In his
"Yak povynna vyhlyadaty viyna" (What war should look like, 1914),218for example, he
proposes that the war's initiators, i-e., the tsar and the kaiser, should be the ones who go
into battle and no one else.
Not typically for this era, Crath does not display any overt signs of anti-Semitism.
In fact, he believes that the roots of the pogroms lie within the privileged class, including
the tsar himself. In his "Zhydivs'ki pohromy (rnonol'og tsarya)" (The Jewish pogroms
[the tsar's monologue], 1914), for example, the tsar admits to wrongly attnbuting the

injustices committed against the Ukrainian people to the Jews, thereby incumng the
Ukrainians' wrath against them:
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And in order that our people not recognize, who is flaying them, I We Say:

"The reason for your wretchedness, 1 Our people, are those infidels, / The
scabby, side-burned Jews." /

The socialists were known for their anti-clerical and, in faa, anti-religious stance.
Crath exhibits just such a position in several of his works e.g., "Na Ukrayini" (In Ukraine,
1914),220"Vesnyanka" (Spring Song, 19

"Miiya uniyats'koho popa (satyra)" (The

dream of the Uniate priest [a satire], 1 9 1 4 )and
~ God in the Moscow ~eelon."

The

Ukrainian clergy of both major faiths, the Catholic and the Onhodox, are depicted as a
bloodthirsty lot, each wanting to exert the powers of its faith over the entire Ukrainian
nation, regardless of the cost. In God in the Moscow Reeion, besides denigrating the
clergy, Christianity as it is practiced in real life is also denigrated:
Take a priest -- he calls himself a Christian; the policeman, bureaucrat,
factory worker, minister, executioner -- they al1 cal1 themselves Christians,
Orthodox . . . They are the tax-collectors of darkness and slavery, they are
the ones who rinse themselves everyday in the blood of the innocent
people; they cal1 themselves Christians! Christianity -- this is brotherhood,
equality and love; but according to them, Christianity is slavery, darkness,
suffering, gallows for people, debauchery, profligacy, lies, murder, this is
what it is for them -- the tsars of the earth . . . . 224
The new and only "true" Christians are the socialists, who "want to lead us where there
would be no rich, no poor, where everyone would be equal, where there would no longer
be heard on earth either groans, or cries, or poveny or toi1 . . . .>,mInterestingly enough,

in this work, God, Himself, agrees with this assessment of the socialists.
In keeping with his socialist views, Crath depicted a future perfect world. His
Kolv ziyshlo sontse. opovidanve z 2000 roku (When the Sun rose, a story from the year

2 0 0 0 ) ~is~a~utopian novella. Published in 1918, it predate by some ten years Volodymyr
Vynnychenkoysnovel Son~ashnamashvna (Solar machine, 1928))' which is generally
considered to be the first work of this genre in Ukrainian literature. Crath's novella,
which should be considered a hallmark in Ukrainian literature, is little known, if at all.
The work, as the title suggests, provides a detailed description of the utopian
society that humankind will inhabit in 2000. In 19 18 Petro Ivanchuk, the novella's central
character, is frozen in a sleep-like state by Dr. Gibson of Vancouver University, according
to a method developed by Professor Bakhmatiyev of Bulgaria, with the agreement that he
would be "awakened" at 10:OO a-m., May 1, 2000 A.D. May 1 is a significant date here.
It is the date of the annual Soviet "May Day." Ivanchuk has volunteered himself as an
experimental subject because he is heartbroken over a failed love affair. Coincidentally,
Gladys, the physician who "awakens" him is the granddaughter of his former beloved.
At first Petro is taken with the healthy and "intelligent" appearance of the people
h e initially sees in the year 2000. He is also amazed by the fact that they cal1 each other

"cornrade." Vancouver has changed tremendously since he first lived there. He expects to
see a concrete jungle on Hasting Street; what he really sees are houses scattered about,
separated from each other by orchards. He is told that ail cities look like this now. Only
London and New York and several other cities remain as they once were and serve as
historical monuments.
This utopian society has evolved in the decades after the Russian Revolution of
19 17, following which the whole world was engulfed by revolution.

The final result was

that from 1950 onward collectivism overtook the globe. There is no longer private

ownership of land or rnanufacturing. Countries and governments have ceased to exist.
The world is divided into five continents and four agricultural zones. Instead of
parliaments, annual universal conventions are held, but there are no longer any ministers,
judges, police or armed forces. All economic matters are taken care of by committees
struck at various levels, "street," "city," "district," "continent" and "world." But these
committees do not replace or mimic govenunents, for they base their decisions strictly on
statistical information. Crime has been eradicated as a result of there no longer being any
politicians, "'people having become enlightened and the schools having educated a new
generation with the ideas of brotherhood and collective work. ln227 Even wild animals,
such as bears and cougars, have been domesticated and do their share of work.
Schools resemble parks with school buildings scattered throughout. The aim of
the schools is "'. . . to develop in children humaneness based on mutual love. ,99228 In the
schools, as in the homes, books are obsolete; instead "bibliophones" are used, and writing
is done by rneans of keyboards and dictaphones.
Goods and, one presumes, services are obtained without the use of money, but by
using something akin to a credit card. These cards credit their bearer for the time hdshe
has put in working and debit his purc chas es'^ against this. It is primarily meals that are
obtained in this way, and al1 the people are vegetarians. Everyone, inciuding children and
sorne beasts, must work physically at least two hours per day. "Intellectual" work, such as
that of physicians, teachers, researchers, is done after these two hours of physical labour
have been completed. There are no class distinctions in this society for al1 people are
workers and al1 people are farmers.

Transportation is by means of air travel. People commute by either attaching
flapping wings to their bodies, in small aircrafts, for which they have landing pads on their
roofs or by means of large airplanes which are also used for cargo. Their aircrafts, like al1
their factories and machinery, are "heliocratic," that is, solar powered. Fake suns are
employed at night to speed up the growing process in the agricultural zones.
Mamage continues to exist, although courting is different. A couple meets, fdls in
love and then is taken into the family home by one of the sets of parents. In that home the
couple's love is allowed to evolve into a "lasting" type of love. Because mamage is based
on such a love there are few divorces. Although, mamages take place throughout the
year, a large communal ceremony is held amually in June, and Petro and Gladys many
each other at one such ceremony.
Religion has also changed. Al1 traditional religions have ceased to exist. There are
no longer any places of worship or prayer as such. The concept of God is viewed as
"'a generally condensed idea of al1 [their] ideals. 9 ~ 2 2 9 Sundays, now simply called "the

seventh day," are days of rest, and public phiiosophical meetings take place on this day.
A type of ethnic diversity is maintained through the use of separate languages.

Children learn several languages at school, and exchange programs between families of
various countries also exist. Even Gladys spent three years of her childhood living with a
Ukrainian family in Kyiv and, therefore, speaks Ukrainian.
The point of this novella is that a utopian society can work, and the people living
in it can live happily. Even the newcomer to the society, Petro, is happy with this system

as he discovers it and how it works. Essentially, this novella presents Crath's idealized
vision of what life under socialism could and will be.
Other writers also dealt with socialist themes. For example, Stechishin (18831947) in his Smert' za 8-hod~nnwden' pratsi (Death for an eight hour work day,
19 10)"~and Kudryk in his Pimsta robitnvka (Theworker's revenge, 1 9 1 0 ) ~both
'
backed

workers' rights. As evident from its title, the former work calls upon workers to join
forces in order to achieve an eight-hour workday. The latter work details a Ukrainian
worker's revenge against an Anglo-Celtic farmer, who has cheated his workers out of
their rightful wages. In The Worker's Revenee the Ukrainian hero is an idealist with
anarchist tendencies, who takes the initiative to exact revenge on behalf of the workers'
collective. Still another work, Petro Kazan's "S hchastya" (Happiness, t 9 10lU2also backs
workers' rights.

5. Aesthetic and Other Themes
Although in the minority, there were also some works in this period, mainly
poetry, which devoted themselves to purely aesthetic themes. Mulyarchuk's collections
Na filyakh Ipbovy (On the waves of love, 1916)U3 and Z h n p a dos' pily (The harvest is
ripe, 1916)U4 and particularly Kudryk's collection Vesna (Spring, 1911)=' stand out.
Kudryk's title poem "Vesnà' (Spring), for example, is a highly lyrical ode to the
enchantment of springtime, as illustrated by the following stanzas:
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Look! Spnng is outside! 1 Enchantment is pouring out on the earth, / Your
thoughts are pouring forth, 1 Dancing along the open spaces. 1 Quietly
the heart trembles 1 Even more quietly a thought flies, 1 On the
dreamy wings of sleep / Embracing al1 the open spaces. 1 Tenderly it
asks the heart: 1 From where do the charms of life corne? 1 From where the

eanh from , from the decorative boughs? 1 From where this quiet paradise? 1
As a Ukrainian Greek Orthodox priest, Kudryk answers that al1 this beauty cornes from

God.
Kudryk's collection of poems deals with a diversity of themes, although not al1 are

strictly aesthetic. Included are such themes as peace, love, friendship, brotherly love,
religion, the politics of the homeland, and a poet's nature. Kudryk's poems are more
complex, sophisticated and stylistically superior to those of his contemporanes.

Aithough somewhat inferior to Kudryk's poems, Mulyarchuk's poems also
encornpass a diversity of themes that are not al1 strictly devoted to aesthetics. They
include the beauty of nature, virtue, love fiendship, religion. nostalgia for the homeland,
patriotism, national heroes and politics.
A number of prose works also deal with diverse themes not related to Ukrainian

Canadian concems and experiences. These can be considered examples of Ukrainian
Canadian popular fiction of the time. Some are based on legends or fables, e-g., Oleksa
Bulka's O dvanayts~atytablytsyakh. opovidan~a~islyanarodnykh kazok (About twelve
tablets, a story based on folk tales, n.d.)"'

and Mulyarchuk's "Opyr (halyts'ka

lyegenda)" (Vampire [A Galician legend], 19l6)?

Some are purely hurnourous, e-g.,

Pro chuda s'watvkh Damazi a i Pankrativa (About the miracles of Saints Darnaziy and
Pankratiy, 19 10)%nd Novak's "Skonka" (Skunk, n.d.).*'* Some are pure fantasy, e-g.,
Ry-tsar i smen' (The knight and death, 1910)"' and Istoriva pro hamu Masel'onu i hrafa
Petra z sribnvmv klyuchamy (A story about beautiful Magel'ona and Count Petro with the
silver keys, 191 l).242For the purposes of this study, these works, as purely imaginative
ones, are considered secondary to those dealt with at length. They are also much smaller
in number than those dealt with at length.

The initial period of settlement, 1908- 1917, was also the formative period of
economic development and social adjustment of the Ukrainians in Canada. In Winnipeg
the Ukrainian community rooted itself in a "block"-type settlement in the city's North
End. There it established a socio-cultural, political, educational and religious life and
institutions that reflected its needs and concerns.
Ukrainian literature in Winnipeg began to develop almost at the outset of
settlement. The works encompassed al1 genres, drama, poetry and prose, but poetry
prevailed. The works tended to be simple, even simplistic, and folHoristic in style and
theme. The thernes pertained primarily to nostalgia for the "old and fear of the "new."
Nostalgia for the old encompassed the longing for the family, friends and way of life of the
homeland and an abiding concem for its socio-political situation and causes. Fear of the
new country initially encompassed social adjustment and the whole socialization process.
The writers, as a group, were not professional writers, rather, they tended to be
community leaders and activists, many of whom felt it their duty to socialize their
readership through their works.
The most significant work of the early part of the 1908-19 17 period and the one
best exempliQing the nostalgia for the old and the fear of the new was Fedyk's Songs
about Canada and Austria, a collection of largely folkloristic poetry which tended to
convey what was in the hearts and minds of the pioneenng group of Ukrainian immigrants.
It served as kind of a guide as to what prospective emigrants could expect to experience
from the time of their decision to ernigrate to the time when they actually settled in the
new country. Thus,it included such themes as paning with everyone and everything that

was dear to the emigrant, the arduous ship passage, the hardships of pioneer settlement
and adjustment to the mores of the new society. There was also some interest in the
politics of the homeland as several editions of this collection included poems devoted to
the folk hero Myroslav Sichyns'kyy.
As the years progressed and the Ukrainian Canadians overcame their f e u of the
new land and began to estabiish a community, their socialization included involvement in
education and coping with discrimination and injustice (e-g.,internment during World War
1). However, because they were poorly educated and generally unworldly, it was difficult

for the immigrants to cope with the new set of life circumstances that they found in
Canada. The process of socialization was reflected in the literature. Writers such as Jacob
Maidanyk wrote his works with the intention of changing the behaviour and attitudes of
his fellow Ukrainian Canadians. In the case of Maidanyk it was largely through his Vuyko
Other writers who did the same were
Shtif Tabachnyuk cartoons and his play Manienila.

Ivan Bodrug, Stefan Fodchuk, Apolinariy Novak, Panteleymon Bozhyk and Petro
Kanans'kyy. They did so through both serious and humourous works, which pointed
out what they considered to be proper behaviour for the Ukrainian immigrants in Canada.
Some old country prejudices, such as anti-Semitism, which continued to exist even after
the Ukrainians were transplanted in Canada were also reflected in the literary works.
Because a number of the leading activists in the budding Ukrainian Canadian
community were socialist, their views were reflected in the literature they produced. A
number of works dealt with the revolutionary Sichyns'kyy, for example. Maidanyk and
Petnvsky had used literature as a means of socializing the Ukrainian Canadians. Paul

Crath and the other writers incorporated their socialist Mews into the literature they
produced.
Crath wrote on such themes as the abolition of tsanst tyranny through
revolutionary means. Although he backed revolutionary means he also saw the merit of
fighting tsanst tyranny with words rather than weapons. A number of Crath's works also
deal with the harsh realities of life for the peasant under the tsarist regime. Although he
backed revolutionary activity, Crath opposed war because the masses would have had to
form the majonty of the fighting forces and, therefore, suffer the most casualties in war.
Although he himself became a man of the cloth afler these works were written, at least
initially he also voiced anti-clerical and anti-religious sentiments. Perhaps rnost
significantly, Crath was the author of a utopian novella depicting a world under socialism
in the year 2000. This was the first utopian work written in Ukrainian, predating by about

ten years the work normally thus designated, Vynnychenko's Solar Machine. A large part
of the more important literature which was wntten by the Ukrainian Canadian
intelligentsia which tended to hold socialist views was probably reflective of the views of a
minonty of the Ukrainian Canadians, the majonty of which tended to hold more traditional
and conservative views.
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Appendix B
English Language Translation of Prose Passages Cited in Ukrainian in the Text:

169. Tell me yourself, Shtif, didn't Fryd provoke me first? Why didn't he ask for my

permission to dance wirh Keyda? But, son of a gun, it wasn't enough that he
danced with her, but he also started kissing her while they were dancing.

-- You

damn right that it's the truth! He has been looking to provoke me for a long time.

Once he took her to a show and bought her an ice-cream at the hall
trying to fix him for a long tirne.

. . . 1 have been

Chapter II

The Development of the Ukrainian Heritage in Canada
19 18-1946
The period 1918- 1946 of Ukrainian settlement in Winnipeg saw the influx of more
immigrants from Ukraine and the establishment of even more organizations, both religious
and secular, ensuring that Winnipeg retained it prominence as the centre of Ukrainian
social, cultural and political life in Canada. The literary activity of the comrnunity
flourished during this penod. This chapter will trace how the fiirther evolution of the
community and its concems related to and were refiected in the Iiterature that the
Ukrainian Canadians in Winnipeg produced.

1. The Development of the Ukrainian Community in Winnipeg
Ukrainian Settlement in Canada and Winnipeg
The make-up of the second wave of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada, which

spanned the years 1918-46, was somewhat different from that of the first. The immigrants
once again came from Ukraine's western regions, primarily Galicia, Bukovyna, Volhynia
and Carpat ho-Ukraine. The first post-World War 1 group nurnbering 1,503,arrived
between 1920-4.' The group consisted mainly of war refugees, political refugees who had
fought for the short-lived independent Ukraine, and relatives of Ukrainians who were
already Canadian citizens. Between 1925-34, 59,891 Ukrainians emigrated to canada.*
This was the largest number during the intenvar penod. The numbers of Ukrainian

immigrants dropped significantly in the 1930s due primarily to the econornic crisis caused
by the Depression, which effectively curtailed immigration. Over the entire period some
67,578 Ukrainians immigrated to canada.'

Most of the immigrants who made up this wave were either peasant b e r s or
unskilled labourers, who, like their counterparts of the first wave, opted to leave Ukraine
due to the poor economic conditions, which could not supply them with either the land or
the jobs that they required. A significant proportion were also Ukrainian army veterans,
who had participated in the war against Poland and the Bolsheviks. Once the Ukrainian

National Republic collapsed in 1920 many of them made their way to Czechoslovakia and
eventually arrived in Canada as sponsored immigrants.

Si. Raphael's Ukrainian Immigrants' Welfare Association of Canada (which is
discussed in greater detail below) was established in Winnipeg in 1924 to assist Ukrainians
with the immigration process, from their departure from Ukraine to their arrivai and
settlement in Canada, and also assisted in the reunification of separated families. In 1925
the Ukrainian Emigrants' Aid Society was established in L'viv with largely the same aims
as St. Raphael's, and the two groups CO-operatedwith each other.

At that time Canada stiil required immigrant agricultural workers. St. Raphael's

encouraged Ukrainian Canadian farmers to offer employment to prospective and new
immigrants. Canadian immigration regulations of the time required al1 prospective
immigrants to be between the ages of fifteen and fifty, and they had to pledge that they
would spend at least a year in Canada working as farm labourers or farm domestics.

Individuals with other qualifications, e.g., tradespeople, merchants, and the like, were not
encouraged to apply, but there is no doubt that there was some falsification of occupations
in order to fùlfill immigration requirements.'

During the 1920s families were preferred as immigrants over single men because it
was generally agreed that the social adjustment of new immigrants to Canada greatly
benefited from the stabilizing effect of family life. However, many 'Jkrainian men still
emigrated alone as they had in the pioneer period. As a group, the immigrants of the
second wave tended to be better educated, financially better off and more worldly than the
pioneer group of immigrants who cornprised the first wave.

More of the second wave's number were interested in settling in urban areas than
the previous wave's. Greater numbers also chose to settle in eastern Canada than had
previously . Toronto's Ukrainian population, for example, which was 1,247 in 1921,

.'

increased to 5,138 in 193 1 and 12,313 in 1941

Ontario's overall Ukrainian population

during the period grew from 8,307 in 192 1 to 24,426 in 193 1 and 48,158 in 1941.6
However, the rnajority of the second wave settled in the West, primanly in the prairie
provinces, with Manitoba receiving the bulk of their number. Manitoba's Ukrainian
population grew from 44,129 in 1921, to 73,606 in 1931 and 89,762 in 194 1.7
Winnipeg's Ukrainian population increased substantially as well. In 1921 it stood at
7'00 1; by 193 1 it tripled to 2 1,459, and by 1941 it increased by almost one-third to
28,162.' Thus the city's most significant population growth occurred in the 1920s. This
coincided with the time, specifically the years 1925-9, of the greatest influx of Ukrainian

emigrants into Canada during the interwar period. Winnipeg continued to be the Canadian
urban centre with the largest Ukrainian population, largely due to both immigration and
migration settlement patterns. Its Ukrainian community, still pnmarily situated in the
North End, continued to thrive. Winnipeg remained the centre of lTkrainian Canadian
literary activity.

The Development of Ukrainian Organizational Life in Winnipeg
Dunng the interwar period organizational life continued to grow and diversify. Of
the alrnost 70,000 Ukrainians who immigrated to Canada during this tirne, significantly
more were politically aware than is tme of the pre-World War I immigrants. This was
largely due to the fact that many of the more recent group had participated in Ukraine's
independence stmggle. Thus, when they arrived in Canada, they soon became dissatisfied
with the type of organizational life which they found because it did not focus on political
issues as such. Instead, in the opinion of the new immigrants, it centred around what they
considered to be concerns of lesser irnponance, such as language and culture, and
involved itself in religious squabbles. The organizations that the new immigrants
established were, as a result, politically oriented and monarchist or Ukrainian nationalist in
their orientation. These organizations better suited the interests of the new immigrants,
and a number of the organizations expanded to the national level. This does not mean that
pioneer organizations ceased to exist. Many, such as the Ukrainian National Home
Association, C hytal' n ~ Prosvi
a
ta (The enlightenment reading association), and the
Canadian Ukrainian Institute Prosvita (enlightenment), continued to exist and flourish. In

fact, generally speaking, their numbers grew because interwar immigrants joined their
ranks as well.

One of the pioneer organizations that remained particularly strong and was the first
to take on a national scope during the penod was the now pro-Soviet Ukrainian LabourFanner Temple Association (ULFTA).Its headquarters still remained in Winnipeg and its
activities flourished. It was, for example, a founding force behind the Communist Pariy of
canadamgThe erecting of an impressive building to house the ULFTA headquarters was
undertaken in Winnipeg's North End in 1918 and completed in 1919.'O The building was
named the Ukrainian Labour Temple. The Ukrainian Labour Temple becarne the centre of
the leftist community' s activities, including public lectures, meetings, concerts, live
theatre, and classes for adults and children. It also housed a lending Iibrary for its
membership and supported a dramatic ensemble, choirs, orchestras and dance troupes.

The ULFTA, like its socialist predecessor, continued to concem itself with issues
relevant to the labour and agricultural sectors, issues which were not directly addressed by
other Ukrainian Canadian community organizations. Aiso, the Ukrainization process
taking place in Soviet Ukraine in the 1920s, which saw a fiowenng of Ukrainian arts and
culture, instilled in some Ukrainian Canadians the belief that the Soviet system rnight be
good for Ukraine. These factors, combined with the various activities that the ULFTA
sponsored, succeeded in attracting a sizeable following. By 1929, for example, there were
1 85 branches and approximately 5,43 8 members. l ' By 1939 its national membership

totalled 10,000. Banned for a short time at the beginning of World War II, by 1946, the

year in which its name was changed to the Association of United Ukrainian Canadians, the
organization had 13,000 members. l2

Non-socialist organizational life also flourished among the Ukrainian Canadians.
Two national organizations, the Ukrainian Canadian Citizens' Cornmittee (UCCC) and the
Ukrainian National Council (UNC),whose aims were to assist in the liberation of Ukraine,
came into existence after World War I . 1 3 ~ h former
e
had ties with the Ukrainian Greek
Orthodox and Protestant ehurches and the latter with the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
church. Since both of these organizations had the same aims there was some fiction
between t hem.

In 1920 Professor Ivan Bobers'kyy amved in Winnipeg as a representative of the
Western Ukrainian (Galician) National ~ e ~ u b l i c .His
~ ' aims were to have Canada
recognize the Republic's nght to self-detemination and also to raise funds for Ukraine's
political endeavours and for the Ukrainian Red Cross. The Ukrainian Red Cross was
already in existence in Canada at this time but was affiliated with the UCCC. In 1921, due
to the efforts of Bobers'kyy, the Executive of the Red Cross was established in Winnipeg

and narned the Central Cornmittee (CC). l5

The CC gradually replaced the UCCC and the UNC. In two years the CC raised
over 50,000 dollars for the Ukrainian Red Cross. The CC also appealed to the Canadian
federal government to condemn Polish tyranny in Western Ukraine. On April 22, 1922 a
massive protest march against Polish tyranny was held in Winnipeg. Similar protests were
held in other major Canadian centres. The protests brought public attention to the plight

of the Ukrainians and even evoked a sympathetic response from Canadian Prime Minister
MacKenzie

in^.'^

At a national convention held on May 7, 1922 the Central Committee

of the Ukrainian Red Cross was renamed the Ukrainian Central Cornmittee and
simultaneously empowered to represent al1 Ukrainians in Canada. It continued to exist
until the late 1930s and was the forerunner of the later Ukrainian Canadian Cornmittee

(now the Ukrainian Canadian Congress).
In 1925 Canada was visited by Dr. Volodyrnyr Bachyns'kyy, secretary of L'viv's
Ukrainian Emigrants' Aid Committee. He toured Canada with the aim of surveying the
conditions t hat existed there for Ukrainian émigrés and his group organized branches of
the St. Raphael's Ukrainian Immigrants' Welfare Association throughout western Canada.
As a result of discussions Bachyns'kyy had with the federal govemrnent in July, 1925,
W.J. Eggan, Deputy Minister of Immigration, signed an agreement as to the t e m s under

which Canada would welcome Ukrainian immigrants.17 Canada was still primarily
interested in agricultural immigrants and, upon their amval in Canada, wanted St.
Raphael's to guarantee that the immigrants would find work in the agricultural area. St.
Raphael's undertook to comply with these terms. Although St. Raphael's was founded by
the Ukrainian Catholic group, it soon gained the support of al1 Ukrainian Canadians in its
activities.
The year 1930 proved to be pivota1 for St. Raphael's. Canada's economic c h i s

led to a restriction on the number of immigrants allowed into Canada. St. Raphael's
activities turned from questions of immigration and settlement to cultural, ideological and

political ones. Its activities in t hese areas, however, were limited. Nonetheless, the
association continued to exist until 1939.18

The Ukrainian National Home Association

continued to exist and to

flounsh during this period. It was at the initiative of the UMI that the First EducationalEconomic Congress of Ukrainians in Canada took place in Decernber, 1923. The
Congress addressed issues relevant to al1 Ukrainian Canadians. The Congress also passed
a resolution to create a Ukrainian Central Comrnittee through the venue of the UNH. This
caused some friction between the UNFI and the already existing Ukrainian Central
Cornmittee and effectively dismpted the original Ukrainian Central Cornmittee's fiinction
as a unifiing force in the c o m m ~ n i t ~Furthermore,
.'~
the Congress completely excluded
the participation of the Ukrainian Catholics.

In addition, the Congress passed a resolution stating that an immigration
Towards this end the Ukrainian Immigration and Colonization
cornmittee be e~tablished.~~
Bureau was established. The Bureau existed for only a short time. It was replaced by the
Ukrainian Settlers' Aid Association. Aithough there was some fiiction between these two
groups and St. Raphael's, they managed to work together rnost of the tirne.

Although the CMH remained in existence throughout the intenvar period, by the
late 1920s it needed revitalization as rnany of its now Ukrainian Greek Orthodox members
lefi to join Orthodox organizations.*' The UNH was somewhat revitalized by the arriva1
of Mykyta Mandryka, a representative of the Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries.
who was sent to Canada to organize émigré North Arnerican Ukrainians to support his

party's cause. He organized the UNH7scultural and educational prograrns. His efforts
met with some initial success but it was not sustained, and the UNH did not expand
fiinher.

The Ukrainian War Veterans' Association (UWVA) was established in Winnipeg

in 1928 and expanded throughout the prairies and ontario?

It was established by

veterans of the Ukrainian Sich Riflemen (named after the Zaporizhian Cossack
settlements) and the Ukrainian Galician Army, who were interwar immigrants to Canada.
In 193 1 it established a women's branch known as the Ol'ha Basarab organization. The
UWVA's primary objective was to work for the liberation of Ukraine. For example, it
founded the Ukrainian Defence Committee, which worked to assist Ukrainian political
prisoners in Polish prisons and collected finds for the building of the Home for Ukrainian
Invalids in L'viv. There was some friction between the UWVA and the Ukrainian SelfReliance League (USRL) because the USRL opposed the UWVA's exclusively proUkrainian nationalistic stance. The USRL believed that both Ukrainian and Canadian
concems should be addressed in equal measure.
A pivotal year for the UWVA was 1932, when, at its third national convention, it

was decided to establish a broad nationalistic organization that would not only include
veterans in its membership but also other rnembers of the Ukrainian community. The
result was that in 1932 the Ukrainian National Federation (UNF) was founded. The UNF
expanded to encompass a women's organization, the Ukrainian Women's Organization of
Canada (UWOC), and a youth organization, the Young Ukrainian Nationalists. By World

War II there were fifty branches of UNF throughout the country. The UWVA still
continued to exist, however, and by that time had nineteen branches.
The semi-military, monarchist-oriented Sich organization was established in
Toronto in 1924.') This group supponed the ascension of the Skoropads'kyy family to
the throne of an independent Ukraine. In 1934 it changed its name to the United Hetman
(cossack commander-in-chief) Organization (LIHO) and had more than fifty branches
across Canada. It also had a women's affiliate cailed the Women's Cornmittee.
A major organization that was established in the interwar penod was the Ukrainian

Self-Reliance League, founded in 1927." Although this organization was established
largely by pre-war immigrants, the majority of its membership was made up of interwar
immigrants, and it soon expanded nationally. The USRL was intended as a secular
organization but because of its founders' (including William Swystun, Jaroslav Arsenych
and the Stechishin brothers, Myroslaw, Michael and Julian) close ties to the Ukrainian
Greek Onhodox Church of Canada, it was tied to the church as well. Its objectives were
to prornote the welfare of Canada and Ukraine without actually backing any specific

political Party, although it sympathized with the Liberal Party in canada? Headquartered
in Winnipeg, the USRL encompassed a number of different organizations. These

included the Ukrainian Self-Reliance Association; the Ukrainian Women's Association of
Canada (UWAC); the Union of Ukrainian Community Centres, which was a
superstmcture for pros vit^ (enlightenment societies) and narodni domv (national homes);
the Canadian Ukrainian Youth Association; and the Mohyla Institute, the Hrushevs'kyy
Institute and St. Vladimir's ~nstitute."

In 1932 in Saskatoon, the Ukrainian Catholics established a lay organization
known as the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood (UCB). It soon expanded, and by World
War II there sixty branches across Canada, with their headquarters in ~ i n n i ~ e ~ . "
AfEliated with it were the ükrainian Catholic Women's League of Canada (UCWL), the
Ukrainian Catholic Youth and the Sheptyts'kyy Institute in Saskatoon. The UCB
concerned itself with a number of issues, including Catholicism, Ukrainian culture and the
Canadian state.

At the same time as individual organizations were developing, some effort was
being exerted by the most prominent members of the Ukrainian community in Winnipeg to
achieve unity in the cornmunity once and for all. These individuals represented national
organizations that were largely established dunng the intewar period. Involved in the
negotiations were Reverend Dr. W. Kushnir, representing the UCB; T. Datskiv,
representing the UHO; and J.W. Arsenych, T.Ferley and M. Stechishin, representing the

USRL.~' The representatives could not reach an agreement, however, and the UHO and
the USRL dropped out of funher discussions. This led the UCB to align itself with the
UNF, and together they created the Representative Committee of Ukrainian Canadians

(RCUC),originally established in Saskatoon in December, 1938, but re-established in
Winnipeg in February, 1940 with Rev. Dr. Kushnir as its president.

The RCUC could not bring al1 of the Ukrainian organizations into its fold. Those

that chose not to join it, namely, the USRL, the UHO and the League of Ukrainian
Organizations established their own central cornmittee, the Ukrainian Central Committee

of Canada (uccc).~'It was established in Winnipeg in May, 1940. There was a great
deal of debate between the RCUC and the UCCC, which the more moderate members of
the community viewed as detrimental to the unity and well-being of the entire comrnunity.
This view was also shared by the Canadian government which was now particularly
interested in the Ukrainians in Canada. Its interest arose out of the belief that the large
Ukrainian population base, if properly organized, could be beneficial to the war effort.
It was through the intervention of the National War SeMces department of the
federal govemment that Professor Watson Kirkconnell, Professor George Simpson and
the English diplomat, Tracy Phillips, were brought in to serve as mediators for the two
groups. Although their task was a difficult one, over time, their intervention succeeded in
unifiing the community, for on November 7, 1940, the two cornmittees joined forces to
create one cornmittee -- the Ukrainian Canadian Cornmittee (UCC, since 1990 renamed
the Ukrainian Canadian ~ o n ~ r e s s ) . ~ '

The UCC was designed to be a non-political coordinating body for al1 Ukrainian
non-Communist organizations in Canada and its membership was open only to such
organizations. The functioning of the UCC was, at the outset, to have been only
temporary and its primary aims were war-related. The first president of the UCC became
Rev. Dr. Kushnir. Soon there was widespread suppon for the UCC among the Ukrainians

in Canada, and branches of the UCC were established in various Canadian centres. It

quickly became a force to be reckoned with; by 1943 it represented over 1,200 separate
Ukrainian organizations in canada3' In 1944 its membership was increased by the
formation of the Ukrainian Canadian Women's Committee that encompassed four national

wornen's organizations, the UWAC, the UWOC, the UCWL and the Women's Cornmittee
of the UHO.

The first Congress of the UCC was convened in Winnipeg under the slogan
"Victory and Freedom." It dealt with the issue of Ukraine's independence, voiced
opposition against the ULFTA and stressed its role as the representative body for the
Ukrainians in canadas3*The success of this Congress was such that it was decided to hold
Congresses in the future.
The UCC was effective in canying out its aims for it was successful in bolstering
the participation of the Ukrainians in Canada's war effort, through miiitary service, the
purchasing of war bonds, and the like. As well, it satisfied the Ukrainians because they
now believed themseives to be represented by a unified fiont that would best represent
their interests both in Canada and abroad during the war. Furthemore, the UCC
succeeded in raising the profile of the Ukrainian community in Canada and enhanced its
collective self-image abroad dunng the war.
The outbreak of war on September 1, 1939 posed special problems for the
Ukrainian Canadian community. In order not to put themselves into the enemy alien
situation of World War 1, even before war was oficially declared, the Ukrainian Canadians

began to express their loyalty both to Canada and the British Empire through their various
press organd3 The ULFTA was the only faction that openly opposed Canada's
involvement in the war. The Soviet-Finnish war, waged between 1939-40 served to divide
the Ukrainian Canadian community even fûrther. The Ukrainian Canadian nationalists

supported Finland in what they believed to be a Finnish war of independence, whereas the

ULFTA supponed the Soviets.

In 1940 Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France fell to the Nazis, thus
rnaking Canada Britain's closest aily." Canada then decided to tighten war measures at
home. An order-in-council passed on June 4, 1940 repressed fascist organizations and
effectively banned the Canadian Communist Party and its related organizations, arnong
them the ULFTA. It also confiscated the ULFTA's properties. On August 27 the
ULFTAYspress organs were also banned.

On June 22, 194 1 the Nazis invaded the Soviet Union. The British quickly allied

themselves with the USSR and thus Canada also became its ally. This caused some
consternation among the Ukrainian nationalist factions, who could not reconcile
themselves to being allied with an historical enemy. The Ukrainian Communists, on the
other hand, suddenly began to back the war effort. On July 26, 1941 the Ukrainian
Canadian pro-Soviet faction reorganized itself into the Ukrainian Association to Aid the
Fatherland and established new press organs." They continued their slander of the
Ukrainian nationalist organizations in the public mind and now their accusations camed
more clout. As a result, for example, the RCMP began to more closely scrutinize the
activities of the UHO and M. Throughout the war the Ukrainian Canadian Communists
and nationalists waged a war of words.

As the war drew to a close several irnponant issues faced the Ukrainian Canadian
cornrnunity. The first was Ukrainian representation in the soon to be established United

Nations. The UCC joined forces with the Ukrainian Congress Cornmittee of Arnerica in
achieving this end. The second issue was the question of Ukrainian war refugees. The
nationalists backed the notion of Canada and other countries accepting them. The
Ukrainian Communists, however, opposed the nationalists, accusing the war refugees of
being war criminais.
Ukrainian Canadians participated in the Canadizn armed forces during both wars.
During World War 1, the estimated number of Ukrainians seMng in the Canadian armed
forces was 10,000, 13-2 percent of the Ukrainian Canadian population, which in 1911
stood at 75,432.j6 During the same war 609,636 Canadians served in the Canadian armed

force^,'^ 8.6 percent of the Canadian population, which in 1911 stood at 7,206,643.38
During World War II between 35,000-50,000 Ukrainian Canadians enlisted in the
Canadian armed forces; even at the lowest number, this was 11.4 percent of the Ukrainian
Canadian population, which in 1941 stood at 305,929.~' Nearly three-quarters of a million

~
Canadian men and women served in Canada's armed forces during World War 1 1 , this
was 6.5 percent of the total Canadian population, which in 1941 stood at 11,506,655.~'
Thus, proponionately speaking, the Ukrainians participated in both wars in larger numbers
than did the overall Canadian population. Furthermore, dunng both wars the Ukrainian
Canadian cornrnunity, in general, also participated in the war effort in other ways, for
example, by supponing the activities of the Red Cross and fbndraising activities such as
the Canadian Patriotic Fund, Victory Loan bonds and War Savings Certificates.

Religious Life
Not only did organizational life grow during this period but so did religious life.
The establishment of the Ukrainian Greek-Orthodox Church of Canada in Saskatoon in
1918 brought an important addition to the already established religious life of the

community. The creation of an independent, national church came about because a
significant segment of the Wkrainian population, particularly the intelligentsia, was highly
critical of the practices of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church. The number of f a i t f i l in
the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church grew steadily, and by 1941, its members numbered
88,874, while at the same time Ukrainian Catholics numbered 152,907.'~ There was some

animosity between the two major faiths, and a rift developed as ükrainian Canadians
divided themselves into two spiritual camps. The two churches were "headquartered in
Winnipeg.

Both major Ukrainian churches faced the problem of a shortage of priests. The
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church named its first Archbishop, Ivan Teodorovych, in 1924
and undenook the education of its own clergy in a seminary established in Winnipeg in
1932." At the start ofthe intewar period most of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic clergy,

headed by the Ukrainian Bishop Budka, were non-Ukrainians. Bishop Budka was
succeeded by Bishop Ladyka in 1929." Bishop Ladyka sought to remedy the situation
and in this way more firmly establish the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church in Canada by
seeing to it that many more Catholic priests were sent to Canada from Ukraine.

While the majority of Ukrainian Canadians continued to belong to the two major
denominations, increasing numbers of Ukrainians were joining the various Protestant
churches. In 194 1, for example, Ukrainian membership in the United Church stood at
9,241, in the Anglican Church at 3,13 1, in the Presbytenan Church at 2,919 and in the
Baptist Church at 2,439?

The Ukrainian Press in Winnipeg
The Ukrainian press in Winnipeg continued to flourish during the interwar period.
Once again, as in the pre-World War 1penod, the major press organs were afiliated with
religious and secular institutions, and most circulated nationally. The press also served an
important function as far as Ukrainian Canadian literature was concemed in that it was a
vehicle for the publication of literary works on its pages.

The pro-Soviet ULFTA was afiliated with the largest number of press organs,
including Ukrayins'ki robitnvchi visti (Ukrainian Labour News), Farrners'ke zhyttya

(Farmers' Life). Holos robitnytsi (Voice of the Working Woman), Bovova molod'
(Militant Youth) and Svit molodi (World of Youth). In 1940 al1 pro-Soviet publications
were banned in Canada because they ideologically opposed Canada's wartime stance
against Nazi Germany, which was then allied with the Soviet Union. Once the Soviet
Union went over to the Allied side, the pro-Soviet press organs resumed publication.
Ukravins'ke zhyttva (Ukrainian Life) started publication in 1941 in Toronto and
Ukravins'ke slovo (Ukrainian Word) in 1943 in winnipeg?

Non-leflist, generally pro-Ukrainian, nationalist press organs were also numerous.
Press organs of the pioneer penod, such as Ukravins'kw holos (Ukrainian Voice),
Kanadys'kp farmer (Canadian Farmer), Kanadyys'hy msvn (Canadian Ruthenian),
which was now renamed Kanadws'ky ukrainets' (Canadian Ukrainian), and Ranok
(Moming), which was now renamed Kanadws'kvy ranok (Canadian Moming), continued
to be published in Winnipeg.
The Ukrainian Voice backed the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada and
USRL in the Ukrainian Canadian cornmunity and the Liberal Party on the federal level.
The Canadian Ukrainian backed the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church and monarchist

organizations, such as the Canadian Sich and the UHO." The two organs oflen engaged
in heated debates over their opposing allegiances. They began to CO-operateto a certain
extent, however, during the 1930s as Ukraine's political situation worsened. Once the
Canadian Ukrainian was taken over by the National Press Company in 1927, it ceased to
act as the press organ of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church. M e r that the Church's
official press organ became Ukravins'ki visti (Ukrainian News) published in Edmonton.
Also afiliated wit h this church were two monthlies Holos spasytelva (Redeemer's Voice)
and Holos (Voice).
The Canadian Farmer continued to be published by a pnvate individual, Frank
Dojacek, and tried to stay away from any allegiances.JS Even so, it tended to support the
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church, the Ukrainian nationalist movement and the Liberal
Party.

Canadian Moming backed the United Church (the new amalgarnation of the
Presbyterian and Methodist Churches) and the Baptist Church. Despite the fact that its
circulation progressively diminished throughout the interwar period, it, nonetheless, was

an important voice of the Ukrainian Protestant ~ornrnunit~.''~
In 1928 Kanadi~s'kasich (Canadian Sich) began publication as the official organ
ofthe Het'man m~vernent.'~It ceased publication in 1930. In 1929 the weekly
newspaper Pravda i volva (Truth and Liberty) staned publication.51It took a definite
nationalist-socialist stance. It was the press organ of the UNH Association in Winnipeg.
It continued publication for approximately two years. Both of these newspapers were
forced to close due to the economic depression of the 1930s.

Strilets'ki visti (Veteran's News), which existed between 1930-2, was the press
organ of the UWVA? It backed the Ukrainian nationalist rnovement in Europe and the
activities of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists in Ukraine. In 1930 Novyy shl~akh
(New Pathway) was established in Edmonton, and the Veterans' News soon amalgamated
with it. In 1933 its head offices moved to Saskatoon and in 194 1 to Winnipeg. This
newspaper devoted itself to the sarne cause as the Veterans' News had. Although it
purponed to be tolerant of al1 other organizations, it entered into debates with the press
organs of other organizations, which it believed did not support the notion of Ukrainian
independence suficiently.

The Question of Education
The Ukrainian Canadian community in Winnipeg had more to be wary of than
organizational and religious factionalization. It had to face the very real fact that the rate
of assimilation of the Ukrainians into the Canadian mainstream was steadily increasing. As
in the earlier period, community leaders feared assimilation for it would spell the demise of
a separate Ukrainian ethnocultural identity in Canada. Census data for 1932, 1936 and
195 1 proves interesting on this point. 1951 is included here for comparison since data for
1941 is unavailable. The data that is available provides totals for al1 urban centres in
Manitoba; data on Winnipeg alone is unavailable. Nonetheless, the data should be
indicative of the trends in Winnipeg at the time. Data for 193 1 indicates that out of a total
of 22,984 persons of Ukrainian origin living in urban centres in Manitoba, 20,771 or 90.4
percent reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue, while only 627 or 2.7 percent reported
English as their mother tongue. Data for 1936 indicates that out of a total of 28,628
Ukrainians reporting, 26,574 or 92.8 percent reported Ukrainian as their rnother tongue,
while 1,125 or 3 -9 percent reported English as their mother tongue. By 195 1, however,
out of a total of 49,347 Ukrainians reporting, 38,640 or 78.3 percent reported Ukrainian
as their rnother tongue and 10,000 or 20.3 percent reported English as their rnother

tangue? Utilizing the criteria of mother tongue as an indicator of assimilation, in the
intewar period assimilation did not yet appear to be occumng at an alaming rate. By
195 1, however, a significant proportion, slightly over one-fifth, of the urban population in
Manitoba couid be said to have been assimilated. These statistics indicate that the fears
regarding assimilation were warranted.

One of the major ways of warding off language loss and subsequent assimilation
was believed to be through the ridna shkola (the literal translation is "native schooi" but
they are now known as "Ukrainian language supplementaiy schools") system. Private
schools were established by various churches and organizations in Winnipeg. Classes
generally met either in the evenings or on Saturdays. The programs consisted of
Ukrainian grammar, literature, history, religion and the like, and were conducted in
Ukrainian.
In 1923 the Ukrainian school teachers in Winnipeg founded the Association of
Ukrainian Teachers of Canada to replace the old Ukrainian Teachers' Association, and in
1932 they founded the Society of Ukrainian Vemacular School Teachers of Canada.

Statistics published by the Society in 1933 indicate that there were twenty-nine teachers
and 1,4 19 students in the supplementary schools of the prairie provinces and northwestern
ontario.'" This is an extremely low figure considering that the Ukrainian population in
Canada in 193 1 was 225,113 and that the largest concentration of ükrainians in Canada
was in these regions? It is, therefore, obvious that the majority of Ukrainian parents
were not sending their children to these schools. It is true that in many rural communities
the Ukrainian population was too srna11 to support a supplementary school, and it is also
true that home instruction may have been practiced by some. These factors
notwithstanding, however, one is forced to agree with Mamnchak that many parents
simply did not bother to send their children to Ukrainian supplementary schools in the
belief that t heir "Canadianization" was inevitable?

At the same tirne the Ukrainians were becoming better educated largely through
the efforts of the public school system. Although still completely removed from the
Canadian n o m in tems of occupational involvement, census data indicates that Ukrainain
Canadians were on the road toward approximating the nom. According to this data
Ukrainians were still predominantly involved in prirnary occupations, such as farrning,
fishing, forestry and mining, and in the sector designated as "al1 other" occupations,
including transportation, communication, construction, manufacturing and unspecified
types of work?' In 1921, for example, 92 percent of the Ukrainian Canadian labour force
was involved in these sectors. In 193 1, 88 percent and in 1941, 8 1 percent of the labour
force was involved in thern? At the same time the more skilled categories, which include
owner, managerial, professional, technical, clerical, sales, and service sectors were
growing as well. For example, in 1921, the owner-manager category stood at 174
individuals, in 193 1 at 299 and by 194 1 it grew to 762; the professional-technical category
stood at 304 in 192 1, at 1,124 in 193 1 and grew to 2,383 by 1941; the clencal category
stood at 158 in 1921, at 355 in 1931, and grew to 1,796 by 1941; the sales category stood
at 853 in 192 1, at 1,873 in 193 1 and grew to 4,564 by 1941; and the service category
stood at 1,194 in 19- 1, at 5,703 in 1931 and grew to 12,423 by 1941." These data also
indicate that the economic depression of the 1WOs, notwithstanding, the circumstances of
life for Ukrainians in Canada were constantly improving throughout the period.

2. The "Centrist" Writers
The majonty of the writers of the time were once again community leaders.
h o n g them were clergymen, including Taras Volokhatyuk, Ivan Bodmg, Ivan
Ye@movych Krneta (who wrote under the pseudonym Myroslav Ichnyans'kyy), Semen
Sawchuk (Savchuk), and Vasyl' Kudryk; editors of newspapers and journals, including
Ivan Danyl'chuk, Honore Ewach, Stepan Doroshchuk, and Michael Petrivsky; social
activists, such as Semen Kovbel' and Myroslav Irchan (pseudonym o f Andriy Babyuk);
and teachers, like Andriy Gospodyn, Petro Chaykivs'iqy, and Yurko Shkvarok.

The writen were a diverse group. Sorne, such as Ivan Novosad, Mykhaylo
Kumka, Semen Kovbel', and Ivan Bodmg, had irnmigrated to Canada as young adults
prior to the war and, in the case of the latter two, wrote and published works in both the
pre-war and interwar periods. Sorne, such as Andriy Gospodyn, Viktor Tulevitriv, Ivan
YeQmovych Kmeta and Myroslav Irchan, came to Canada as adults in the 1920s. Others,
such as Dmytro Hun'kevych, Petro Chaykivs'kyy, Michael Petrivsky and Honore Ewach,
although born in Ukraine, were raised and educated in Canada. Most of these writers still
wrote exclusively in Ukrainian.

On the whole these differences in the background of the writers did not translate
into a difference in themes. In other words, the themes that they dealt with cannot be
dilferentiated on the basis of the differences in the backgrounds of the writers. The
writers of the intewar period were al1 fairly well educated individuals, and this was

reflected in the fact that the language the writers of this period used in their writing tended
to be the literary Ukrainian language. This was radically different from the writing of the
pre-war period, which relied heavily on dialectal Ukrainian. At least one writer, Honore
Ewach, began to wnte in English.

Thematically what is most evident in the works written during this penod is that
the wnters were not as deeply concerned with sentimental yeamings for the homeland as
the writers of the previous period had been. They were, in fact, more interested in the
politics of Ukraine and Ukrainian Canadian themes.

The Emergence of Ukrainian Canadian Theatre

The majority of the individual works written and pubiished during this period were
plays. Theat rical productions were extremely popular within the Ukrainian community
pnor to the war and continued to be throughout the 1920s. They were an inexpensive and
easily accessible means of entertainment. Winnipeg's three main dramatic ensembles, the
Mariya Zan'kovets'ka, the "Boyan" and the Ivan Kotlyarevs'kyy, continued to be housed
in and associated with the W. The three groups amalgarnated in 1922, creating the
drama section of the UNH. There were some 300 active members and over 500 passive
members in the amalgamated group.60 Plays were staged in halls throughout Nonh End
Winnipeg. Particularly popular was the new Canadian Ukrainian Institute Prosvita
(Enlightenment) hall which seated over a 1,000 people. It is also interesting to note that
Winnipeg's Ukrainian community boasted two semi-professional dramatic ensembles, the

Prosvita Rusalka (Nymph) Theatre and the Ukrainian National Federation Travelling
Stock ~heatre?

The plays that were staged were, at first, predominantly wntten in Ukraine and
popular there as well. These were plays written by such writers as Staryts'kyy,
Kropyvnyts'kyy and Tobilevych primanly in the latter half of the 19th century. In some
instances the same play was staged numerous times. The general public, however, began
to be bored with the repertoire. Furthemore, the political situation in Ukraine was not
conducive to the creation of literature, and those works that were being written were not
of interest to the Ukrainian Canadian audience. Therefore, it is not surpnsing that more
and more plays began to be written by Ukrainian Canadian writers and subsequently
staged for the Ukrainian Canadian public. In Winnipeg, in particular, playwrights
abounded and included such individuals as Dmytro Hun'kevych, Semen Kovbel',
Myroslav Irchan, Vasyl' Kazanivs7kyyand P. Pylypenko.

The ULFTA also encompassed a dramatic ensemble, the Drama-Choral Circle of
the Ukrainian Labour Temple. This ensemble mainly staged plays written in Ukraine
because the LJLFTA7sties with Ukraine remained strong, and, fùrthermore, the ULFTA
was not ideologically opposed to the themes dealt with by Soviet Ukrainian writers as
were the nationalist Ukrainian Canadians. However, the ensemble's repertoire did include
plays written by Myroslav Irchan, a Ukrainian writer of some note, who was a ~ a r x i s t "
and upon his arriva1 in Canada, became an integral part of the leftist community. The
Labour Temple theatre had a seating capacity of 1,000. Therefore, it was unnecessary for

the ULFTA's dramatic ensemble to perforrn elsewhere. In fact, until the erection of the
equally spacious Institute Prosvita concert hall, the various non-lefkist dramatic ensembles
at times used this hall for their stage productions as well.

By the 1930s the populanty of live theatre was steadily declining among the
Ukrainian Canadian public due in part to its changing tastes in entertainment, which now
favoured American films. Concerts, however, continued to be staged regularly, as oflen
as once a week, and these continued to attraa the public. Often included in the concert
prograrns were one-act plays, some only skits, and most highly farcical in nature, whose
primary aim was to amuse the audience. Because of the need for such one-act plays, many
were written during the period. Such works inciuded Semen Kremin's Neporozuminn~a
(Misunderstanding, 19 ~ 8 ) P, o~m~i c h n ~ k y(Helpers, 1940)~'and Vuykova pornyl ka
(Uncle's mistake, 1940),~'M. Kripenko's "Herov" v rnishku ("Hero" in a sack, 193

M. and P. Kripenko's T r o ~ zantchyn
e
(Three engagements, 1930)~~'
and Mykhaylo
Krypyakevych's Yak kum kuma lichyv (How a fnend cured a friend, 1938)!*

These

works are stylistically simple and they have little literary value.
Krernin's Misunderstandinq deals with the Bilyy family which is expecting the
amval of a suitor for their daughter and a new manservant on the same day. Since Mr.
Bilyy has never met either, he mistakes one for the other with humourous results.
Kremin's Helpers deals with a young man trying to deceive his uncle into believing he is
mamed with a family in order to receive his inheritance. The deception does not quite
work out because a11 three of his servants (one of them, a man) pretend to be his wife and
al1 three produce fake children (one of them, a Negro child). In the end his uncle forgives

hirn for the deception because he is convinced by one of the servants that his nephew is a
good man. Kremin's Uncle's Mistake involves an uncle's misunderstanding as to who his
nephew's secret beloved really is. He mistakes the girl's aunt for the girl and professes his
nephew's love for her. He rnistakes the girl for her aunt and professes his own love for
her. Once the mistaken identity has been straightened out, the uncle and aunt and nephew
and niece finally pair up correctly.

M. Kripenko's "Hero" In a Sack tells the story of a group of fiiends who do not
want a braggart in their group. They are able to finally exclude hirn by fooling hirn into
hiding in a potato sack and then throwing hirn around like a sack of potatoes. M. and P.
Knpenko's Three Engagements describes how a man unwittingly proposes mamage to
three different girls who have responded to his matrimonial newspaper advertisement. He
is expecting only one girl to arrive, but al1 three do. Each, however, is met separately
either by hirn or one of his two roommates. Each fellow ends up engaged to the girl that
he met. In Krypyakevych's How a Friend Cured a Friend, a dmnken man becomes il1
because he mistakes dirty dishwater and a dishrag for borshch and meat and eats them.
Then he mistakes gasoline for whiskey which he dnnks to ease his stornach pain. While
his wife mns to get the doctor, his fnend amves; and because his fnend has forgotten his
giasses, he mistakes a remedy to ease cramping in horses for a human remedy with
humourous resul ts. The remedy involves galloping around and receiving a rubdown.

Once the doctor arrives he declares the man cured because al1 the movement helped hirn
digest what he ate. Other dramatic works, which are of more significant literary merit, are
discussed below.

The Emergence of Ukrainian Canadian Themes
By the time of the intewar period the Ukrainian Canadians seemed to have corne
to terms with the fact that Canada was now their permanent home, and this was probably

the reason why there was no longer much evidence of nostalgia for the homeland in the
literature of the period. Viktor Tulevitnv's (1886- ?) lyrical poem "Tuha" (Longing,
1932) was one o f the few literary works that reflected this sentiment:
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Oh, where is the Land / Where 1 grew up, / Where in my youth 1 I
experienced joy? / Oh, where are those songs 1 Of the nightingale . . . / Can it
be 1 That I will not hear their Song again? / Oh, where is that paradise -- 1 Can it be
truly lost? . . 1 Can it have become a stranger 1 To me? . . . / Tell me, 1 My land! 1

Will 1 retum -- 1 To you? /
In another lyncal poem "Ne lyuba . . ." (Not loved, 1939) Tulevitnv not only
expresses a sentimental longing for Ukraine, he criticizes those who forsake it in search of
a better life for themselves:

Kaxe, u o He n ~ 6 a

1

He X O W 3HâTM

Ta3 niluna co6i 6 e 3 y ~ ~ a

Kpaqyio u i y ~ a ~ n . "

This is your fate 1 Unfortunate Ukraine: 1 Your own child 1 Forsakes you, is
ernbarrassed by you. 1 It says that you are not loved 1 And it does not want to
know you 1 And it went madly 1 Searching for a better one. I

He goes on to warn against searching for paradise as it does not exist anywhere. Instead,
he recommends:
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Care for Ukraine, / Buiid your own Land. / There you ~ i i have
l
/ Without
paradise . . . Your own paradise. /
Uniquely Canadian themes were emerging and becoming predominant in the
literature. These themes centered on the life of Ukrainians in Canada and concemed
organizational life, assimilation, the economic depression of the 1930s,religious life. As
well, Ukrainian Canadian literature began to react to the Ukrainian Canadian cornmunist
faction. Literary works also dealt with the situation in Ukraine.

Organizational factionalism within the centrist community was dealt with in some
works. In Panteleymon Bozhyk's (1 879- 1944) play "Pokhoron ukrayins'koyi nezhody"
(The funeral of Ukrainian discord, 1 9 3 9 ) , for
~ example, Ksenofont, a wise man and

student of Socrates, arrives in Winnipeg and rneets with the heads of the various Ukrainian
organizations, both religious and secular. He does so at the invitation of the head of the
Canadian Ukrainian Institute Prosvita. To each of them Ksenofont preaches unity of ail of
the cornrnunity's various factions:
"1 am telling you that if you wish to be strong, then you must be as one body, one

spirit, one heart in al1 sectors of life. Do not fool yourselves that you are

strong or will be strong someday when you do not practice self-discipline and
factionalize. Whosoever teaches you anything different from what I am telling
you is an ignoramus or your enemy."73
Ksenofont's argument readily convinces the organizational leaders that his position is the
correct one to take. The vanous organizations join forces and create one unified entity.
Erased are al1 traces of political and religious differences. There are now common goals
and only one religion, as stated in the new motto: "One God, one Catholic faith, one
~."~~
Ukrainian people and a single Ukrainian effort directed at Our s o ~ e r e i ~ n t Since
Bozhyk was a Ukrainian Greek Catholic pnest,75it is not surprising that he should
postulate unity under the Catholic faith.

Tulevitriv's poem "Do al'bomu rizhnym taboram" (Various camps to the album,
1939) acknowledges the community's factionalization and addresses some of the major

organizations, e.g., the UNF, the USRL, the ULFTA and the UHO. This is a lighthearted
tribute to each of them based on their aims and affiliations with certain religious groups
and press organs. For example, the address to the USRL States:
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To the rnembers of the U[krainian] S[elfl R[eliance] L[eague] and their "Voice"
[the newspaper Ukrainian Voice]. / We are al1 democrats, 1 We have one
mother -- 1 The [Auto]cephalous church / In a single "voice7' . . . 1 We will not
stray off the road, 1 Like those with twisted homs do, / Even if only one of us 1
Were left . . - 1
Certainly not al1 Ukrainians in Winnipeg took an active part in the organizational
life of the community. Petro Khomlyak's Na rozdonzhzhi (At the crossroads, 1946)~
deals with the dilemma faced by many Ukrainian Canadians. It depicts a man, Semen,
who is at a crossroads in his life. He does not know whether he belongs in gambling dens
and dance halls or in a cultural organization such as the Ukrainian National Home. His
dilemma is never resolved, and the reader does not know what choice he ultimately makes.

The point of this work is that Sernen's dilemma is exactly the same as the one faced by the
Ukrainian Canadian cornmunity at large, which is also tom between frivolity and culture.
Dmytro Hun'kevych's (1 893-1953) Klyub sufrazhvstok (The suffragettes' club,
1925)78takes a different look at organizational life in Canada. In 1918 women's suffrage

was granted by the Canadian govemment. The play concems the organization of a
suffragist club in an unnarned North American city and is a lighthearted and somewhat
humourous work. The club is established by a conman, who is not in the least interested
in women's rights, but only in his own financial gain. The fnvolous and foolish Suzanna is
easily taken in by him. Her more sensible and intelligent friend, Klavdiya, however,

rehses to join a club, which, as depicted here, only promotes misunderstanding between
husbands and wives. She would rather belong to an educational organization for the
following reason:
"1 belong to an educational organization where men go together with their

wives, and with girls, and 1 tell you that 1 feel very cornfortable in
the Company of nice young people and honourable men; this is really the
joy of my life.""
The message that this work conveys is that women's organizations are not a necessary

phenornenon. Men and women, old and young, can al1 CO-existin educational
organizations.
Khornlyak's At the CrossroadssOpoints out the folly of a wayward lifestyle that
consists of drinking and gambling and praises the more morally and socially proper
lifestyle associated with belonging to a socio-cultural organization. P. Pylypenko's (18981965) Slovo yak horobets' (A word like a sparrow, 1932)~'and Vasyl' Stavnychka's

Chudo professor (Miracle professor, 1 9 4 6 ) ~
are
~ purely moralistic in tone. The former
deals with the folly of cursing by depicting what misfortunes befall an individual when al1
of his curses corne true. The latter is a parable wherein a talking pig teaches the people of
a town what they should know about proper behaviour.
In another play, P. Pylypenko (1 898- 1965) discusses the attitudes of Ukrainians to

each other. His one-act play Sviy do svoho (One of our own to one of our own, 1 9 3 6 ) ~ ~
points out how Ukrainians, despite being wamed against it, prefer to give their patronage
to Jews rather than to other Ukrainians. This is true even though the Ukrainians are at

least as competent as their Jewish counterparts and do not take advantage of other
Ukrainians as Jews do. Funhermore, Ukrainians, when they do patronize other
Ukrainians, expect to obtain their services for n e a to nothing, or even for free, whereas
they are willing to pay Jews. In the play Budyuk, a Ukrainian lawyer, and his wife, Lesya,
discuss such Ukrainian attitudes. Lesya is convinced that more enlightened Ukrainians do
not behave in such a manner but is proven wrong. When Prokip, the example of a more
enlightened individual, is asked why he went to a Jewish lawyer and not a Ukrainian one,
he answers, "1 came to the conclusion that it's not wonh fiatemizing with aristocrats.""
In other words, Ukrainians, once they become "somebody" behave as though they are
superior to other Ukrainians. Lesya, convinced that things will change, says to her
husband, "Wait. Just a little more time and they [i.e.,the Ukrainians] will understand. We
just have to talk and write about this more."85
M. Knpenko's (pseudonym of Mykhaylo Krypyakevych, 1897- 1968)
vakatsiyakh (On vacation, 1927) is a children's play that deals with assimilation. Here,
one pupil, Semen, wants to becorne an "Englishman." He does not want to study any
subjects that are Ukrainian -- like Ukrainian grammar and history -- which Ukrainian
teachers make him do, because, as he says, '"1 have said this more than once, and even
father says it, what do we need that Ukrainian for. If 1could learn some more English
' ~ ~ the point of the
then 1 could go among the English people and be an ~ n ~ l i s h r n a n . " But
story is that it is important to become a good Ukrainian Canadian, as one student says:
". . .

learn as much as you can about your own and be a sincere Ukrainian.

Also leam as much as you can about other people's for you cannot get along

without this knowledge here. But always remember what is your own and
cherish it as you would holy things?""
Fearing the loss of their language and becoming assimilated, some Ukrainian
Canadians realized that there was a need for suitable reading materials for children in order
to preserve the language among the young. The subject matter dealt with in many of the
children's works indicates that the writers also realized the importance of writing on
themes that the Ukrainian Canadian young people could relate to. A large number of
children's plays were written at the time, al1 suitable for staging at concerts.

A predominant theme in some of the children's plays is the importance of leaming
Ukrainian subject matter, such as Ukrainian language, literature, history, geography and so
on, as for example, in Knpenko's play On vacation8*and Hun'kevych's play
Rozhdestvens'ka nich (Christmas night, 1924).89 In the former, it is apparent that in some
rural public schools in Canada Ukrainian teachers would teach in addition to the required
cumculurn, Ukrainian subject matter, usually after school hours. In the play sorne of the
schoolchildren prefer English teachers to Ukrainian ones because Ukrainian teachers teach
until four and five o'clock due to the additional subject matter. In fact, from the following

comments made by one of the children it appears that in fiction, at least, Ukrainian
teachers were generally more responsible in carrying out their duties than their English
counterparts:
"At one time it was good when there still weren't any Ukrainian teachers.

I remembered when English teachers still taught, then it was good. They

never taught longer than four o'clock. And sometimes in the aftemoon
at recess when we began to play baseball, we would play until four and
then go home."g0
In the foreword to Christmas Night, Hun'kevych states he wrote the play because

of a lack of subject matter that Ukrainian children in North America could relate to. The
play describes a Ukrainian school that is in danger of closing because the comrnunity can
no longer afford to maintain it. The children value the school so much that they rvse the
fùnds to Save it by themselves. In both of these plays the children's behaviour is intended
as an example for other Ukrainian children to try and follow.

Some works, like Hun'kevych's Christmas Nieht and Semen Kovbel's (18771966) Svyatw Mvkolay v Kanadi (Saint Nicholas in Canada, l938?)," were written for
special occasions, such as Christmas. Another work along this line is M. Borysyk's
rizdvo khrystrolve (On the occasion of Christ's birth, 1 9 2 7 ) ~Mykhaylo
~~
Kumka's (18931967) Monol'ow i diyal'ow dlva ditey (Monologues and dialogues for children, 1 9 3 ~ ) ' ~
and his three volume Snip (Sheaf. 1937-40)'' are intended for use at concerts
commemorating Christmas, New Year's, Mother's day, and the anniversaries of Taras
Shevchenko and Ivan Franko. The former consists of prose works and the latter of poems,
only some of which are written by Winnipeggers, such as Kumka himself and Semen
Kovbel' .
S.M. Doroshchuk's (18944945) Dlya ndnvkh ditey (For one's own children,

1929)" 1s intended as a reader. This is a collection of poems, which stress appropriate

behaviour and values in children. Another work deserving of attention is Molodw vik,
ooovidannva dlva molodizh~.knvzhka persha (Young age, stories for young people, book
one, 191s).'~ This is a reader intended for home use by those children not attending
Ukrainian supplementary school. It begins with an introduction to the Ukrainian alphabet
and sound system and includes stones and poems by various authors, including
Winnipeggers, such as, Doroshchuk and Kovbel'. O.T.Darkovych's play 0lesYag7
(1927)' a slightiy modified version of Borys Hnnchenko's children's story of the same title,

relates the tale of how a young girl named Olesya saves her native village from a Tartar
attack, but gives up her life in the process. The intent is to teach children the importance

of patriotism and selflessness. Still other works were simply intended as entertaining
reading material for children, such as Petrivsky's (1 897-1982) Dyakouchytel' u shkoli
(The deacon-teacher in school, 1 9 3 9 ) . ~This
~ last work is a humourous piece which

relates how students take advantage of their deacon-teacher.
The economic depression of the 1930s' which was very much a reality for the
Ukrainian Canadians is the subject of Tulevitriv's four stanza lyncal poem "Pisnya
bezrobitnoho v Kanadi" (Song of an unemployed man in Canada), which States in part:
q o ~ nira
y Tpaciy,
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Why am 1 wasting my years, 1 Why am 1 sad, 1 Why am 1 in this Canada 1Wasting

my time without anything to do. /

The unemployed man even considers retuming to Ukraine for he believes that it rnight be
preferable to fight for the freedom of his homeland than to keep searching for work in
Canada.
Pylypenko's play Swshchemo na knzu (We are whistling at the crisis, n-d.)'"
takes a lighthearted view of the Depression era. Even though the work's two heroes,
Oleksa and Stepan, are unemployed and penniless, they bet on a horse race and ultimately
lose the money that Oleksa got from his rich girlfiend. As a result Oleksa's girlfnend
forsakes him. Oleksa and Stepan fare well, however, for in the end they decide to rnarry
the two sisters whom they really love and who have conveniently inherited 5,000 dollars
each. With the inheritance the men plan to go into business making rnakitry (earthenware
mixing bowls) and makohonv (pestles). These utensils were frequently used in Ukrainian
kitchens but were not available in Canada. Because of the large Ukrainian Canadian
market for them, they anticipate making a lot of money selling them.
The rifi between the two major churches was dealt with in literary works to a
minimal extent. The primary example is Mykhaylo T. Darkovych's "Kyyiv i Rym" (Kiev

In the foreword to this poem the author States that he is against
and Rome, 1929).10L
sectarianism in the Ukrainian community and that is why he has written this work.lo2 E s
aim is to direct the Ukrainians down the proper religious road, which, though he does not
state it explicitly, is Greek-Orthodoxy, the religion that is independent of Moscow,
Warsaw and Rome. The work is also very obviously anti-Catholic. It depicts a conflict
between the narodovtsi (nationalists) and the Ukrainian Catholics over whether the
Ukrainian hall in Dauphin, Manitoba should be affiliated with Rome, Le., the Ukrainian

Greek Catholics, or with the nationalists. The nationalists appear to be former Catholics

as evidenced by their words to the Catholic priest:
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"But holy father, / Those days are over, / When we licked your hands and feet /

Like idiots! / Gone from our eyes 1 1s the blind cataract, 1 Our strong breasts /
Have heard the faithfiil tnith!" 1
When speaking to the Catholic ptiest the nationalists address him in Polish as svyent~
ye ks'ondze (holy father priest). Polish is probably used as a means of accusing the

Greek Catholic clergy of being either highly polonized or of being of Polish ongin
themselves. Furthemore, the nationalists have absolutely no respect for these priests, they
Say:
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Do not believe the pnests! They are not us! / They only barter in truth! / They are
like those biack moles, I That spoil the strong root of the fruit! /
The poem also States that the people can liberate Ukraine only f i e r they are independent
from the influence of Rome. This argument is said to be based on historical fact:
K03aUbKa, BiflbHâ Y
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The free Cossack Ukraine 1 Did it ever love Rome? -- 1 Why the Zaporozhians

cursed / The papists and the Romans more than hell itself / They did not want
to know Rome! / For them Rome was the hellish bulwark, / Which trampled rotten
Ukrainians / The stinking, traitorous excrement. /

M. Kripenko's humourous sketch "Liniment" (1 929)'06mentions the religious
fragmentation of the community, very cursorily, saying only that it occurred.
Reliçious and biblical themes are also reflected in literary works. Semen
Savchuk's ( 1 895- 1983) Opovidannya z zhytt~aIsusa Khqsta (Stones from the life of
Jesus Christ, 1930)'~'deals with biblicai themes exclusively. Two sections of Myroslav

Ichnyans'kyy's (190 1- ?) Lira emigranta (The emigrant's lyre, 1936)'~' are also devoted
to religious themes. The poems are Iargely lyrical. His lyrical poem "Rizdvyane radio"
(Christmas radio, 1936), for example, addresses the issue of conveying the message that
Chnst, the Saviour of the world, is born:
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Christmas joy has flowed, / Like the sea by night from the shores. / London . . .
Bombay . . . Berlin has responded, 1 The welcomes waft. Rivers of song. / Like
a fire the winged radio 1 Disperses the word -- He is bom! 1 Christ is in the manger
...

The Virgin Mother 1 Swaddled him there at one time. / For us, bright

Teacher I -- Christ has corne for you, for you! / Let us hope, let us believe!
there is no one / Who could Save the damned world. 1

- For

Ivan Danyl'chuk (l9Ol- 1942) showed interest in uniquely Canadian themes. For
exarnple, in his poem "Kanadi" (To Canada, 1929) he provides a lyrical tribute to his
adopted homeland:
Ka~ao!
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Canada! / 1 bow at your feet, / In a heartfelt and sincere tribute . . . /
The tribute is made in the name of everyone to whom Canada has provided a secure
haven:
To6i K ~ H ~ Guefi
o , noicni~!
BiG ~ O C T ~BMC ~ X3 Y C ~ XCTOP~H,

KOTPMX
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flpMâ
B~AB~YHMX
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For you, Canada, is this tnbute! / From al1 of your guests from al1 directions, /
Who were driven by cruel fate, / Who escaped from under a yoke / And etemal

suffering. I
His poem "Vinnipeg" (Winnipeg, 1929) presents, in part, a lyrical physical
description of the city:
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The Assiniboine and the Red River, 1 Have embraced and are flowing onwards;/
They recall in a peaceful dreaml the days of the recent past. 1 On the shores, like an
orchard, 1 Are countless rows of houses; . . . 1

The poem also deals with the sense of security that the city provides for the future:
I
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And the Red River quietly whispers: 1 "Corne, my brother, onward with me; / And
give me your hand, 1 Together we shall rneet the storrn in spring!" 1

Ichnyans'kyy's The Emierant's ~ ~ r e "is 'a collection of lyrical poems. It
incorporates various thernes such as Ukrainian immigration to Canada, religion and pure
fantasy. He also incorporates Canadiana. His "Osin' kanadiys'ka" (Canadian autumn,

1936), for example, is dedicated to the beauty of a Canadian autumn:
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Autumn has lit the fires, 1Renting their golden clothing / are the chestnuts and the
poplars. / The wind wails from morning until midnight. IAutumn is mowing . . .
The leaves are whispering. / As if: Wind do not topple us!

0, etemal one . . . /

To live is a joy . . . We want to keep living, - 1 They pray. They fall. They faint. /
One of the more prominent writers of the time was Semen Kovbel'. As mentioned
previously he was a social activist and a leading rnember of the UNH. In fact, together
with Dmytro Doroshenko he CO-authoredthe history and development of the UNH in their
Propamvatna knyha Ukra~ins'kohonarodnoho domu u Vvnwem (Mernorial book of the
Ukrainian National Home in Winnipeg),'16 which remains a valuable source of information
on the organization and the formative years of the Ukrainian Canadian community.
To an extent, in his fiction, Kovbel' concerned himseIf with issues relevant to the

times. His novella, Parubochi mri (zakl~atahora) (A young man's dreams [enchanted
mountain], 1942),'" for example, is interesting in that it implies that once a Ukrainian
becomes financially secure in Canada, he is assimilated. Here assimilation is defined as
changing one's name, presumably to an Anglo-Saxon one, and severing al1 ties with the
Ukrainian Canadian community. The hero of the novella, Oleksa, is motivated to
assimilate by the fact that he will now no longer have to donate money to any of the
Ukrainian community's many causes. Interestingly enough this work also indicates that
Canadian themes outside the purely Ukrainian were beginning to permeate the literature
for it includes native Indian characters and depicts native beliefs.

Like writers before him, Kovbel' also felt the need to impart a sense of socidly
"acceptable" forms of behaviour to his readers. The plots of his novellas A Young
Man's Drearns Enchanted ~ o u n t a i n ) "and
~ Divochi mriyi (Girls' dreams, 1918)lL9are
developed in such a way that at the end of each work the hero or heroine wakes up to find
that the events that transpired were in fact a dream. The former conveys the message that
greed, thoughtlessness and egotism are profoundly negative qualities in the individual. In

this work the hero, Oleksa, is a gold miner whom an Indian maiden, who is in love with
him, leads to a gold supply at the "Zaklyata hora" (Enchanted mountain), an Indian holy
site. Oleksa mines this gold and becomes a wealthy businessman. In the process he
forsakes Ira, the Indian maiden and falls in love with Ada, who, in tum, betrays him
because she wants to usurp his holdings. He is rescued by Ira, but their reunion is
shonlived because she is inadvertently killed in a fight between Oleksa and her Indian
suitor. M e r he wakes up from this dream, Oleksa really does strike gold at an Indian holy
site, but agrees noi to mine it so as not to commit a sacrilege. But he will be rewarded by
the governrnent for discovering an important historical site. Girls' Dreams conveys the
message that girls should not try to reach above their social station in choosing a mate for
this will only bring them despair. True marital happiness will only be found with someone
of one's own social class. In this work Orysya is attracted to a panvch (a petty aristocrat)
rather than to the blacksmirh who wants to marry her. She falls asleep and dreams of
falling in love with the aristocrat, of his treating her badly and her running away pregnant
and afraid, having forsaken her parents. She ends up working for Jews, who mistreat her
because she is homeless. Kovbel' contradicts himself in his Vima sestra to zoloto (A

faithhl sister is gold, 1930?)'~O in which he supports the mamage between two people of
different social classes. In this work, the mother of a young woman who is a physician is
tricked into allowing her daughter to rnarry a young farmer, whom the mother initially
believes to be socially unfit to marry her daughter.
As the Ukrainian Canadian community became increasingly factionalized during

the intenvar period, the friction between organizations competing with each other for
mernbers was depicted in fictional works. For example, in Kovbel's St. Nkholas in
Canada, a children's play, a group of children is visited by the devil. From his introduction
of himself to the children, one may conclude that the devil is a representative of the

ULFTA: "'1 corne from Winnipeg itself, from ~ritchard.'"'~'(The ULFTA headquarten
were on Pritchard Avenue in Winnipeg.) The devil further proves his lefiist connection by
laughing at the Ten Commandments and saying that his only allegiance is to the Five Year
Plan. Although one would expect the devil to be the personification of evil, his only tmly
bad deed is persuading the boys to smoke. Although this play ostensibly wams children
against involvement in the ULFTA, it also points out that children are the only hope for
Ukraine's future. The implication is that this is why they must be taught appropriate
behaviour.
This same play also provides some evidence of assimilation, as when the family is
embarrassed to put up a didukh (a sheaf of straw brought into the house on Christmas
eve) in the house fearinç that "'[ilf someone came into the house and saw it full of straw,
they would laugh.

9,9122

The fact that these Ukrainians are not willing to practice their

traditions in Canada indicates that they are attempting to conform to the mainstream.

Mykhaylo Darkovych's poem, "Yanychary" (Traiton, 1929) speaks out against
the leflist faction, labelling the Canadian Bolsheviks "traitors." The suggested treatment
of these traitors, however, is not the harsh one usually afforded treasonous activity.
Instead, it is the rather lenient punishment of being summarily paddled:
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Hey, you good-for-nothing cripples, / You should be sent to the yellow building, 1
Your shorts should be taken off/ And one by one you should be taught [a
lesson]! / And you should be taught in such a manner, / That you would remember

until you die, / That on the part of the body that people sit on / You are never
able to sit down! 1
Bozhyk's short story "Dva shvagry" (Two brothers-in-law, 1941)~"deals with
what happens to an individual, who cherishes the ideals of Communism above ai1 else. In
this short story Petro Hnida's adherence to Bolshevism causes him to forsake his family in
the homeland and roam Canada, bedraggled, with a11 of his worldly possessions in one
small satchel. He explains his reason for doing so, "'1 am fighting for an idea, that people
should be equal, that the wings of the nch should be clipped, so that they would not be

able to fly high or far, -- 1am a communist, 1 am involved in politics . . . .

i ~ 123
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Hnida's

brother-in-law, Ivan Lebid', is derisive of what Bolshevism has done to Hnida. He
believes familial responsibility to be the foremost obligation of Ukrainians in Canada.
Hnida does not pay any attention to his brother-in-law's advice. He remains faithfil to
Communism, dies alone and is given a pauper's funeral by the municipal authonties.
When Lebid' leams of Hnida's death, his epitaph for him is as follows, "'Weil, brother-inlaw, you poor fellow, this is how you benefited Erom Bolshevism, you not only ruined
yourself, but also your wife and children.vr* 126 In other words, not only does Bolshevism
have the power to destroy an individual, the fact that it preaches adherence to its ideals
first and foremost over al1 other obligation can lead to the destmction of the entire family.

In Tulevitriv' s poem "Rozmova bol' shevyka z demokratom" (A conversation
between a Bolshevik and a democrat, 1939) a Bolshevik praises life under the Soviet
regime in Ukraine. He States that everyone has enough to eat, that new technological
innovations are being made in agriculture and that education is accessible to everyone. In
fact, life is good!
Or
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If only in the whole world 1 A similar order were introduced! 1 The truth cannot be
hidden: / Each and everyone would be happy . . . 1
The democrat hears him out patiently but asks in arnazement:
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If it were really tme that in Moscovy / The nvers flowed with milk, / Then would
the "gentlemen" / Bolsheviks live here? /
In other words, if life is so good in Soviet Ukraine, then why not live there, instead of
living in Canada where the Soviet system is not in force.

Themes Relating to Ukraine
The people in Canada were fighting the Communists partly because of the situation
in Ukraine. The concern of the Ukrainian Canadians with the fate of their homeland was
refiected in the literature to a fairly large extent. For exarnple, a number of the poems in
Svytave den' (The day is dawning,
Tulevitriv's Ballads and ~ o n ~ Danyl'chuk's
s , ' ~

1929)130and Dmytro Zakharchuk's Na chuzhyni (In a foreign land, 1934)'" deal with a
variety of themes relating to Ukraine. These include references to the glory of the
Ukrainian Riflemen of the Sich in Tulevitriv's poem "Strilets'kyy prapor" (The flag of the
Riflemen of the sich)"'; a cal1 to fight for the Ukrainian cause in Tulevitriv's poems ''Ne
sydit' zhe . . . " (Do not sit any longer. . . )133and "Ukrayins'komu natsionalistu" (To the
Ukrainian nationa~ist)'~';political events occumng in Ukraine in Tulevitriv's poerns "V
lystopadi" (In ~overnber)'" and "Na spornyn (prysvyata molodyrn heroyam polyahlym pid
Krutamy)" (In rernernbrance [dedicated to the young heroes who perished at nit^])'^^

and Danyl'chu k's poem "Polayhlym bortsyam za volyu sobomoyi Ukrayiny" (To the
fighters who perished for the freedom of a united ~kraine);"' education as a means of
gaining liberty for Ukraine in Zakharchuk's poems "DOsvitla, mannya i dii" (To light,
and
~;
knowledge and deeds)"' and "Lysh nauka odna" (Only education a ~ o n e ) ' ~

opposition to Polish and Bolshevik oppressors in Zakharchuk's poems "Pid teperishnyu
khvylyu" (At the present tirne)'"' and "Na dosviti" (At dawn).'"
The themes of Polish and Bolshevik oppression are also dealt with in S. Kuryliv's
Proklin materi ( A mother's curse, 1936)14*and P. Pylypenko's Halychyna v ohni
(patsyfïkatsiva) (Galicia on fire [pacification], n-d.).'" Kuryliv's novella takes a negative
stand on Bolshevik oppression. It deals with a man, Petro Kobel', who sides with the
Bolsheviks in the Ukrainian liberation struggle much to the dismay of his mother, who is a
nçhteous and nationalistic woman. The novella ends with Petro dying as his Red A m y
battalion is attacked by the forces of nationalist General Symon Petlyura, and his mother's
curse cornes tme. Pylypenko's drama describes the atrocities committed against the
Ukrainians by the Poles in Galicia. These atrocities are designed to keep the peasants
subservient to the Poles, but the residenis of one village decide that they can no longer
endure such an existence, and they rise up against the Poles. These villagers thus
symbolize how Ukrainians in Galicia must behave in the face of Polish oppression.

At least one work, Pylypenko's comedic farce Sovyets'kyy rozvid (Soviet divorce,

1 9 3 2 ) 'describes
~~
conditions of life under the Soviet regime. It is primady a putdown of

the immorality of the Soviet system which allows the individual to obtain a divorce from a

spouse on the flimsiest grounds. This type of system, therefore, does not promote the
development of normal family life. As the hero, Hanchenko, states, when his wife pians to
divorce him because he has failed to buy her a pair of shoes that she wanted, '"I would
like those lawmakers to get a divorce every week so that they could feel on their own
skins the stupid law, which gives the right to tear apart family life because of a pair of
shoes or a hat.

"'"'Although Hanchenko and his wife eventually reunite, they have no

plans to remarry since they are convinced that mamage can only cause problems. The
inference is that even the institution of mamage will soon become obsolete in Soviet
Ukraine, and that this is a sorry state of affairs.
Particularly interesting are Tulevitriv's Taka yiyi dolya (Such is her fate, 1941)'"
and Hun'kevych's Sered hradu kul' abo neustrashyma herovinya (Arnid the hail of bullets
or the intrepid heroine, n.d.)ld7because they introduce new themes into Ukrainian
Canadian literature. Both works have heroes, who, having immigrated to Canada and
accepted Canada as their new home or having been born in Canada, retum to Ukraine, for
a time, to fight for the cause of Ukrainian independence. In Tulevitriv's work the hero,
Yakiv, a Ukrainian emigrant to Canada, believes that it is his "national duty" to return to
his native Carpatho-Ukraine to take part in its liberation struggle in 1939. His Canadianborn daughter, Nadiya, follows suit. This is something of a surprise to Yakiv, who had
until that time believed that Ukrainians bom in Canada could not possibly be as concemed
about the homeland as were their Ukrainian-boni counterparts. He becomes disenchanted
about Ukrainian-born Canadians, however, when he realizes that his fnend, Trokhym
Semeno\ych, a Ukrainian war veteran (that is a veteran of fighting in Ukraine) like

hirnself, does not share his desire to return and fight for the homeland. Yakiv assesses
Trokhym's behaviour in the following manner:
"Here our people, having fallen in love with Canadian fieedorn, have
become lazy and not patnots and soldiers. For exarnple,
take my friend, Trokhyrn Semenovych. He is a former Ukrainian hero of
the air . . . Our famous aviator during the time of the liberation
stmggle . . . Who destroyed more than one enemy plane in air battle . . . .
And now what? Having become drunk on Canadian ffeedom, he

has become apathetic . . . He doesn't care and he has become neither this,
nor that

7,
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His daughter's involvement in the war convinces Yakiv that a genuine Ukrainian spirit is
impermeable to al1 extemal forces:
"Through her deed Nadiya has convinced me that regardless of
where our young people were bom, and no matter how foreigners might try
to assirnilate them, their sou1 will be Ukrainian al1 the same and at an
appropriate time it will display its patriotism and will exhibit what it
did at Kmty during the time of the great revolution in the eastem Ukrainian
lands, and later in the Carpathian Mountains, which caused the enemy,
which was a hundred times more numerous, to break more than one tooth
against the national consciousness of our Wkrainian young people."1Jg
Hun'kevych's novella Amid the Hail of Bullets or the Intrepid ~eroine"' deals
with events pertaining to World War 1. It depicts the heroic deeds of a pair of star-

crossed lovers, who, although born and raised in Canada, assist in Ukraine's war effort.
The heroine joins the Ukrainian Red Cross and goes to Ukraine to help care for the war
wounded. Not knowing that she is in Ukraine, the hero, a medical doctor, serves his term
with the Canadian armed forces and then also goes to Ukraine for the same reason. There
they meet, and their love is rekindled.
The interest in writing on themes pertinent to Ukraine also led to interest in writing
on histoncal themes. For example. three works are set in the Cossack era, M. Komar's
~ K.
novella, Antin Holovatw (1 93 5),15' N. Manyliv's drama H a l ~ a( 1 9 3 4 ) ' ~and
Kyrstyuk's drama, Dorohop bat'kiv (Along the road of our fathers, (1934).'~~
Komar's Antin Holovatw, set in the eighteenth century, deals with the exploits of
the title character, a Zaporizhian Cossack who represents the Cossacks as a diplomatic
emissary to the tsarist court. As such, he is involved in relocating the Cossacks from their
seat in the Zaporizhzhya region to the Kuban' region of Ukraine. Also detailed is his nse
in rank from Cossack secretary to being named a leader o f the Cossack Sich by Tsar Pavlo
1, although he is unable to fulfill this last function due to his untimely death.

Manyliv's Halya, set in seventeenth-century Ukraine, describes how Halya, the
daughter of the fictional aristocratie Zolotnyts'kyy family, falls in love with a poor
Ukrainian Cossack, Petro Yurchenko, although her Polish mother (her father is Ukrainian)
wants her to rnarry a Polish nobleman, Stas' Lukoms'kyy. Lukoms'kyy shoots and
wounds Petro, but Petro is rescued from death by an old Cossack, Prokip. When Halya
mns away from home, Prokip rescues her from capture by a Tartar. She and Petro are
reunited, and her parents are led to believe that she has drowned. Her mother, Yadvyha,

and Stas' pledge their love for each other and plan to have the local dmnk shoot and kill
her husband, Halya's father. The murder plot goes awry. Petro, Halya and a group of
cossacks arrive. The hired killer admits to the plot, Stas' shoots himself, and Yadvyha
drowns herself. Zolotnyts'kyy is accepted by the cossacks and forgiven for acting like an
aristocrat.
Kyrstyuk's Aione the Road of Our Fathers is set in the seventeenth century, the
Cossack era, but centres on the nation's division into two faiths, Orthodox and Catholic.
Danylo Lyps'kyy is an Orthodox Ukrainian and his wife is a recently converted Catholic.
When Lyps'kyy dies, he leaves his estate to his daughter, Mariyka, with the stipulation
that she not convert to Catholicism. Mariyka is in love with Pavlo Kryms'kyy, a Cossack,
who spends two years fighting with Khmel'nyts'kyy's Cossack forces against the Poles

(the implication being that they are to blame for Catholicizing Ukrainians). When Pavlo
returns, Mariyka has already converted to Catholicism, and she tries to conveR him as
well. While nursing a seemingly mortally il1 Pavlo back to health, Mariyka realizes that
she has erred in steering away from the religion of her forefathers. This occurs largely
because the Catholic Prior refiises to hear Pavlo's "deathbed" confession unless he
converts to Catholicism. Once her rnother realizes that the Pnor is only interested in the
Lyps'kyy estate rather than their spiritual well-being, she too cornes to the conclusion that
she has erred. At the end Pavlo and Mariyka are set to marry and plan to build a
monastery on her estate, while her mother vows to become a nun.

3. The Radical Socialists: Myroslav Irchan
In 1924 the leftist literary community in Winnipeg was augmented by the amval of
a writer of some note, Myroslav Irchan (1897-1937). Irchan, whose real name was

Andriy Babyuk, was not a typical immigrant from Ukraine. He was already a much
published writer in Ukraine, and once in Canada, Irchan immediately became integrally
involved in lefiist activities. He served as editor of the joumals Workine Woman from
1924 and World of Youth from 1927. As a joumalist he contributed to various lefiist
publications both in Canada and abroad; as a community activist and organizer he worked
among the people in an attempt to instil in them Communist ideals and bnng them into the
Pany fold. Irchan was also an organizer of the leftist literary community. In August,

1924, together with Ivan Kulyk, who was at that time the Soviet Consul in Canada, Irchan
established a Canadian branch of the Soviet Ukrainian revolutionary literary organization
Hart
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15"

which existed in Canada under the name Overseas Hart. The group was small.

Besides Irchan and Kulyk, it included Kulyk's wife, Lyutsiyana Pyootek, Matviy
Popovych, Matviy Shatul's'kyy, who wrote under the pseudonym M. Volynets', and a
writer, who wrote under the pseudonym M. ~~n'ooverholets'.
15'
Overseas Hart's
activities ceased with Irchan's return to Ukraine in 1929.

In his relatively short stay in Winnipeg, Irchan wrote a number of literary works

that were published in newspapers and jounials and as books. As mentioned above,
Irchan was active in the literary field while still overseas, both in Ukraine and in Prague,
where he lived for a time prior to emigrating to Canada. In the literary field he is perhaps

best known as a playwright, although he wrote in al1 genres. While in Canada he
published the plays Nezhdanyy hist' (The unexpected guest 1923),"~ Pidzemna Halychyna
(Underground Galicia, 1926),lS7Rodyna shchitkanv (The farnily of bmsh makers,
1924),lS8 Yikh bil' (Their pain, i923),I5' Dvanaytsyat' (The twelve, 1923)
Bezrobi t

'" and

n (The
~ unemployed man, l923), 16' as well as several novellas including

Karpats'ka nich (Carpathian night, l924), 16* and Apostol~(The apostles, 1927)' 163 a
nurnber of short stories, including "Beybi" (Baby, 1924)'~'and "Bila malpa" (The white
monkey, 1926),'6' and a nurnber of poems, including "Lyst mater?' (A letter to rnother,
1923)'61

and "Na farrni" (On the fann, 1924). 16'

None of Irchan's literary works reflects the specific events taking place in

Winnipeg's leRist community, such as the building and opening of the ULFTA
headquarters, which was to symbolize the firmness of the LJLFTA's foothold within the
Ukrainian Canadian community. Nor did he deal with the circumstances which spurred
the rapid growrh of the Association. Instead, what he chose to write about were
ükrainian politics and Ukrainian history, emphasizing revolutionary ideals in al1 his works,
and he wrote in al1 three genres, prose, drama and poetry. The sheer presence of a man of

Irchan's stature in Winnipeg, however, is indicative ofjust how powefil the ULFTA was
during this period. The fact that he chose to emphasize revolutionary ideals indicates that
he was fulfilling his obligations as a leftist comrnunity activist and organizer.

Revolutionary idealism permeates al1 of Irchan's literary works with most heroes
depicted as ideal revolutionary types unwavering in their convictions. A device Irchan

ernploys in many of his works is to establish a drarnatic conflict between revolutionary and
non-revolutionary ideals, with the former presenting a stronger and more convincing
argument than the latter. For example, in his Their pain" the conflict existing between a
father and son is exemplified by the son's criticizing his father for writing a play about love
instead of about revolutionary events. Irchan makes the son's argument by far the more
convincing.

In Irchan's The Unemploved

an'^' the conflict depicted is one between the upper

class and the working class, which arises out of the fact that the upper class benefits
financially from the exploitation of the working class. Another prominent theme in this
work, and one that is repeated in other works, is that of unity among the members of the
working class. The main hero, Nevidomw (The unknown man), is instrumental in the
organization of the unemployed masses into a united force. He is able to do so because he
convinces them of the strength of unity:

"There are hundreds of millions of you, while there are only a few thousand
M e gods. Al1 the same, you are their slaves until hunger unites your
hundreds of millions into one movement and one s h o ~ t . " ~ ' ~

In the story the unernployed achieve unity by organizing themselves based on their
common goals of adequate food and employment.
~ ' The Unemployed Man, depicts a
Irchan's The Familv of Bmsh ~ a k e r s , ' like
conflict between workers and capitalists. Also, like The Unemploved Man it deals with
unified, mass struçgle for workers' rights. The blindness of the members of the family of

bmsh makers serves as a metaphor for the blindness of those individuals, who do not
realize how they can better their existence. Once the working class unites in a mass
stmggle, the bnish makers realize that because of their unity, other workers will serve as
their eyes and look after their other needs as well. As the blind son, Ivan, States, '"There
are workers and red banners on the streets! These are our eyes, which see far into the
distance . . . We shall live. We will not be forgotten.

Y,'
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Still others of Irchan's works, e.g., Undersround ~ a l i c iespouse
~ ' ~ devotion to
the cause of the revolution. The Unexpected ~ u e s t "depicts
~
revolutionary events in
"
the heroic escapades of real-life Galician
eastem Ukraine in 19 17. The ~ w e l v e ~depicts
Communist rebels, who opposed the Polish authonties. This poem is sornewhat
reminiscent of Alexander Blok's The Twelve. Written in 1918, Blok's poem depicts
twelve revolutionary soldiers marching steadfastly fonvard as the old order collapses.
Irchan's poern does not see the old order collapsing, but it is the hope of the twelve
revolutionaries to see it collapse. As with Blok's revolutionaries, a companson of
Irchan's to the twelve apostles is almost inevitable. In Irchan's poem, the rebel leaders,
Mel'nychuk, Shererneta and Tsepko, are ultimately shot because of their deeds. On the
real-life anniversary of their death he published "Bezsmertnym halyts'kyrn buntaryam" (To
the immortal Galician rebels, 1923).l" In it he praises their heroic deaths for the
revolutionary cause.

1n at least one work, his "Robitnychi dity" (Working-class children, 19 2 ~ ) ' ' ~ ~

k h a n is blatantly anti-clerical and anti-religious. In this poem, the children of workers

follow people into a church and laugh at the priest. They show respect only when they
mistakenly take icons of St. Illya and St. Nicholas to be portraits of Lenin and Marx,of
whom they have portraits hanging in their own homes.

A particularly tragic figure is Irchan's Matviy Shavala in the novella, Carpathian

night.I7' Shavala endures many hardships while serving on the front lines in the
Carpathian Mountain region of Ukraine. Upon his return home he is forced to forsake his
family and go to North Amenca in search of work. In North Amenca, however, his spirit

is crushed even more than it had been in the homeIand. Shavala is a f a i t f i l Christian and
accepts al1 of his misfortune as the will of God. In this way he symbolizes the typical
unenlightened peasant of his time. Working to enlighten him is a Lithuanian worker,
Yanas, a socialist, who explains to Shavala the existence of the class system and the
necessity for class struggle:
He [Yanas] explained to him that people were divided into classes, into
workers and parasites, that the upper class was currently lording it over the
working class and that the workers would continue to suffer for as long as
the upper class was allowed to lord it over them, as long as people were
divided into the poor and the rich. It was necessary for everyone to be
equal, for everyone to be the same . . . . 179

In response to Shavala's question as to what workers could do to better their position,
Yanas responds: " 'It is necessary for us to band together into organizations. to unite, to
read books and newspapers . . . .

9
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Devotion to the revolutionary cause was intended to be paramount above al1 else
including one's family. This sentiment is tme of Irchan's poem "A Letter to ~ o t h e r , ' " * ~
which deals with a man forsaking his mother for his ideals.

AIthough Ukrainian women may not have been very involved in politics, they were
very active in community affairs as evidenced by the women's organizations that existed
during the period and there was, among them, concern for women's issues, which were of
particular concern to the leftist faction. Irchan's poem "Yikh sotni tysyach" (There are
hundreds of thousands of them, 1927),lg2for example, wntten in honour of the
International Women's Day of 1927, States that women have always been treated as slaves
by men, but that the situation is changing for women workers, at Ieast, are becoming
increasingly more enlightened. His short story "White ~ o n k e ~ ,on
" 'the
~ ~other hand,
deals with the depravity of women in North Amenca, who readily sel1 their bodies in order
to buy nice clothes. But he says that this is only what can be expected in a land ruled by
the dollar.

Other Leftist Writing

Besides Irchan, the other lefiist writers were not a large group nor were they as
skilled or prolific as Irchan. Most of the literary works wntten by leftist writers during this
time were poems and short stories published in the leftist press and periodicals. The most
prolific writers of poems and short stories were M. Volynets' and M. Syn'ooverholets'.
Like Irchan's writing, theirs was primarily concerned with inculcating their readers with
Communist and revolutionary ideals. Workers' nghts, for example, was a theme that

constantly repeated itself, e-g., in M.S.'s "V chasi strayku" (At the time of the strike,
1923),18"in Syn'ooverholets' "Leydof' (Laid off, 1924),18' in M. Volynets's "Zabuti"

(Forgotten, 1924),lg6in Tymchak's "Our Call!," (1935),

'" and in V. Holovats'iqy's

"Za

vichnu zhodu" (For eternal harmony, 1939).18* Another theme was the importance of
class stniggle to the working class, e-g., Syn'ooverholets's "Zhyttya strakh" (Life - fear,
19X)18"nd L'ZZlochyntsi"(Criminals, 1925). IW

Like Irchan, Syn'ooverholets' has a work

espousing the revolutionary cause above al1 else, including family. Syn'overholets's short
story "Zvyrodniv" (He degenerated, 1926)'~'deals with a man coming to Canada and
losing touch with his farnily for over twenty years. When he finally starts writing to them
again, his mother criticizes him for becoming a socialist. When his mother dies, he does
not cry. He explains that this is the result of the fact that they were separated, both
physically and spiritually, for a twenty-year span. The death of Lenin, however, does
evoke tears in hirn because he is tied to Lenin and his principles.
One of the relatively small number of literary works published in book form by
leRist writers other than Irchan was Ye. 1. Lisovyy's Na~rnyt(Servant, 1928)?~ This
drama is set in Ukraine, with Acts 1and II set during the tsarist regime and Act III during
the Soviet regime. The play promotes the idea that the egalitanan and anti-religious tenets
of Communism are to be defended at al1 costs and that anti-Communist behaviour

deserves to be punished even if it means punishing members of one's own family. The
hem of this work is a servant named Maksym. By the third act he has become a
revolutionary, proud of having worked for the revolutionary cause and its ideals. As he
States to his beloved's formerly bourgeois parents:

'Tmth is on my side, the side of the servant. Neither your riches nor your
trying to force your own daughter [into mamage] helped you in any way.
The shackles of the old traditions have been broken. Parents can no longer
lord it over their children. The wife has been liberated from her husband

. . . . It is for this that I sold myself. . . ."Ig3
Several of the works by leftist writers deal with themes taken from actual events
that were occumng within or affecting the community at the time. Skoropad's "Vsi yak
odyn holosuyte lysh na komunistiv" (Ail as one, vote for the Communists, 1935),Ig4 for
example, is, as the title States, a cal1 for the readership to vote for Communist Party
candidates in the federal election slated for the fall of 1935. M. Yavot's poem "Vstavayte
vsi v law i idim na Ottaw" (Everyone stand in a line and let's march on Ottawa, 1935)lg5
calls on al1 "slaves", i.e., the jobless and the poor, to march on Ottawa in order to scare
the government into action by showing their "muscle power."

Ro bi t nyk's "Tym shcho navazhylysya znyshchyty RZT' (To those who dared to
min the RZT, 1934)'" 6s a poem which speaks out against the anti-leftist faction in
Winnipeg's Ukrainian community, naming among its leaders Iaroslav Arsenych and Wasyl
~wystun.'" First of ail, however, it should be noted that the word "robitnyk," this
author's pseudonym, rneans "worker." Thus from his name, alone, it can be presumed
that he sees himself as a voice of the workers. The poem derides Arsenych and Swystun
by referring to the former as arsenik (arsenic) and to the latter as swstunok (little whistle)

as contrasted to svystun (whistler). Furthermore, the poem warns workers to beware of

these panky (petty aristocrats) for they might try to take advantage of them. It concludes
with the belief that the "anstocrats" are finally beginning to realize that if they are not
careful, the workers just might have to teach them a lesson by beating them up.

An anonymous poem, titled "Pryvitannya hurtom usim lobayam v al'bom, vid

samitnykh bezrobitnykh -- lyudey shchyrykh, ne ambitnykh" (A mass greeting to dl the
Lobays to put in their album, from the single, unemployed -- people who are sincerc, not
ambitious, 1936)lg8addresses their "former cornrade" Danylo Lobay. It accuses his newly
founded newspaper, Pravda (Tmth), of being full of lies and fit only to be hung in an
outhouse. It also speaks out against Stepan Khvaliboha, Toma Kibzey and Mykhaylo
Smityukh for siding with Lobay. Danylo Lobay was shunned by the ULFTA members
because he defected fi-om their ranks at the Fifieenth Convention held in 1935. He did so
over the question of the treatment of dissident intellectuals in Soviet Ukraine. He and
other dissenters, largely those individuals named in this poem, then formed the Ukrainian
Workers' League and started their own newspaper, the abovenoted Tmth, in 1936.

4. Michael Petrivsky and the Emergence of the Ukrainian Canadian

Novel
Michael Petrivsky (Mykhaylo Petrivs'kyy, 1897- 1982) came to Canada with his
parents as a fifleen year old in 19 12. He received a university degree fiom the University
of Ottawa and worked for the RCMP for many years. He was also a prolific Ukrainian
writer of relatively high calibre.

In his earlier works, Petrivsky harks back to an earlier literary tradition in
Ukrainian literature in Canada -- that of tuming literature into a vehicle of socialization.
For example, Petrivsky's play Kanadyys'kyy zhenykh (Canadian suitor, 1922)'" has a
great deal in common with Maidanyk's Manierula which was published seven years
earlier. Petrivsky's play is set in a large, unnamed Canadian city not unlike the Winnipeg
of Maidanyk's play. The specific setting is a run-down rooming house not unlike the
rooming house of Maidanyk's play. The cast of characters is composed of poor Ukrainian
immigrants not unlike the characters in Maidanyk's play. Like the Pereyma family in
Maidanyk's play which rents out rooms, the Kostur family in Canadian Suitor has a
roomer. In Petrivsky's play, the Ukrainian immigrants around whom the action centres
have moved from the farm to the ciiy, where they are having a very difficult tirne
financialiy. The only family member who seems to be employed is the daughter. In order
to ease their financial burden the parents decide to marry her off to a nch man, who is
abusive, drinks heavily and makes his money gambling. The daughter, Yuliya, does not

want to marry him because she is in love with Oleksander, a student, who is a tenant in
t heir home. Regardless of her objections, however, the wedding takes place. However,

after some period of time Yuliya's husband proves to be a bigamist and, therefore, his
"marriage" to Yuliya is no mamiage at all. The parents see the error of their ways and
Yuliya is happily reunited with Oleksander. This drama is directed against parents who
place too high a value on a prospective suitor's financial status without paying close
attention to his moral character.

Irnponant, as well, is the fact that the play serves to depict the effect of the urban
environment on young people. Once off the farm and in the city, young men and women
becorne amoral quite quickly. Young women are the more susceptible:
"

. . .

There is no reason to take a girl to the city because she becomes

capricious right away; she still smells of the farm, but she wants you to buy
her hats, to buy her some son of dresses or silk stockings. And then when
she beçins to powder herself, to pour flour on her face -- well, well,

--

and to go to shows, phooie! That's what becomes of a girl in that
canada.
Petrivsky also repeats Maidanyk's observation in Manierula that the girls seem to be
interested only in going to dances and giving their hard-earned money to ne'er-do-well
boyfriends. Ukrainian young men do not behave responsibly towards Ukrainian young
women nor do they treat them with any sense of respect. As one young woman says to a
Ukrainian young man, who is flining with her, "'You only know how to seduce a girl and
then point your finçer at her, and yell: --there she is, the sinner! There she is -- the so-

and-so!"'*O1 Also, rnany of the young men date non-Ukrainians, such as French and Negro
girls, preferring them to their own, as Maidanyk also notes in his play.202
Petrivsky's play is ostensibly a humourous work, but also like Maidanyk's
Manienila, it is intended not only to amuse but by amusing to allow Ukrainian Canadians
to take a critical look at themselves. Petrivsky's play depicts the average Ukrainian
Canadian as uncouth and totally self-absorbed. The characters are, for the most part, well

on their way toward assimilation as evidenced by their language. The men, for exarnple,
rnainly go by English first names, e-g., Mike, Steve, Jack, and so on. Furthemore, the
dialectal type of Ukrainian language that they speak is liberally interspersed with
anglicisms, such as "oright" (al1 nght) and "detsit" (that's it).203
Through critical observation, therefore, it would be possible for the Ukrainian
Canadian audience to realize that the type of behaviour described in the play is negative
and should not be condoned nor practiced. As in Maidanyk's play, the only decent person

in Petrivsky's is a student. Like Petro in Manierula, Oleksander in Canadian Suitor is an
ideal type, one who sets the standard for the way that the typical Ukrainian Canadian
should behave. For example, he is refined, and morally righteous, an individual who does
not gamble and carouse like everyone else around him. He is not only educated himselc
but he also tt-ies to educate others. In fact, he considers it to be his obligation to shape an

individual into someone who is conscious of his Ukrainian heritage.
Petrivsky deals with other subjects that were directly relevant to the lives of
Ukrainian Canadians. His play Canadian Suitor and his short story "Mnyi divochi, sl'ozy
zhinochi" (A girl's dreams, a woman's tears, 1977)~'' both describe situations which attest

to the need for more nghts for Ukrainian Canadian women. In the story, as in the play, a
young Ukrainian Canadian woman is forced into a loveless marriage by her parents largeiy
because the mamage will mean financial gain for the parents. In the latter, the situation is
more tragic because the young woman has no way out of her mamage. In the former,
however, the mamage ceases to exist once the young woman finds out that the man she
mamed is a bigamist. Her true love, Oleksander, is a an enlightened individual, who,
despite the plight of his beloved, believes, that Canadian Society affords women a greater
degree of dignity than in the homeland:

"Here women stand on a higher level than in the old country, in the
villages. Here women are given priority and respect always and in
evevhing. Because that is fitting for women. It is only in the old country
that women are treated so coarsely and inhumanely, and they are truly slaves
of their ma~ters."'~~

Petrivsky's short story, "Povist' bez pochatku i kintsya" (A novel without a
beginning and an end, 19771206deals with assimilation. The education of a gifted young
Ukrainian, named Volodymyr Tsebryns'kyy, is being partially funded by the members of
the National Home Association to which he and his family belong. The Association does
this in the hope that once he becomes a doctor, Volodyrnyr will return to the community
and work among them. Once he graduates, however, Volodymyr changes his name to
Walter de Sebrienne, forsakes his Ukrainian girlfriend, who goes mad as a result, marries a
rich French girl and departs for Europe to fùrther his education, instead of retuming to his

comrnunity. It is interesting to note that Volodymyr does not adopt an Anglo-Celtic
sumarne, but a French one, evidently indicating that being French was just as supenor to
being Ukrainian as was being Anglo-Celtic. By the end of the story Volodymyr has tumed
into exactly the type of assirnilated person that the Ukrainian school teacher, Mr. Baran,
warned against in his speech at Volodyrnyr's farewell dinner:
" While a student, a boy is as good as gold, but having attained his goal

-

he is lost to his people, he languishes, whines and mires himself in his own
lair and cares only about hirnself. Matenal success has warped the outlook
of more than one individual, easily attained dollars c o m p t young ideals.
Having grown fat, these individuals forget the hard times; of course, they
are ashamed even to admit that their father did manual labour in a factory
and that their mother still wears a kerchief on her head and cannot sign her

own name. They are ashamed of their parents, their own people. They
won't show themselves among their own people. In order to completely

break his ties wit h his people, such a person will even change his surname
to a foreign one, and if he marries a foreign girl -- then you can really consider
him dead."207
Petrivsky's short story, "Bida bidi ne nvna' (Misfortune is not equal to misfortune,
1977) deals with the Depression and the creation of the CCF Party. In this work three
brothers, all farmers, voice their displeasure with R.B.Bennett's Conservative
government, which was in power at the tirne, in the following manner:

The young Petmks, painfully feeling the effects of the Great Depression,
blamed B-Bennett, the prime minister of Canada, and his Conservative
government for their helplessness and inability to defeat the economic crisis
through better means than the repression of the hungry and desperate
sector of the people or the l u h g of single unemployed men to the camps
of nonhern Canada for the building of the Trans-Canada highway in retum
for meals and meagre wages because they retumed to the cities to fil1 the
ranks of the revolutionary elements, embittered and transformed by
agitators and their literature in the above mentioned camps.208
As a result of their displeasure, the brothers vow to vote CCF in the next general election.
Their father, Tanas, however, is angry at his sons for cornplaining about life in Canada.

He believes that for them life is good regardless of the Depression. They are al1 well fed,
have nice homes and cars and are not unemployed. Tanas theorizes that his sons should

just be patient and wait out the hard tirnes, which will inevitably pass, just as the hard
times of the pioneer period passed for him. Tt should be noted, however, that the
prosperity of the Petruk family was unusual especially during the Depression.
An anti-socialist stance in evident in the short story "Koleso doli" (Circle of fate,
1977).20' The work is set in Winnipeg during the early interwar period. It deals with the

misfortunes of Maksym Rybak, who, upon immigrating to Canada, manages to work only
sporadically and, therefore, cannot send much money to his family in the homeland. He is
persuaded to join the ULFTA and goes to work for them as an agitator at public meetings.

He feels secure in this position for he has been assured that the ULFTA lawyers will not

let anything happen to him. But when he is arrested, his leftist comrades desert him. As
the story ends, he is being deported and, as a result, al1 of his dreams are lost. Petrivsky's
message is that the LlLFTA does not keep the promises that it makes to its rnembers and
should not be tmsted.
Petrivsky was the only writer to deal to a significant degree with involvement in
organizational life. His "Pizni Ivany" (Late Ivans, 1977),*1°for example, points out that
life for Ukrainians in Canada should consist of a combination of personal, econornic and
cultural concerns. But the cultural aspect, which consists of involvement with one or
more cultural organizations, is oflen neglected because it detracts from the tirne that the
individual would otherwise spend with hidher family. In this story Ivan Kuybida, the
former president of the Ukrainian National Home Association, is the central character. He
understands the importance of cultural involvement. In fact, he is such a dedicated
member of the Association that his wife threatens not to let him sleep with her anymore if
he takes the presidency upon himself one more time. Ivan amves late at the Association's
general meeting to find that he has been elected president even though he was absent,
since no one present wanted the position. He believes that he has no alternative but to
accept this great honour regardless of the personal consequences.
Another short story "C hudotvoma mashyna" (Miracle-working machine, 1977)*IL
deals with the alienation which results when organizations make too many requests for
money. A bootlegger, Prots' Halushka, donates one hundred dollars to the Liberation
Fund. He chooses to make his donation anonymously, believing that he will thus ensure
that other organizations will not find out about his donation and approach him as well.

In his short story, "Vystup pered anhliytsyarny" (A performance before English
people, 1 977),*12Petrivsky pokes fun at a Ukrainian organization's tirst attempt to
perform before the delegates to a Moose Lodge convention. Everything that could
conceivably go wrong does. The choir rnembers do not want to rehearse because of the
surnmer heat, the two operatic soloists are inept, the night of the concert the perfonners
arrive at the theatre late and without their costumes, and the choir director loses his notes
and baton. The choir ends up singing Christmas carols and a bawdy folksong. The
operatic segment is a flop because the tenor is drunk. Only the dancers perform well.
Petrivsky's "1 pokhovaly mamu pid biloyu berezoyu" (And they buned mother
~ ' ~ short story is set on a homestead in Alberta
under t h e white birch tree, 1 9 7 7 ) ~ This
during the intenvar period. When a Ukrainian farmer's wife dies, he is very upset by the
fact that there is no priest in the vicinity to conduct the funeral. The funeral service is
conducted by a neighbour, who was a deacon in the old country. Until that time the
farmer had considered the civil authorities in Ukraine above reproach, but after the death
of his wife he is very bitter at them for creating such adverse living conditions in the
homeland that thousands were forced to emigrate into the unknown. As important,
however, is the fact that he is also bitter with the religious authorities " . . . for their [i.e.,
the religious authorities'] negligence of the fact that masses of immigrants were left
without the spiritual guidance of priests . . . .r r 2 l J
From the perspective of literary history, Petrivsky's most significant work is
Maeichne misto (The magical city),*'' the first Ukrainian novel written and published in
Canada. The novel was published in 1929. Resembling, as it does, popular fiction and

Hollywood films popular at the time, its literary ments are not that high nor is its format
very broad for it only encompasses 153 pages. However, it is well wntten and polished
when compared to some of the other works being written at the time. The plot revolves
around the a well-to-do ükrainian Amencan farnily, the Bodnars, who move from Chicago
to Miami, Florida during the Prohibition era in search of the "good life," and their
misadventures there. The fact that the Bodnars' and their daughter's suitor, Modest
Maydan, are a11 Ukrainians is not significant since the author could just as easily have
chosen any ethnic group or groups to represent for ethnic ongin has no bearing on the
novel.
Petrivsky himself realized that his choice of characters and setting might seem odd.
In his foreword to the novel Peti-ivsky poses this question:

". . . why

Florida, why those

unusual types, when one could have made more realistic drawings of the life of our
workers in Pittsburgh, cooks and waiters in New York, or even the famers from the
prairies of canada?"*I6 His answer is:
Here, fate ihrew me into the land of etemal summer, there 1 acquired
impressions and experience, retumed to Canada, and after a year under
the pressure of an invincible desire for self-expression -- one day 1took up a
pen and on the basis of what 1 had seen, understood and experienced, wrote the
sketch of the future novel.*"
It seerns doubtfùl that Petrivsky could have experienced the sensational happenings that he
wntes about in this novel, firsthand. It seems more likely that this novel is written on the
basis of cenain things that he observed and expenenced but that his imagination played a

major role in the creation of this novel, which is the first exarnple of escapist poplar fiaion
in Ukrainian Canadian literature.
Despite their wealt hl the family is relatively unworldly and is easily taken in by the
villain, Mr. Van Days, and his cohort, Gladys. Mr. Van Days involves Mr. Bodnar in what
seems to be a lucrative financial scheme, but one that is orchestrated by Van Days to steal
Bodnar's money. Van Days is also involved in gambling and the illegal running of liquor.
He takes a fancy to the Bodnars' daughter, Nadiya, and kidnaps her aboard his "pirate"
ship and succeeds in almost raping her. Nadiya, however, is rescued by her erstwhile
suitor, Modest Maydan, a former university student and victim of a failed romance.
Modest, when he first meets Nadiya, has been reduced to being a "hobo," but by the end
of the work is a successful poet in the making. The novel more or less centres around the
romance between Nadiya and Modest. The romance, however, does not go srnoothly. At
first Nadiya is put off by the fact that Modest did not admit to being a "hobo" and later by
the fact that he tries to wam her about Van Days' sordid nature and finally, even after he
rescues her from Van Days' grasp, she still seems to hesitate in admitting her love for
Modest. Nadiya allows herself to be betrothed to a man she hates, the aristocrat Baron
Zhitar'ov. It is only on her wedding day that she cornes to her senses and flees the farnily
home. However, bad luck leads her straight into the eye of a humcane raging outside.
Modest conveniently rescues her again, this time after she has been pinned down by a wall
that has fallen in the storm. He nurses her back to health, they admit their love to each
other and at the end of the novel they marry. Things tum out well for the Bodnars as well,
for at the novel's end Mr. Bodnar's business ventures are once again on the upturn. The

only lasting damage that has been done is that the Bodnar's son, Gus, has run off with
Gladys, Van Days' partner in crime.

5. Honore Ewach and Holos zemli
Honore Ewach (1900-1964) was born in Ukraine but was brought to Canada aat
the age of nine. Like other prominent writers of the tirne, he wrote only on a part-tirne
basis, but he had jobs that were not too far removed from the literary scene. For example,
he taught school in rural Manitoba and served as an instmctor at the Petro Mohyla
Institute in Saskatoon and its afiliate in Winnipeg. He also worked as an editor for the
Ukrainian Voice newspaper. Also, like Petrivsky, he was a university graduate, which was
perhaps reflected in a more sophisticated approach to literature. He was also among the
. ~ 'Cavalry
~
of Ukraine was published
first, if not actually the first, to write in ~ n ~ l i s hHis
in 1923. This may indicate that as early as the first half of the 1920s he was interested in

appealing io an audience beyong the Ukrainian Canadian one.
Ewach's novel Holos zemli (The call of the land)*'' brought together several
literary trends. Published in 1937, The Call of the Land is, like The Magical City, a
relatively short novel (96 pages). Like The Magical Citv, The Call of the Land is set in
fairly recent times and recognizable locales. The Maeical Citv's setting in 1920s Chicago
and Miami rnay have seemed exotic to the Ukrainian Canadian reader, but The Cal1 of the
Land, set pnmarily in rural Manitoba with some references to Winnipeg was something
which Ewach's readers could immediately recognize and relate to. The exact rural setting
is said to be to the nonhwest of Dauphin between Lake Winnipegosis and the Duck

~ o u n t a i n s . ~The
~ ' themes in The Call of the Land are those that were emerging and
would dorninate the literature of this period

- themes relating to the lives of Ukrainians in

Canada and how Ukrainian Canadians were to relate to contemporary events in Ukraine.
The Call of the Land was a seminal work. On the surface it appears to be a realistic
rendering of the recent immigrant past, but even though less than fifly years had passed
since the Ukrainian immigrants had amved in Canada, that past was already being
romanticimd and in the process of becoming a rnyth?'

The Cal1 of the Land would be

echoed a short two years later in the first volume of Illya Kyriyak's trilogy S p v zemli
(Sons of the ~ o i l ) . ~ ' ~
The story centres around the Klym family, a pioneer Ukrainian family, settled in
rural Manitoba. The Klym family is made up of the parents and three children, two grown
daughters and a son who grows up as the story unfolds. The Klym family, although not
prosperous, is doing well and is far removed frorn the kinds of immigrants Fedyk and
Maidanyk described. Canada is their home; they are not "foreigners," but the hardships of
their lives are not at al1 described. Their community seems to be in place and a school
district with its own school board has already been established and mention is made of a
local church, so presumably they have the seMces of a priest as well.
The elder Klyms have not assimilated to any significant extent. But old Klym is

proud to have adopted Canadian farming methods for they have changed him. As he States
afier learninç how to operate a mechanized reaper:

-- Hey, hey, -- laughed Klyrn thinly, feeling pride in the fact that even he
was now no longer a simple peasant, but a farmer, who knew how to
work his farm with machinesm
Of the Klym's three children, only the eldest daughter, Kateryna, is not tied to the

land. Kateryna is married to a Ukrainian but not wanting to live on a fann, they move to
the city (Winnipeg?) and the threat of assimilation is evident here. Malanka is courted by
the local schoolteacher, Anatol' Nazarko, as well as Marko Kozak. Through the efforts of
Nazarko Malanka becomes very well-read and thereby improves herself significantly.
Even tliouçh the teacher is handsorne, well educated and well paid, she tells her very
surprised sister, Kateryna, that she would not even consider manying him. The
implication, although not explicitly stated, is that she would rather marry Marko, because
he represents what is dearest to her and that is the land. The fùrther implication is that
when Marko and Malanka marry they are not going to be assimilated. They will continue
to carry on the Ukrainian traditions, culture and language.
The Klyms' youngest, their son, Maksym gets an education in the city. He is given

the opportuniiy to rernain in the city but he forsakes city life and returns to the area he
grew up in, dedicating hirnself to working toward the betterment of his community. This
is symbolic of the belief among Ukrainians that education is necessary to "improve"
onesel f and one's people. Thereby the image of the second generation that is presented in
this novel is one of an educated, be it formally or otherwise, and consequently worldly
group, who know where their priorities lie.

An interesting phenornenon in this novel is the striking example of reverse

assimilation. This is in the person of Ada Brown, the daughter of the railroad foreman.
Having grown up among the Ukrainians, she speaks Ukrainian fluently, plays the heroine
in a Ukrainian language play and seems set to many a Ukrainian boy. She is descnbed as
having "learned their language and customs to such an extent that it was as if she became
one of the Ukrainian girls h e r s e l ~ " ~ ' ~

The outside world intnides on the idyllic world of the Klyms in the form of World
War 1. Both of Malanka's suitors, Marko Kozak and Anatol' Nazarko, join the Canadian
armed forces. Nazarko is killed in battle. In reality, as stated above, Ukrainians
volunteered for service in larger numbers than the national average. Like the Ukrainian
pioneers who are depicted in earlier s t o k as dying building Canada, Ewach makes a
point of showing that Ukrainians Canadians eamed a right to be Canadians through their
service in this war, not just by serving in it, but in "laying down their Iives" for Canada.

Another of the new themes used in the novel is the concem with contemporary
events in Ukraine. Ewach is arguably the first Ukrainian Canadian writer to deai with the
issue of the relationship of the Ukrainian Canadians to the now distant homeland. (See
above for Tulevitriv's and Hun'kevych's Iater treatment of the subject.) Following seMce
in Europe, Marko decides to go to Ukraine, the country he left as either an adolescent or a
very young man, to fight for its independence. He is a young idealist, whose acute sense

of Ukrainian nationalism would not allow him to behave otherwise. He has signed up for
service in the Canadian armed forces of his own free will because it is his duty to defend

his new homeland. However, he does consider remaining in Ukraine? but Canada and
Malanka win out, t hus symbolizing the final break of the Ukrainian immigrants with their
homeland. They have now definitely decided that their home is Canada. At the end of the
novel when Malanka questions why Marko retumed to his farm in Canada, having had the
opportunity to remain in his Ukrainian homeland, Marko describes not only his love for
Malanka as drawing him back but also States that he heard ". . . the cal1 of the fiee
Canadian soil, which is just begging to become a field and to cover itself with golden
~heat."~~~
In addition to The Call of the Land Ewach wrote poetry, short stories and dramas.

These include Cavaln, of Ukraine: Drama (1923), Boyova surma Ukrayinv. ~oeziyi(The
battle trumpet of Ukraine, 193 l), Tov koho svit lovy. ta ne spivmav (He who the world
tned to catch, but could not gras?, 1932), Tsikavi opovidannva z davn'ovi istoriyi Kanadv
(Interesting stories from Canada's ancient history, 1944), Ukrayins'kyy mudrets'. poema
pro slavnoho ukravins'koho filosofa-mistvka Hrvhonva Skovorodu (Ukrainian wise man,
a poem about the famous Ukrainian philosopher-mystic Hryhoriy Skovoroda, 1945) and
Vidlet zhuravlva. drama (The flying away of the Crane, 1 9 2 3 ) ~ ~
Whereas The Call of the Land displays both major themes, the Ukrainians in
Canada and interest in Ukraine, Ewach also published a collection of poetic works largely
concerned only with Ukraine under the title The Battle Trurn~etof Ukraine. In his poern
"Nashe vimyu" (Our creed), for example, he points out that there are many ways of
displaying sentiments that express Ukrainian nationalism and al1 are equally significant:
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Only he, who serves Ukraine: / He is our closest fiend! / Whether he holds a pen
made of steel, / A sword, or a faithful plough! 1
Ewach also tumed to philosophical ideas. In his He Who the World Tried To

Catch But Could Not Grasp and Ukrainian Wise Man. A Poem About the Famous
Ukrainian Philosopher-Mvstic Hryhonv Skovoroda, for example, he provides a rendition
of the philosophical thought of Ukraine's most famous philosopher, Hryhoriy Skovoroda.

During the period 19 18- 1946 Winnipeg continued to be the centre of Ukrainian
life in Canada. Organizational life, both religious and secular, diversified to a greater
extent during the period, panicularly as the new immigrants were dissatisfied with the
organizational life that they found in place upon their amval and created new, more
Ukrainian nationalistic organizations. A panicularly important event of the time was the
establishment of the Ukrainian Onhodox Church and related secular organizations.
Ano t her ext remely significant event was the establishment of the Ukrainian Canadian
Comrnitt ee whic h uni fied the ent ire non-Communist afiliated Ukrainian Canadian

community. The Communists, now known under the narne Ukrainian Farmer-Labour
Temple Association continued to exist and grow stronger than ever.
Internationally, the Ukrainian Canadians participated in World War II, as they had
in World War 1, in greater nurnbers than the national average. Arnong many Ukrainian

Canadians this was seen as a "corning of age"

-

further "proof' that Ukrainians had

eamed the right to be Canadians by laying down their lives for the country.
The writers during this penod still tended to be community leaders and activists.
The writers who had immigrated were now being joined by a new generation composed of
writers who had corne to Canada as children or were born in Canada. The most
prominent in this group were Michael Petrivsky, Honore Ewach, Semen Kovbel', Dmytro
Hun'kevych and Ivan Danyl'chuk. This young group was better educated than the
previous group. Some, like Ewach and Petrivsky, had university educations. As a result,
their writing tended to be more sophisticated than earlier -- in terms of plot, character
developrnent, and language. The Ukrainian language, in which by far the rnajority of
literature was written, was more literary than the dialectal formerly evident. English was
also used for the first time by Canadian writers of Ukrainian origin, for exarnple, by
Ewach. but this was still a minor phenomenon.
The literature produced during this penod was characterized by a greater diversity
of genres and themes and a growing complexity of styles. Writers were no longer deeply
preoccupied with sentimental yeamings for the homeland and they also moved beyond
using literature as an instrument of socialization. The new themes that were emerging
centered on the life of Ukrainians in Canada, including organizational Iife, assimilation,
economic conditions, and religious life. Some works that exemplify this are "The Funeral
of Ukrainian Discord," A Young Man's Dreams (Enchanted Mountain) and "A Novel
Without a Beginnin~and an End." The second major theme was the situation in Ukraine
and the Ukrainian Canadians response to it. In this regard, Ewach's The Call of the Land

may be typical. Ewach's hero goes to fight for Ukrainian independence, but given the
choice of remaining in Ukraine or retuming to Canada, he chooses Canada, his true
homeland for he has also fought. Important playwrights were Michael Petrivsky who
wrote Canadian Suitor and Myroslav Irchan who wrote a number of important plays
including The Familv of Bmsh Makers. In terms of the number of works published, plays
predominated during this period. This period also saw the emergence of the Ukrainian
Canadian novel. Petrivsky's The Magical City, published in 1929 a novel based on
sensationalist fiction and film popular in North Arnenca at that time. The plot included
nefarious villains and ideal heroes and unrequited love. Ewach's novel, The Cal1 of the
Land, published in 1937 was a seminal work. It appeared, on the surface, to be a realistic
rendering of the recent immigrant past but, fewer than fifty years after the amival of the
Ukrainian immigrants in Canada, that past was already being romanticized and in the
process of becoming a myth.
Arguably the best writer of the period was Myroslav Irchan, who during his bnef

stay of six years in Winnipeg, in addition to his work on leftist newspapers and journais,
and the organization of the literary group known as the Overseas Han, wrote numerous
plays, short stories and poerns. His works al1 espoused leRist ideals, particularly workers'
rights. They al1 presented a distinctly tendentious leftist point of view, but their literary
quality almost overcomes this tendentiousness.
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Chapter III

Moving into the Mainstream,
1947-1991
The period of Ukrainian settlement in Winnipeg between 1947 and 1991 saw the
influx of more immigrants from Ukraine and even firther organizational factionaiization
taking place as a result. Winnipeg waned in stature as the centre of Ukrainian life in
Canada, vying for this role with Edmonton and Toronto. The literary activity of the
Ukrainian Canadian community waned somewhat as well with fewer literary works being
written and published in Winnipeg than elsewhere and arguably better literary works were
being wntten elsewhere as well. However, this period also saw the emergence of a new
group of Ukrainian Canadian wnters who chose to write in English. As formerly, this
chapter will trace how the development of the community and its concerns were reflected
in the literature that Ukrainian Canadian writers in Winnipeg were producing.

1. Ukrainians Corne into Their Own
Ukrainirn Settlement in Canada and Winnipeg

The third wave of Ukrainian immigration to Canada began in 1947. The largest
number, 33,O1 7, amved in Canada between 1947 and 1953. Only 4,422 Ukrainians
amved between 1954 and 1967.' M e r 1967 the number of Ukrainian immigrants arriving
in Canada was reduced to a mere trickle.

The bulk of the immediate post-war immigration was made up of war refugees,
commonly referred to as "displaced persons." The fact that a significant nurnber of
Ukrainian displaced persons were allowed to emigrate to Canada can be attributed largely
to the lobbying efforts of the Ukrainian Canadian Cornmittee (UCC). The UCC was also
instrumental in the establishment of the Ukrainian Canadian Relief Fund in 1944 to look
afier the welfare, financial aid and ultimate resettlement of as many Ukrainian war
refûgees as possible. That the UCC was able to independently establish and maintain the
activities of this type of organization is indicative of the fact that the Ukrainian Canadian
community had, by this tirne, already firmly entrenched itself as an entity in Canada and
was secure enough in its status to undertake such a formidable project.
The social rnake-up of the third wave was different from that of the previous two
waves. The third wave was composed mainly of war refugees, who considered themselves
"political émigrés." and included a significantly smaller number of peasant famers and a
much more significant number of skilled labourers and professionals. This group almost
exclusively favoured urban settlement over rural. Whereas the first two waves had been
made up almost entirely of immigrants from Galicia and Bukovyna, the third wave was
made up of immigrants from al1 of the vanous regions of Ukraine, including for the first
time a large number from Eastern Ukraine. The settlement pattern of the third wave also
differed from that of the previous two. The majority of the third wave settled in Ontario
and the four western provinces. Most of the group, however, chose Ontario, favouring its
highly industrialized southeastern region.

According to census data Winnipeg's Ukrainian population during the penod grew
to 4 1,997 in 1951, and continued to grow to 53,9 18 in 1961 and 64,306 in 1971.2
According to 198 1 census data, which tabulated ethnic ongin differently fiom earlier
censuses and now provided for mixed parentage as well as single ethnic origin, 58,970
residents indicated being of Ukrainian origin and 20,380 of mixed, Ukrainian and other
ethnic group or groups, ~ r i ~ i n . ~
During the post-war period Winnipeg waned somewhat in status as the centre of
Ukrainian socio-cultural Me in Canada. Although it retained its overall supremacy, it vied
for this position with Edmonton and Toronto. In 1951, for example, Edmonton had a
Ukrainian population of 19,111; in 196 1 it grew to 38,164, and in 1971 it stood at 62,655.
Toronto's Ukrainian population stood at 30,366 in 195 1; 46,650 in 1961, and 60,755 in
197 1.4 According to 198 1 census data Edmonton had 63.1 20 residents of Ukrainian

origin and 2 1,445 residents of mixed Ukrainian and other ethnic group or groups origin;
Toronto had 50,705 residents of Ukrainian origin and 2 1,025 residents of mixed Ukrainian
and other ethnic group or groups origin? Thus by 1981, the Ukrainian population in
Edmonton was larger than that of Winnipeg and Toronto's Ukrainian population was not
far behind Winnipeg's. Also, the demographics were changing within Winnipeg itself.
Ukrainians living there no longer felt the need to live in a block type settlement in the
city's North End. By this time they were living in a11 areas of the city, although admittedly
their institutions tended to remain in the North End.
It was afier World War II that Ukrainians truly came into their own in mainstream
Canadian society. In Winnipeg, long known as a city in the hands of the Anglo-Celtic

elite, which looked d o m on the "foreign element." a culminating point for the Ukrainian
Canadians living there was the election o f a Canadian-born Ukrainian mayor, Steve Juba.
Juba served a record seven t e n s as mayor, spanning 1957-77. Also prominent in civic
politics were city councillors Slaw Rebchuk, who also served as Deputy Mayor and after
whom a major bridge leading into the city's North End was named in the 1%Os, Hany
Lazarenko and John Prystanski. Numerous Ukrainians also served as longtime school
trustees, e.g., Mary Kardash and Helen Mayba.
Ukrainian Winnipeggers also became active in provincial and federal politics.
Mark Smerchanski, for example, was elected to the House of Cornmons. William Wall
(Wolochatiuk) was the first Ukrainian member of the Senate; he was succeeded by Paul
Yuzyk; both served for many years. In Manitoba provincial politics, Nicholas Bachynsky,
although not actually a Winnipegger, served as a longtime MLA and held the prestigious
position of Speaker of the House. Other Winnipeg Ukrainians who served as MLAs
included Dave Chorniak, Ben Hanuschak and Mark Minenko. Manitoba's Premier from
May, 1988, Gary Filmon, is of mixed Ukrainian descent.

The establishment of the Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre in Winnipeg in
1944 was a significant milestone for the Ukrainian community. It houses a museum,

library, art gallery and archives devoted to the preservation of the Ukrainian hentage and
since its inception has continued to expand its holdings. The extent of the professionalism
of this facility was attested to by the appointment of Dr. Robert Klymasz, a respected
folklorist and museologist, as its Executive Director in 1975. He served until 1977.

The Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences (now the Ukrainian Academy of Arts
and Sciences in Canada) was established in Winnipeg in 1949. Its aim is to continue the
educational, research and publishing activities of the original Ukrainian Acaderny of
Sciences established in Ukraine in 1918.
As to education, advances were made in the field of Ukrainian studies. In 1962
Manitoba's public schools started to offer the Ukrainian language as a course of
instruction in grades nine through twelve. Since 1979 the English-Ukrainian Bilingual
Program of study, where subjects are taught in the Ukrainian language for up to fiQ
percent of the school day, for grades kindergarten through twelve has been in place. In
1949 the University of Manitoba, under pressure fiom the Ukrainian Canadian community,

established the Department of Siavic Studies. Courses taught included language,
literature, civilization and culture. The Department's longime head was the noted scholar
Dr. J.B. Rudnyckyj. Since the 1940s Ukrainians have made inroads at the University of
Manitoba. In 1946 Dr. Peter Kondra was appointed the first Ukrainian Canadian full-time
professor at the University in the Faculty of Agriculture. By the mid-1950s there were
between thiny and fony Ukrainian professors working in al1 fields there.
St. Andrew's College, a theological seminary of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox
Church, was established in Winnipeg in 1946. From humble beginnings, it expanded to
the extent that it re-located to the campus of the University of Manitoba, where its own
facility was erected in 1965. From the outset it offered courses both in theology and
Ukrainian studies. In 198 1 through an affiliation agreement between St. Andrew's College
and the University of Manitoba, the Centre for Ukrainian Canadian Studies was

established at the university. In a program which is unique in Canada, the Centre offers an
interdisciplinary program of studies leading towards an undergraduate degree in Ukrainian
Canadian Hentage Studies and graduate programs of study. The Centre's director, since
its inception, has been Dr. Natalia Aponiuk.
Ukrainians were not only making inroads in politics and acadernia, they were
active in al1 facets of professional life. Many became doctors, dentists, lawyers and even
judges and accountants. Further indications that they had "made" it in mainstream society
were the "Spirit of Ukraine" exhibit at the Winnipeg Art Gallery in 1991, which featured
artwork from Ukraine by Ukrainian artists, the Alexander Koshetz choir performing in
concert with the Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra on numerous occasions, the Winnipeg
Symphony Orchestra performing Ukrainian musical compositions in concert as part of the
Ukrainian Canadian Comrnittee's triennial Congresses and on other occasions, and the
Rusalka Ukrainian Dance Ensemble performing traditional Ukrainian dances and
contemporary pieces throughout the world. Leo Mol (Molodoshanin), a Ukrainian
Canadian sculptor of world renown, was not only commissioned to do sculptures of
famous Ukrainians, such as Taras Shevcheako, and mainstream figures, such as former
Prime Minister John Diefenbaker, but his rich legacy of sculpture was allocated its own
space, the Leo Mol Sculpture Garden, in Winnipeg's Assiniboine Park. Al1 of these
individuals and groups made inroads into the mainstream because they either worked,
performed or created for non-Ukrainians, as well as Ukrainians, and their abilities were
appreciated by both.

Sornething that greatly assisted the Ukrainian Canadians, as it did al1 other ethnic
groups, was the enactment on October 8, 1971 by the Canadian government of the
Multiculturalism Act which backed the policy of a multicultural, multiethnic, bilingual
Canadian society. This resulted in government support for al1 ethnic groups and the
development of "ethnic pride." Federal funds became available to support ethnic
educational, cultural and a n s groups, many of which flourished. In Winnipeg this sense of
"ethnic pnde" had culminated in the establishment of Folklorama in 1970, a multicultural
folk arts festival in which many of Winnipeg's diverse ethnic groups participate by
featuring their own "pavilions" over a two-week penod every summer. It not only serves
as a vehicle whereby the individual ethnic groups can display their ethnic pnde, it also
attracts many tourists to the city and is thus beneficial t o the local economy.

The Continued Development of Ukrainian Organizational Life

In the post-war period Ukrainian Canadian life continued to flourish and expand.
The newcomers once again, as during the previous period, were not necessarily satisfied
with the organizational life that they found upon their amval in Canada. They, therefore,
established new organizat ions to suit t heir needs. Furthermore, as community life evolved
and needs changed, other new organizations were established as well. Many of the new
organizations were national in scope and their headquariers were not always in Winnipeg,
although branches of these organizations were also established in Winnipeg.

The new immigrants were largely better educated, more politically conscious and
more nationalistic in their orientation towards Ukraine, than their predecessors. Many, for
example, had been members of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) or the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UIA). The Ukrainian nationalists, who were members of the
OUN, were divided into several factions, the Banderivtsi, followers of Stepan Bandera,

who formed the Foreign Branch of the OUN and were the largest and most right-wing of
the factions; the Mel 'nykivtsi, followers of Andriy Mel' nyk, who formed the Organization
of Ukrainian Nationalists and were the second largest of the factions with a more liberal
outlook than the Banderivtsi; and the Dviykari ("twosome," so named because it had two
founders, Z. Matla and L. Rebet), who formed the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists
Abroad and were the srnallest and the most liberal of the three factions!

In Canada, the Mel'nykivtsi joined the already existing Ukrainian National

Federation, whose aims suited their needs. The Banderivtsi, however, did not find the
organizations already in existence suitable to their needs. Therefore, in 1949, they
founded the Canadian League for the Liberation of Ukraine (LLCI), a Canada-wide
organization, headquanered in Toronto, whose main aim was to support the struggle for
Ukraine's liberation and to make the public, both Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian, aware of

the threat Comrnunism posed to the world. The LLU soon had a women's branch, the
Women's Association of the Canadian League for the Liberation of Ukraine, established in
195 1, and a youth branch, the Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada. The LLU was the

largest of the organizations created in the post-war period.

Established in 1950, by post-war immigrants as well, the Ukrainian National
Democratic League ( W L )had as its aim the elevation of the political consciousness of
Ukrainians in Canada. In 195 1, the Dviykari founded the rather small Canadian Friends
of the Liberation of Ukraine, which did not organize on a national level. The Ukrainian
Association of Victims of Russian Terror was established by people who had firsthand
experience of Soviet atrocities. Ideologically it was closely tied to the Ukrainian National
Democratic League.

The Ukrainian Canadian Veterans' Association (UCVA) was established in
England in 1942. In 1945 the first Canadian branch was established in Winnipeg and soon
there were twenty-six branches throughout canada.' It quickly allied itself with the
Canadian Legion. The UCVA published a bulletin and the journal Opinion. Its
headquarters were located in Winnipeg until 1950. Its efforts were geared towards
docurnenting the participation of Ukrainian Canadians in Canada's wars, sponsoring Air
Cadet squadrons and the like.

Other war veterans' organizations also existed during the period, e-g., the
Ukrainian War Veterans' Association, the Ukrainian Sich War Veterans and the
Brotherhood of the Carpathian Sich were established pnor to World War II. Following
World War 11, the Veterans of the Ukrainian Insurgent A m y of the Second World War
and the Society of Veterans of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army were established and then
merged to form the Brotherhood of Former War Veterans of the Ukrainian Division.

Besides the youth organizations which came into existence in the interwar period,
namely, the Canadian Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada, the Ukrainian Catholic
Youth and the Ukrainian National Youth Federation, the members of the third wave
established several ot her yout h organizations: the Ukrainian Youth Association - PLAST,
the previously mentioned Ukrainian Youth Association of Canada, and the Ukrainian
Democratic Youth Association These new organizations were generally highly
nationalistic, in terms of Ukrainian nationalism, and among their activities was working to
preserve the Ukrainian culture and traditions. Al1 of these organizations combined their
efforts in the establishment of the Ukrainian Canadian Youth Council in 1953. The aims
of this umbrella group were to ensure that Ukrainian Canadian youth participated to the
fiillest extent in Canadian society and to foster the cohesiveness of Ukrainian Canadian
community life.
The pro-Comrnunist faction also continued to exist in the post-war period. The
popularity OFthe Association of United Ukrainian Canadians (AUUC), as it was now
renamed, which, as mentioned in the previous chapter, had peaked at 13,000 in 1946,
declined dramatically throughout the 1950s and 60s and even more so in the 1970s and
80s. This was due to several factors. First, many of the post-war immigrants had
themselves experienced life under Communism and spread negative opinion throughout
the community. Second, the systematic policy of Russification that was being carried out

in Ukraine was widely known and opposed within both the non-Communist and proCommunist communities.

The types of organizations that Ukrainian Canadians were beginning to create was
also influenced by their educational levels or occupations. Census data for 1981 indicate
that out of a total of 459,520 respondents of Ukrainian origin, 308,380 or 67.1 percent
had elementary-secondary education only, 80,690 or 17.6 percent had other non-university
education, 35,5 15 or 7.7 percent had attended or were attending university but had not
obtained a degree and 34,935 or 7.6 percent had attended a university and obtained a
degree.' The data indicate that with regard to educational levels Ukrainian Canadians were
almost equal to the national average. As to breakdowns by occupations, it is difficult to
differentiate professional from non-professional (or white collar from blue collar)
occupations because the census data is only broken down by job sector, e.g., agriculture,
food, beverage, trade, health and welfare services. What can be said is that Ukrainians
continued to be overrepresented in the agriculture category in that they stood at 17,445 or
9.8 percent of the population, whereas only 5.2 percent of the total Canadian population
was employed there. As to income level, Ukrainians in most income categones,

particularly those above f20,000, stood proportionately higher than the overall Canadian
income levels.'
As more Ukrainian Canadians began to attend university there developed a need

for Ukrainian students' organizations. The Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union (UCSU),
established in 1953, was the umbrella group of post-secondary students' organizations. It
encompassed such member groups as Alpha Omega, Gamma Rho Kappa - Obnova, the
Ilanon Society, the Ukrainian Students' Association of Mikhnovs'kyy and the Ukrainian

Academic Association "Zarevo." The UCSU also closely CO-operatedwith the Ukrainian
Canadian Youth Council.
According to Marunchak, the Ukrainian Professional and Business Club (formerly
known as the Ukrainian Professional and Businessmen's Club) dates back to the 1930s.1°
Through the tirne penod in question, however, the club expanded and thrived. Branches
were established in most larger Canadian urban centres, including Winnipeg. The airns of
the clubs, which are coordinated under the auspices of the Ukrainian Professional and
Business Federation (fomerly known as the Federation of the Ukrainian Professional and
Businessmen's Clubs), are not only to prornote the professional and business interests of
their membership, but also to generate interest among the general public in matters
pertaining to professional and business activities, as well as to promote educational and
cultural interests.
Another organization that came into existence during this period was the Alpha

Ornega Women's Alumnae. This was an organization of women university graduates of
Ukrainian descent that fosters socio-cultural and educational activities. The fact that the
numbers of Ukrainian women university graduates warranted the creation of such an
organization is in itself a milestone for Ukrainian Canadians.
With regard to religion the post-war immigrants generally joined the established
Ukrainian Canadian churches, Ukrainian Catholic, Ukrainian Greek Orthodox and
Protestant and their affiliate secular organizations, such as the UCB and the USRL. New
church-related organizations, as such, were not established by the immigrants of the third

wave. The church hierarchies were also strengthened by the significant number of
clergymen who were among the immigrants. The consistories of both traditional
Ukrainian churches, the Ukrainian Catholic and the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox, were still
located in Winnipeg, and, therefore, the centre of both churches' activities continued to be
Winnipeg.

Some friction between the two major Ukrainian religious groups continued to
manifest itselE However, concerted efforts toward CO-operationwere made by the church
leaders. One of the first attempts was a joint prayer service CO-celebratedby the
Metropolitans of the two churches on the occasion of the unveiling of a statue in honour
of the Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko on the Legislative grounds in Winnipeg in 1961;
other aitempts have followed.

''

Those organizations discussed above were generally bound together within the
framework of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee. Although originally established on a
temporary basis, at the end of World War II it became evident that the further existence of
the UCC was required to assist with the resettlernent of retuming Ukrainian servicemen
and the settlement of incoming war refugees. Once these matters were done with, the

UCC was perceived as being necessary because of its positive input into Ukrainian
Canadian life. Thus there was no question of the UCC ceasing to exist. It continued in its
work and the number of member organizations continued to grow.

By the mid- 1950s the UCC's new aims and objectives were to include acting as a
spokesperson for the Ukrainian Canadian community at large and as coordinator of its

activities; fostering the participation of Ukrainian Canadians in Canadian social and
cultural life; backing Ukraine's aspirations for independence and self-detemination and,
since the declaration of an independent Ukraine in 1991, backing its economic and social
development.

At the outset, the executive of the UCC consisted only of the five founding
mernber organizations mentioned in the previous chapter. After World War II, however,
the structure of the executive changed somewhat to include the Ukrainian Canadian War
Veteran's Association, the Canadian League for Ukraine's Liberation and the Canadian
Professional and Business Club. At the same tirne, two of the founding organizations, the
United Hetman Organization and the Ukrainian Labour Organization disbanded and,
therefore, no longer formed a part of the executive.

Currently, the power rests in the hands of the three rernaining founding
organizations, the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood, the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League
and the Ukrainian National Federation and the three post-war additions to the executive,
the League for the Liberation of Ukraine, the Ukrainian Canadian Veterans' Association
and the Ukrainian Canadian Professionat and Business Federation. There have also been
other chançes in the make-up of the executive. The presidium is now made up of two
representatives Rom each of the six major organizations and one representative from each
of the rnember organizations. The executive board is made up of fifteen mernbers, twelve
of whom represent the six major organizations. Although the balance of power rests in
the hands of the six major organizations, each member of the presidium has veto power.12

The executive is headed by the president, who is elected at the triennial Congresses for a
three-year term. The president for the longest penod was Rev. Dr. V. Kushnir, who
served for over twenty-five years, 1940-71. His tenure was intermpted in 1953 and 1955
by the election of A. Yaremovich and in 1956 by the election of Rev. S.W. Sawchuk to
the presidency. Other presidents have included Dr. P. Kondra, 1971-74, Dr. S. Radchuk,
1974-80,l. Nowosad, 1980-86, Dr. D. Cipywnyk, 1986-92 and 0.Romaniw, 1992 to the
present. The daily affairs of the UCC are managed by the Executive Director and an
office staff.

The number of overall member organizations is now over thirty; however, not al1
of these organizations are Canada-wide. There are provincial councils in Manitoba,
Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta. There are also thirty local councils throughout
canada.13 The local and provincial councils have the right to send delegates to the UCC's
Congresses which take place at intervals of every three years. Al1 member organizations,
as well as the provincial and local councils, pay annual fees to the UCC. It is these fees
that support the UCC in al1 of its endeavours.

The triennial Congresses are "the highest legislative authority"'" of the UCC.
Historically the Congresses have concerned themselves with ethnic and political issues.
The decisions of the Congress are binding for the next three years. The Congresses are

the most important venue for the organized community. They allow the delegates to voice
their concerns and take pan in the direction of community life.

The UCC has done much to enhance the socio-cultural Iife of the Ukrainian
Canadian comrnunity. It has done so, in pan, through its steadfast backing of Canada's
multicultural policy. In 1965, for example, the UCC submitted a brief to the Royal
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism outlining the Ukrainian cornrnunitfs stand
on these questions. Prirnarily, its position opposed bilingualism and biculturalism and
backed equality for al1 ethnic groups in Canada!

Its efforts in this regard were not in

vain. According to Genis, "although the bilingual and bicultural concept ultimately
prevailed, the combined ethnic agitation obliged the govemment to concede the
multicultural principle."'6 That is, rnulticulturalism, although not prevailing, was
officiaIly backed by the federal government.
The Ukrainian language question has always been of paramount importance to the
W C . In the same brief to the Royal Commission the question of allowing for education

in the Ukrainian language was also brought up. Later, in 1968, the UCC submitted a
"White Paper Conceming the Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturalism" to the Constitutional Conference of Provincial Ministers convened in
Ottawa regarding this matter.

The UCC has also sought to improve the Ukrainian language supplementary
school system, which is largely in the hands of Ukrainian organizations and churches.
Towards this end, in 1971, it established the previously mentioned Ukrainian National

Educational Council of Canada to act as a coordinating body for the supplementary school
system. Also in the field of education, the UCC was instrumental in establishing the

Conference on Ukrainian Studies which met for the fim time in Winnipeg in 1974. The
Conference exists as a branch of the Canadian Association of Slavists, concerns itself with
Ukrainian scholarship and meets annually as part of the national Leamed Societies
conference. The UCC also engaged in publishing activities. Most of its publications are
educational, and many are in the English Ianguage.

The UCC has worked toward the establishment of a number of other signifiant
groups. The World Congress of Free Ukrainians was convened largely through the efforts
of the UCC in 1967. The Congress's aim is to unite al1 Ukrainians in the fiee world and
act on their behalf. The UCC also established the Taras Shevchenko Foundation in
Winnipeg in 1964. The Foundation's main aim is to foster the development of Ukrainian
culture in Canada. With a fiind that is somewhere in excess of one and a half million
dollars, the Foundation has done much to promote research in the cuitural field. Another
organ, the Ukrainian Canadian Social Service, evolved out of the Central Ukrainian Relief
Bureau in the post-war period. The Ukrainian Canadian Social Service is a charitable
organization whose aim is to serve the charitable needs of Ukrainians throughout the
world. Another, more recent achievement of the UCC was the establishment, in 1987, of
its Information Bureau in Ottawa to act as a liaison with the federal govemment.

The Ukrainian Press in Winnipeg

Many of the new and existing organizations continued to be either afiliated with
or publish their own press organs. Some press organs established in the earlier penods,

e.g., Ukrainian Voice, Canadian Farmer, New Pathwav and Evaneelical Morninq
(formerly Canadian Morning), continued to exist and be published in Winnipeg and
continued to maintain the allegiances that they had during the previous period. Among
those press organs newly established in Winnipeg during this penod were the following:
the bilingual weekly Postup (Progress), afiliated with the Ukrainian Canadian Catholic
Church; the joumals Zhinochw svit (Women's World), affiliated with the Ukrainian
Women's Organization, and Promin' (Ray), affiliated with the Ukrainian Women's
Association of Canada; Miv pryyatel' (My Friend), a bilingual children's magazine; and
Ukrayins'ke slovo (Ukrainian Word), affiliated with the pro-Comrnunist faction, which
was published in Winnipeg until it meqed with the Toronto-based Ukravins'ke zhyttya
(Ukrainian Life) in 1965 to create Zhvttya i slovo (Life and Word) with the editorial
offices in Toronto.

Many other newspapers, journals, bulletins and the like were published elsewhere
in Canada durinç this period. The overall number of Ukrainian press organs in existence
in Canada peaked at this tirne. Many of the publications were now bilingual or published
in the Ençlish language exclusively to suit the changed needs of their readership, many of
whorn could no longer read the Ukrainian language.

Education as a Bulwark agrinst Assimilation
Durinç this period the Ukrainians were not only successfully integrating into

Canadian society, t hey were becorning ever-increasingly assimilated into the mainstream.

Language Ioss data will, as in the previous periods, serve as an indicator of assimilation.
Census data for 195 1, 1961, 1971 and 1981 provide significant information on Ukrainian
language loss. The data available for 1951, 1961 and 1971 provide totals for d l urban
centres in Manitoba, not Winnipeg exclusively. It should, however, be indicative of the
trends in Winnipeg at the time as well. 1951 data indicate that out of a total of 49,347
Ukrainians reponing, 3 8,640or 78.3 percent reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue,
while 10,000 or 20.3 percent reponed English as their mother tongue. 1961 data indicate
that out of a to ta1 of 64,233 perçons of Ukrainian origin reporting, 4O,72 1 or 63 -4 percent
reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue, while 22,725 or 35.4 percent reported English
as their mother tongue. In 1971 out of a total of 78, 740 reporting, 41,580 or 52.8
percent reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue and 3 5,795 or 45.5 percent reported
English as their mother tangue. l7 According to 198 1 census data there were 7 1,125
Ukrainians residing in urban centres in ~ a n i t 0 b a . lOf
~ that number, 38,705 or 54.4
percent reported Ukrainian as their mother tongue.Ig Data are not available as to how
rnany reponed English as their mother tongue, but one can assume that the majonty of
those who did not report Ukrainian would have reponed English as their mother tongue,

as was tme of the earlier reponing years.
The data indicate that by 1971 almost one-half of the Ukrainian urban population
in Manitoba was reporting English as its mother tongue. Interestingly enough, although
the Ukrainian urban population in Manitoba declined over the penod 1971-81, the
proponion of Ukrainians reponing Ukrainian as their mother tongue actually grew From
51.8 percent to 54.4 percent. Future census data will indicate whether or not this is

indicative of a reversa1 in the rate of language loss or merely a fluctuation. For the sake of
this examination. therefore, the data will be interpreted as indicating that by 1971 almost
one-half of the entire urban population in Manitoba had assimilated and that this number
stayed relatively constant over the next decade.
Considering the high rate of assimilation evidenced dunng this period it is not
surprising that there existed some concem over Ukrainian language loss among young
people. As in the previous period, programs of Ukrainian language leaming were once
again determined to be an important means of counteracting assimilation.
The Ukrainian language was being taught in the public school system and at the
University of Manitoba but enrollment levels were low. According to 198 1 census data in
Manitoba 1 O,63 5 or 12 percent of the Ukrainians reported having either some university
education or a university degree. For al1 origins 124,200 or 16 percent out of a total of
775,940 people reported having either some university education or a university degree.20

Thus, Ukrainians were underrepresented in this category and this might somewhat account
for the fact that there were not significant numbers of Ukrainians enrolled in Ukrainian
language courses at the University of Manitoba. Statistics available for the 1981-2 school
year indicate, for example, that there were only 2,755 students enrolled in Ukrainian
language proçrarns at the public school level in Manitoba and that this was 223 students
fewer than in the 1979-80 school year.21 Thus, these programs were not achieving as
significant ~ o a l as
s might have been expected considering the large Ukrainian population
base in Manitoba.

The ridna shkola (Ukrainian language supplementary school) system of education
continued to exist during this period. It fiounshed in the 1950s and early 1960s, buoyed by
the enrollment of the children of the third wave immigrants. By the late 1960s, however,
the numbers of children attending began to decline steadily. According to Swyripa,
"approximately 8,000 of an estimated Ukrainian-Canadian youth population of 125,000
attend the ridna shkola,,122 .1-e., only 6.4 percent of the population. Furthermore, Swyripa
States that in 1975-76 a total of 114 supplementary schools operated in the four western
provinces, Ontario and ~ u e b e c ? Of this number Manitoba had twenty-five schools with
approximately 1,505 students. These were generally located in urban centres.24 The
decline can probably be attnbuted to increasing assimilation of Ukrainians into the
Canadian mainstream. It was also at least panially due to a lack of qualified teaching
personnel, programs of study that were inappropriate for non-Ukrainian speakers, and the
generally poor quality of instructional materials.
Educat ional organizations continued to exist for the benefit of the prograrns which
they supponed. The English-Ukrainian Bilingual Program was supported by the Manitoba
Parents for Ukrainian Education which also had a fùndraising am, the Osvita (education)
Foundation and a publishing a m , Dmin (bell) Publishers. The supplementary school
programs were supported locally by the provincial Educational Council, composed of
Ukrainian schoolteachers, which was a component of the UCC's Ukrainian National
Educational Council. Also corning into existence at this time were the previously
mentioned post-secondary organizations, although these were composed of the students
t hemselves rat her than their parents or teachers.

2. Ukrainian ''ÉmigréWWriters
Winnipeg's Ukrai nian literary cornmunity continued to be active, alt hough not on
as large a scale as in the previous penod. The Winnipeg writers once again included
community leaders and activists, such as Mykyta Mandryka, editor and social activist;
Oleksa Hay-Holowko, community activist; Rev. Stefan Semchuk, editor, founder of the
Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood and a Ukrainian Catholic pnest; Metropolitan Ilarion (Dr.
Ivan Ohiyenko), Metropolitan of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada; Rev.
Semen Izyk, a Ukrainian Catholic pnest, editor and political activist, Rev. Michael
Podworniak (Mykhaylo Podvomyak), Baptist minister; and Tetyana Koshetz (Koshyts'),
folklorist and cultural worker. What unites this group of writers, who wrote in Ukrainian
almost exclusively, in addition to their language of writing, is that they were al1 émigrés,
who emigrated to Canada as mature adults. As well, they tended to write on themes that
may be broadly characterized as "Ukrainian," for example, the Ukrainian political situation
and historical events.

X significantly large group of Canadian-bom Ukrainian writers also emerged at

this time. They were involved to varying degrees in the Ukrainian organizational Iife of
Winnipeg, but none were community leaders as such. Most, if not ail, of them also chose
to write in the English languaçe exclusively. This group included William Paluk, Vera
Lysenko and Maara Haas, al1 born prior to World War 11, and Nick Mitchell, Candace
Cael Carman (pseudonym of Candace Litchie, who formerly wrote under the name

Candace Adamson Burstow), Ray Serwylo, Mary Horodyski and othen, al1 bom in the
post-war period. John Dolinsky was a kind of transitional figure. Born in Canada, he
wrote prirnarily in English, but also published some works in Ukrainian. This Canadianborn group also wrote on a variety of themes but generally, they dealt with subjects of
interest to Ukrainian Canadians as members of an ethnic group or to Canadians generally.
What characterizes the writers of this penod as a group is the fact that their
writing, be it prose, poetry or drama, is much more sophisticated than the writing of the
previous two periods. In works wntten in Ukrainian, the literary language is used
throughout; dialecticisrns and Canadianisms are used only for literary effect. Their level of
literacy and and the level of t he literature that they produced was so much higher than that
of the previous era that the Ukrainian language works were not bought in large numbers.
Funhermore, works tend to be more complex and varied both stylistically and
thematically. Al1 genres are utilized by these writers, with dramas being among the least
prevalent. Although most writers adhere to traditional literary forms, and this is
particularly true of t hose writers wnting in the Ukrainian language, there is some evidence
of modernism in the literature of the period.
Even though a number of the main writers of this penod had jobs or callings,

writers from both groups are characterized by their devotion and dedication to the crafl of
writing. The most important of the wnters produced a suficiently large body of work to
be judged individually on its merit.

Mykyta Mandryka

The rnajority of writers, who chose to w d e on Ukrainian nationalistic themes were
post-war immigrants. One of the few exceptions was Mykyta Mandryka (1886-1979).
Mandryka had longtirne ties to the Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries and was a
staunch Ukrainian nationalist. He came to Canada in 1928 and worked as an organizer for
the Ukrainian National Home. He also served as president of the Ukrainian Cultural and
Educational Centre, helped established the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in
Canada and the Ukrainian Canadian Cornmittee. He started his literary career while still in
Ukraine and continued his writing in Canada. He wrote poetry almost exclusively, and
rnany of his poerns were lyrical on themes relating to philosophy and aesthetics. His
works were perhaps the best of the period, in t e m s of Ukrainian langage writing.
In Mandryka's collection of poetry Miy sad. poezivi (My orchard, poetry, 1941)~

the untitled poerns in the chapters "Z knyhy hnivu" (From the book of ~ r a t h ) and
* ~ "V
ohni borot'by" (In the tire of battle)*' al1 deal with Ukraine's war of independence. The
poems in this collection are al1 lyrical and melodic, belying the seriousness of the message
that is beinç conveyed. In one of his poems, for example, Mandryka is largely critical of
war because of its effect on the common people:
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Poor people, fnghtened / By the homfic war, / Carry their misfortune with them; /
They run away from their own well-being, / At foreign crossroads they bury /
Their loved ones I And they go on, poor people. /
At the same time, however, Mandryka is convinced that his people will rise up against
their oppressors, as in a poem in which he compares Ukraine's strength to that of mighty
rivers:
1
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And the rivers shall come to life, / And the rivers shall flow, / Mighty, etemally
youthful rivers

.. ./

And you shall perish for etemity, / Like that rubbish, that the

winds have lost, 1 And the nvers have taken captive. /
Mandryka is also disenchanted with how eastern Ukraine's struggle for
independence from Russia is being waged. He blames this on the nature of the freedom
fighters themselves, who do not yet possess the required amount of "anger" to fight
effectively. He is convinced, however, that once they do develop the "anger" they will
enter the fray with the appropriate attitude:
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And even though you will not soar like eagles, - 1 You do not have the boldness

of eagles, -- / You wiil nonetheless follow the eagles: / Desperation and anger will
lead you. 1

Regardless of the defeats that the fi-eedom fighters might suffer, Mandryka believes that
they will ultimately be victorious:

h , d even if in unequal battle 1 Today you perish by your own wings, 1 Tomorrow

you will soar even higher, / And the entire world will bow before you! /

m e r the freedom fighters have been soundly defeated, Mandryka blames their inaction for
their defeat and Ukraine's retum to subservience to a foreign rnaster:

And you stopped by the side of the road, / As if you did not know which way to
ço, / Until your hand and feet / Were bound again by the executioners . . . /

Most of the poems in Mandryka's collection My Orchard. Poetry are largely lyrical
ones that are particularly pleasing and melodic as, for example, his untitled poem about
autumn:
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I love the autumn, when fly / The withered leaves from the trees, / And on the

broad and deserted fields, / A family of crows, circling, screams. / There is
something in it that is native to my soul, / Something in it that is dear to my hean

-- / It conquers with its sorrowful beauty / And the peaceful sadness of its attire. I
Even in the post-World War 11 period, at a time when most other second wave

Ukrainian Canadian writers were no longer voicing nationalistic concems in their writing
or even not writing at all, Mandryka continued to write. His epic poem Vik P e t l w q (The
age of Petlyura, 1966),~"
for example, recounts the events of General Symon Petlyura's

tirne. detailinç the exploits and ultimate death of the supreme commander of the Ukrainian
National Republic army and president of the Directory of the Ukrainian National Republic.
Mandryka also dealt with historical themes. His epic poem "Ukrayina, povist'
vrernennykli i nevremennykh lit" (Ukraine, a story of ancient and not so ancient times,

1961))' recounts the history o f Ukraine from prehistoric times to the present. Another of

his epic poems Mazepa. poema (Mazepa, a poem, 1960)" deals with the depiction of the
persona1 history of Ivan Mazepa. It differs from the later work by Metropolitan Ilarion
work on this theme in that the Metropolitan's work only deals with Mazepa's

1st days,

while Mandry ka's deals wit h his entire career. Although Mandryka does discuss
Mazepa's negative side, the poem puts Mazepa fonvard in a largely positive light, as a
political and cultural activist and strategist. Mazepa's path to becoming a Cossack leader,
for exarnple, is said to have been a difficult one but, nevertheless, one he was seemingly
destined to achieve:
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As you can see, my beloved fnend, / Reading these lines, / To the pnncely throne
of hetman / The road was uneven and dificult. 1 Not in a game of magical,
mystical powers, 1 (As Voltaire once wrote), / As a hero of romantic poems, /

Ballads, traçedies and fiction, / Did Ivan Mazepa go to glory, - / But with the
labour of a statesman and a wamor / Of an ancient princely state 1 Upon a road

poinred out for centuries. /
Mazepa, however, is criticized for his expedient alliance with Sweden's Karl XII, which
had dire consequences both for Mazepa and Ukraine as a whole:
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If the descendant of Gustav / Had not been so thoughtless in war, / Then the
banner of Mazepa's majors / Would be flying in his native land 1 For al1 etemity . . .

Neither the battles of Poltava / Nor Peter would be known by the people, / And
Ukraine, in happiness and glory / Would bloom as a nation of good, 1 Then al1 of
Mazepa's deeds 1 Would be entered into the book of world leaders / Not only by
poets, 1 But also by the golden pen of the ages. 1

Like other émigré writers writing at this tirne, Mandryka also incorporated
Canadian themes into his works. Another of his epic poems Kanada Doema (Canada, a
poem, 1961)'"eals

with a broad depiction of Canada, its history, geography and the

diverse groups that have made it their home. The chapter titled "Vimipeg" (Winnipeg),
for example, depicts Winnipeg as a city which provides a home for people of various
ethnic backgrounds and has been particularly good for Ukrainians, who have played a
prominent role in Canadian political life. In the following excerpt Mandryka mentions
both Steve Juba, the longtirne Ukrainian mayor of the city, and Nicholas Bachynsky,
member of the Manitoba Legislative Assembly and Speaker of the House for many years:
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For the first tirne Our parliamentanan 1 Took his place here as an equd to everyone
else, / And for the first time in your council 1 Our councillors appeared d e r him. /
And now your skillful mayor - I The son of Ukrainian pioneers 1 The successor of
glorious rnayors / And the head of the city elders. 1 And the known leonine head /
Of the elected one - father of the farmers, / Bachynsky, who without interruption /

Was a mernber of the Legislative Assembly for many years, 1 And in the
Lepislature became the head, 1 He wore the state mantle, / As did the lords in an
ancient age, / The most senior of al1 members. 1
In another of his poems "Do stolittya Kanady, barvinok" (To the Centennial of

Canada, Periwinkle, l970),~'Mandryka descnbes how periwinkle brought to the new land
by Ukrainian immigrants flourished just like the country and the immigrants did. In his
poetry Mandryka expresses gratitude at having been given the opportunity to Iive in
Canada. Mandryka says the following in relation to Winnipeg, but these sentiments could
be expanded to encompass Canada as a whole:
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You have replaced / My beloved Kyiv in a foreign land, / You gave me the

opponunity to live and create / In a free, fnendly land. /

Mandryka's later poems, both Witten and published in Winnipeg, revealed that he

was constantly striving to hrther develop his aesthetical sense. As is evidenced, for
example, in the following excerpt from his poem "Zavenhennya lita" (The Culmination of
Summer, 1975) which is filled with sexual irnagery:
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It was the culmination of summer, 1 When the sun spread it wings to uncover itself
I And the water, luxuriously warrn, / Fe11 to the beaches with its breasts. 1 The

white sands threw themselves into embraces 1 In rhythmical flows of craving, 1 And
to the melodic songs of the winds 1 The silky shores stretched out. 1 And boys
and girls walked, / Young lads and maidens, 1 Dressed almost in what their mother

bore h e m , I They extinguished their energy in the water. 1 That water, as hot as
their bodies, / Did not extinguish the passion of the fires, 1 And knees were
bending, fainting, 1 In order to lie down on the silks of the shores. / It was the
cülmination of sumrner, 1 A confession of sins was not requested, 1 And the Earth
lay uncovered, 1 Like a naked bacchus amidst her pillows. 1
luandryka also wrote on philosophical themes. His "Buty khlopchykom" (To be a

small boy, 1970) is a philosophical poem that deals with the importance of remaining a
child at heart regardless of what other, more conservative people rnight think:
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People are poor, / People gather needles in the straw. I People do not look at the
Sun, but at their feet. 1 People pile their years on their backs, 1 In order to fa11 with
t hem in the middle of the road. 1

He vows that he and others like him will pay no heed to what other people think.
Love themes are also incorporated into Mandryka's works. An entire chapter of
his collection Radist' (Happiness, 1959), also titled "Radist"' ( ~ a ~ ~ i n e sissdevoted
) , ~ ~ to
it. His poem "Mynaye vse, tvoyi obiymy" (Everything passes, your embraces), for

example, deals with the memory of love, as he states in the first two stanzas:
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Everything passes: your embraces, 1 Scented words, the touch of your cheeks, 1

But their imprint will not be removed 1 From my hean by anything. / You will not
mn u p to me - there is no sorrow, / My heart will live with what has been, /
Because everything that happens passes again, / But in my heart an etemal spirit
burns. /

In other words, everything, including love, must pass, but the memory of love will remain
forever.
Mandryka also concemed himself with other themes. His Mandnvnyk, poema
(Wanderer, a poem, 1965}," for example, is an imaginary odyssey around the world.
Mandryka also translated Longfellow's "Hiawatha," an excerpt ftom which, "Z perekladu
Hayavaty" (From the translation of Hiawatha), is included in his collection Zolota osin'
(Golden autumn, 1958).''*

Oleksa Hay-Holowko
Oleksa Hay-Holowko's (Hay-Holovko, 1910 - ) came to Canada and settled in
Winnipeg in 1949. He worked for a time in the editorial offices of Ukrainian Voice. He
began his literary career in Ukraine. He wrote primarily in the genres of poetry and prose
fiction. His themes tend to reflect an intense concern for Ukrainian nationalistic issues.
Hay-Holowko's Smertel'novu dorohow. podivi nashoho chasu (Along the road
of death, events of our time, 1979-83)'9 and his Duel with the Devil (1986) which was
originally published in Ukrainian in 1950 in two volumes under the title Poyedynok z
dwavolorn. fil'my nashvkh chasiv (Duel with the Devil, films of our tir ne^)^' are semiautobiographical works. They deal with Hay-Holowko's experiences in pre-World War II
Soviet Eastern Ukraine, although he documents his wartime and immediate post-war
activities as well. It is primarily the political events leading up to World War II and the
persecution he faced as the son of a Ukrainian priest that are detailed in these works.
These books are a good example of life under Soviet authorities. The English-language

translation, Duel with the Devil, was published with the assistance of the Department of
Multiculturalism. an example of a policy which gave Ukrainian Canadian writers the
possibility of an audience extending beyond those who read Ukrainian.
Ukrainian nationalistic themes are also dealt with in other works by Hay-Holowko.
His poem Son @ream. 1984)," for example, is a satirical reflection on the subjugation of
the Ukrainian people, first under the tsarist regime and later under the Soviet one. This
poem is similar to Taras Shevchenko's poem of the same title in that it deals with the
oppression of the Ukrainian people at the hands of tyrants and in that both utilize the
literary device of a drearn to relay their message. In fact, Shevchenko even figures as a
central character in Hay-Holowko's work. Hay-Holowko's Dream blames national
disunity for the subjugation of the Ukrainian nation and sees national unity as necessary
for effective revolutionary stmggle on the part of the Ukrainian nation against its
oppressors. As he warns the Ukrainian people:
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Think it through, do not pull / Poison from the chalice / Of Moscow. Moscow
wants / To chain you through the commune / In its prisons and labour camps /
And to be the executioners / In our house. / Listen / To an old crow, 1 Unite, stand

together / Against the evil enemy, / Against the enemy red / From people's blood, /
For othenvise this time also / There will not be a revival / In Ukraine. /
Among the poems in Hay-Holowko's Poetychni tvon, v tr'okh tornakh. tom

dmhw 11918- 1977) (Poetic works in three volumes, volume two [1948-19771, 1978)'~
there are a number of works that also reflect nationalistic thernes. The poem "Kolyskova"
(Lullaby), for example, a lullaby a mother sings to her child, ernphasizes the need to fight
for the cause of the homeland, an idea that should be nurtured from infancy. In the lullaby
the mother tells her child the following:
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When you meet the northern horde, / Be in the first row of battle. / Stand for your
homeland until death . . . 1 Lullaby, lullaby, my dear little falcon. /

Although the poet possesses a deep-seated longing for Ukraine, he is so devastated

by the political situation there that he characterizes himself as a lost soul, a man without a
homeland:
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The wind rocks the maple tree / Dressed in a green Cossack cloak . . . / Day
and niçht 1 search for myself / In the endless foreign land. 1 The pine trees

embrace each other, / The decorative boughs scatter their tendemess . . . I In this
faraway foreign land 1 I always dream of my native land. 1 The cranes will fly in
from a foreign land / To an inviting home . . . I I would fly also . . . but 1 do not

have / A native land. /

In another poem "Lyubov" (Love) the poet admits that regardless of the pain that
Ukraine's political situation may cause him, he still loves it deeply, but he d s o admits to
having accepted Canada as his new homeland. His love for Canada is, however, different

from that of his love for Ukraine. As he states in an address to Ukraine:

Ta ue i ~ w n10608,
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This is a different type of love, because you are my own mother, I But Canada is
only rny betrothed. /

Reverend Stefan Semchuk

Reverend Stefan Semchuk (sometimes Stepan Semcmk, 1899-1984) was an
intenvar immigrant to Canada. He was a Ukrainian Catholic priest and one ofthe
founders of the UCB. He was already a published writer in Ukraine before coming to
Canada. In Canada, besides his pt-iestly duties, he also worked as a writer and editor.
Most of his writing was poetry and many of his themes, like those of Metropolitan Ilarion,
were biblical, mystical and meditative, particularly many of those in his collections Miv
molytvennyk (My prayer book 1974)," Navkola svita. liryka (Around the world, lyrical
poetry, 197 1),'9oemy. poeziyi knyzhka sema (Poems, the seventh book of poetry,
1967),5%~flyeksiyi.poeziyi knyzhka pyata (Reflections: The fifth book of poetry,

1965),'%nd Sotvorennya. poezivi knyzhka vos'ma (Creation, the eighth book of poetry,
1968).61Like Mandryka's, Semchuk's poetry tended to be lyrical with many themes

pertaining to philosophy and beauty.

Some of his works, however, also reflected some of the realities of contemporary
religious life. Probably as a reaction to growing public indifference in the matter of church
attendance, Semchuk's short story "Kolyby vin buv khodyv do tserkvy!" (If ody he had
gone to church!, 1 9 5 9 )deals
~ ~ with the importance of attending church in the development
of virtuous character traits. Another of his short stories "Yak v Al'veni povstav
Parokhiyal'nyy dim prosvity?" (How did the Parish Prosvita Home corne to be established

in Alvena?, 19591~~
details what appears to be the tme story of how, in the face of
adversity, the Ukrainian Catholic community in Alvena, Saskatchewan managed to raise
enough money to erect a parish hall.
As in the previous period émigré wnters, among them Semchuk, continued to

show some interest in Ukraine's historical past. The poems that make up the "Litopys"
(Chronicle) section of Semchuk's larger collection Creation. The Eiehth Book of Poetry,
for example, deal with historical figures from Ukraine's Era of t h e Grand Princes, such as
Volodymyr, Svyatopolk, Ol'ha, Yaroslav, Os'momysl' and Yaroslavna. These poems

largely praise these personages and glorifi their deeds and achievements, as in the poem
"Ol'ha":
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She cuddles her grandson to her, 1 he will be greatness for the world, learning - 1
she builds a parliament, a state, 1 a temple to God for the glory of us al1 - 1 with a
murmur ofjoy for our ancestors' deeds, 1 rejoice, rejoice! / Oh, saintly Ol'ha,
virtuous Ol'ha! 1 You are great, wise, magnificent! / How may we address You
and glorifi You? / in order to sing a Song about you? / You are Our pride, the sun
of our dreams - / rejoice, rejoice! /
Semchuk also chose to glorify Canada, its natural beauty and its places and people
in his works. The chapter titled "Pisnya Kanady" (A Song of Canada) of his larger

collection Poem~.poezivi knvzhka sema (Poems, a seventh book of poetry),65for

example, includes such poems as "Mydlend" (Midland), "Ozero Vaskeziyu" (Lake
Waskesieu), "Ozero Iri" (Lake Erie), "Chervona rika" (Red River), "Saskachevan"

) . "Farmers,"
~~
for
(Saskatchewan), -'Khliboroby" (Farmers) and "Kalgan" ( ~ a l ~ a r y In
example, he praises the Canadian grain farmer for his toil, which results in a significant
contribution to the well-being of the people of the world:
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Even though covered with dust, even though thistles hang from their lashes, / al1
of the famers of Canada form the basis of human hope, - / the hungry
poor of the world, from India, Egypt and China, / hear this clatter, an echo of
salvation for them. /
In his two stanza poem "Kanada" (Canada) Semchuk calls for al1 Ukrainians to love
Canada:
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Let's love her with ail of our heans, / let's love her with a tender word, / and a
mother's song-dream, / and God's heaven above us, 1 with the sigh of a
sincere prayer, 1 and the effort of work and battle, 1 and the sacrifice of nights and
days, / so that our people can bloom here, / and know that this is our

country - 1 Canada, the most beautiful, the only one. /

Ukrainian Canadian concems also occupied Semchuk's attention. His four-stanza,
poem "V 50-littya nashoho poselennya v Kanadi" (In honour of the fiftieth anniversary of
our settlement in Canada, 1959)69pays tribute to the efforts of the pioneer settlers. In
another of his works "Plach ukrayins'koyi movy" (The lament of the Ukrainian language,
1 9 ~ 9 ) , ' he
~ opposes assimilation. This poem laments the loss of the Ukrainian language

among Ukrainians in Canada and wonders if the seventy-fifth anniversary of Ukrainian
settlement in Canada will be a wake for the language's demise or a celebration of its
flourishing among Ukrainian Canadians.

Metropolitan narion

Metropolitan Ilarion (Dr. Ivan Ohiyenko, 1882- 1972) was a leader of the
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of Canada and a renowned scholar. He had a
distinguished academic and political career in Ukraine prior to emigrating. He started his
extremely prolific literary activity in Ukraine primarily writing in the field of non-fiction on
such themes as church history, canon law, linguistics, and the like. His legacy of writings
included a nurnber of works of fiction. Some o f them, for example, Narodzhennya
1-wdvnv. filosofs'ka misteriya u o'yaty divakh (The birth of man, a philosophical passionplay in £ive acts, 1948),~'Smerk hrets'kykh bohiv. poema (The twilight of the Greek gods,
a poem, 1 9 1 ~ )and
, ~ Zhenva
~
vechimva Isus i Varawa (The evening sacrifice, Jesus and
Barabbas, 1 949),73dealt with biblical, mystical and meditative themes. His Nash biy za
derzhavnist'. isiorychna epopeya (Our battle for statehood, an historical epic, 1966)'~was

a Ukrainian nationalistic work which documented Ukraine's historical struggle for
freedom.
Of Metropolitan Ilarion's nationalistic works "Roz~'vatwMazepa" istorvchna

drama na

~ ' ~ adiv
t ' ("Crucified

Mazepa," an historical drama in five acts, 1961)'' stands

out. This drama in verse depicts the Cossack leader Mazepa's final days, from the time of
his exile in Turkey after his arrny's defeat at Poltava on 27 June 1709 to his death on 22

September 1709. Du ring t his time Mazepa experiences misgivings as to his former
political strategies, e-g., his alliance with Muscovy, his subsequent break with it and his
later alliance with Sweden, and this alliance's defeat at the battle at Poltava. But as
Mazepa confesses to God on his deathbed, everything he did, he did for what he believed
to be a valid reason:
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Reverend Father, 1 am hunying, / 1 will descnbe my sins: / To bring Eden c
to Ukraine, I Was my biggest sin . . . / This sin gave birth to hundreds of others, 1
Because it is not easy to attain Freedom: 1 Involuntary and voluntary sin 1I
committed more than once, like that thief . . . / Al1 of my sins are countless, /
Like the stars in Heaven: / But al1 of them - were for Ukraine, 1Al1 of them were
necessary . . . I 1 served rny nation, / And in that way 1 also served God, / For
everything 1 am repentant to the Most Holy, / My God and Creator . . . /

Other "Emigre" Writers

A number of other writers are wonhy of some mention. Ivan Loboda's (19 181988) Vonv pyshly znovu: roman z finlyands'ko-bol'shevvts'koyi

v i p v (They have

corne again, a novel from the Finnish-Bolshevik war, 1953)" is semi-autobiographical. It
deals with Loboda's experiences in the Bolshevik army ranks into which he was drafled
against his wishes and which changed his life completely. This was a negative experience
for the author, and he views the penod cntically.

Rev. Fr. Semen Izyk (Izhyk) (19 13- 1995) was a staunch Ukrainian nationalist,
integrally involved in Ukrainian nationalistic organizational life and the Anti-Bolshevik
Block of Nations. He only wrote one fictional piece, the play Khav zhyve UPA! P'yesa v
tr70khdiyakh (Long live the UPA! A play in three acts, t ~ . d . ) .It~ ~is set in the
Turchans'kyy region of Western Ukraine at the time of the second Bolshevik invasion and
is based on actual events that took place there. It attempts to depict the heroism of the
Ukrainian people, in particular the members of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army. Both of the
works cited above, like some of Hay-Holowko's prose works, provide an interesting
insight into the life and events of the time depicted by parîicipants in the events.

During this period there was a significant increase in the amount of children's
literature being published in Canada; however, relatively little of it orîginated in Winnipeg.
One of the few such works published in Winnipeg was Michael Stechishin's (Stechyshyn)
(1 885-1964) Baykv. chastvna persha (Fables, pan one, 1959).19 This is a collection of

fables written during the early part of this century, when the author taught school in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan and needed materials suitable for school concert
performances. He published them as a collection in 1959 because he believed that there
was still a need for such materials in the Ukrainian supplementary schools. The fables tend
to be based on others, some of which can be attributed to Aesop, Hlibiv, Tolstoy, and the
like. One of them, for example, is Aesop's well known fable about the grasshopper and

the ant, titled appropriately "Tsvirkun i murashka" (The Grasshopper and the Ant). It tells
the story of the hardworking ant, who gathers and stores food al1 summer in preparation

for the long winter to corne, while the carefree grasshopper spends the whole sumrner just

singinç his songs. When winter comes, the unprepared grasshopper comes to the ant
begging for food, but she tums him away saying that he should have known better. The
moral of the story is stated as follows:
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This is the hard law of life - / A gnm lesson: / He who only lives for today, - I

SuRers torment tomorrow. /
Tetyana Koshetz (Koshyts', 1892-1966) wrote a one-act play intended for staging
by Ukrainian youth groups at Christmas concerts. It is titled Rizdwanw vechir. pobutova

kartyna na 1 d i p (Christmas evening, a picture of life in one act, 1949).~' This work was
aimed at inforrning Ukrainian Canadian young people about Ukrainian folk customs,
which rnipht othenvise be forgotten.

Michael Podworniak (Mykhaylo Podvomyak, 191 1- l994), a Ukrainian Baptist
minister, was an extremely prolific writer. His works are largely simplistic with little
literary significance. For the most part they espouse Christian ethics and moral values.
They include the following collections of shon stones: Bozhw spokiv. zbirka opovidan'
(God's peace, a collection of short stories, 1966)" and Vidpavshi. opovidannva (Those
~ ~ ~the novel Kvitv na kameni. povist'
who have fallen away, short stones, 1 9 6 8 ) and
(Flowers on the rock, a novel, 1976).84

A significant amount of the poetry written in this period was lyricai poetxy and

similar to the poetry written by Mandryka and Semchuk with themes pertaining to
philosophy and beauty. Some other poets, e-g., Tetyana Shevchuk (Tetiana Shevchuk)
(1904 - ) in her Na presti1 maybutnykh dniv. poeziyi (On the altar of future days, poetry,

1964),~'John Dolinsky (1922 - ) in Luna z preriy (Echo fiom the prairies, 1 9 8 3 )and
~~

Ivan Kmeta-Ichnyans'kyy (Ivan Yef'jmovych-Kmeta, 1901 - ) in his Chasha zolota.
vybrana liryka (The golden chalice, selected lyrical poetry, 1964)," also deai with some
such themes but with lesser expertise. Kmeta-Ichnyans'kyy also translated into Ukrainian
poems by Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson, Car1 Sandberg, Watson Kirkconnell and
others."

The Leftist Writers
In the previous period the literature of the pro-Communist faction had flourished

largely due to the work and influence of Myroslav Irchan. Now, the literature, like the
membership and activities, went downhill. The bulk of the literature produced by proCommunist writers was very simplistic, lyrical poetry published on the pages of
Communist newspapers.
Some of the poems written by pro-Communist writers praised life in Ukraine,
which was. in their opinion, fùlly liberated as a result ofall of its lands belonging to the
Soviet Union, e-g., Transkonets' (pseudonym meaning "someone living in Transcona)," if
not the best of the lefiist writers of this time, certainly the most prolific, wrote "Vil'na
Ukrayina" (A Free Ukraine, 1962) and "Rodymyy krayu, se10 rodyme . . ." (Oh, native

land. native village . . ., 1%6)."
Taras Shevchenko, 196 1)?

Vasyl' K. Hutsulyak wrote "Tarasovi Shevchenku" (To

V. Pidval'nyy's poem "Zustrich" meeting, 1956)~'urges

Ukrainians in Canada to retum to Ukraine for a better way of life than that which they
have in Canada. In Canada they must work very hard to get ahead whereas in Ukraine
they would not have to. An interesting poem is Transkonets's "Kolomyyka pro Ukrayinu
i Kanadu" (A kolomyka about Ukraine and Canada, 1960).* It is dedicated to a trio of

female Ukrainian bandura players to whom the federal govenunent refused entry into
Canada for a proposed concen tour. The poem praises life in Soviet Ukraine where
everyone is now equal and suggests that Canada could learn from this example and be a
friend to ail. Some poerns speak out against war, e.g., Anna Kukharchuk's "Poshana
materyam" (Respect for mothers, 1960)'~ and Toma Boychuk's "Pisnya za myr, volyu i
dobrobut" (A Song about peace, freedom and well-being, 1959)."

Numerous poems

urge Ukrainians to read the Ukrainian press, among them Petro Dzhala's "Presu svoyu my
chytaymo, u vsim yiyi pomahaymo" @.et us read our press, help it in everything, 1955)'~
and Transkonets's "My i nasha presa" (We and Our press, 1958).% Some poerns praise
the work of the AüUC and its affiliates in Winnipeg and in other parts of Canada, e-g.,
Transkonets's "Pro Transkonu, pro sekretarya Provkomu" (About Transcona, about the
secretary of the Provkom. 1958; Provkom is an abbreviation of Providnp komitet which
can be translated as "Guiding ~ommittee")~'and Lyubomyra Chaykivs'ka "Mizh horamy
vysokymy" (Between the high mountains, 1 9 ~ 8 ) . ' ~There are also some poems that pay
tribute to the Association's activists, e.g., Transkonets's "Slovo pro nashykh 3-okh
providnykh tovaryshiv (pro Matviya Popovycha, Matviya Shatul's'koho ta pro Ivana

Navizivs'koho)" (A word about Our three leading cornrades [about Matthew Popovych,
Matthew Shatulsky (Shatul's'kyy) and about John Nawiziwsky (Navizivs'kyy)], 1963)."
Organizational issues as such were dealt with only to a limited extent during this
period, and these works ernanated from the pro-Communist faction. They are largely
simple, short, lyrical poems which appeared in the pro-Cornmunist press. One such work
is Anna Tarasenko's "Psyikhaly banderivtsi u nashu Kanadu" (The Bandenvtsi have
amved in Our Canada, 1949),'0° which speaks out against the arriva1 o f this right-wing
nationalistic group in Canada. The Banderivtsi are accused of taving sided with the Nazis
against their own brothers. Furthemore, in Canada, they take away jobs from other
Canadians, who have more right to them than do the new immigrants. Tarasenko
expresses the conviction that al1 workers will unite against them. Her poem "Pochynaymo
fond zbyraty! -- fond i peredplaty" (Let's begin to gather a fund! -- A fund and
subscriptions, 1 949)'O1 suggests a fund be started for the Ukrainian Canadian proCommunist newspaper Ukrainian Word to show the Banderivtsi their strength. The title
of V. Pidval'nyy's "Kukivs'kyy memorandum, feyleton" (The KUK's memorandum, a
feuilleton, 1956)lo2 is somewhat a play on words since KUK, the Ukrainian acronyrn for
the Ukrainian Canadian Committee, can also be viewed as an abbreviation for "cuckoo" in
both Ukrainian and Ençlish. This poem speaks out against the Ukrainian Canadian
Commit tee, the Ukrainian American Committee and the Bandenvtsi, branding them al1
liars and calling them immoral, saying that they want Ukraine for thernselves because they
wish to be dictators there. Similarly his "Lyudyna han'by" (A person of shame, 1956)lo3
labels al1 Ukrainian nationalists in Canada as Nazis, traitors and liars.

P.D.Transkonets's "Druzyam v Transkoni i okolytsi" (To fiends in Transcona
and vicinity, 1 9 ~ 6 ) ' ~suggests
'
that no one in the pro-Communist community should pay
attention to what the Ukrainian nationalists are writing about them (presumably in articles
appearing in the pro-Ukrainian nationalist press) because they are only trying to sow
animosity among the pro-Communist ranks. His "Z istoriyi ukrayintsiv v Kanadi" (Frorn
the history of the Ukrainians in Canada, 1956)'''

traces the difficult years of Ukrainian

pioneer settlement in Canada and juxtaposes them to the comparatively easy life that the
post-World War 11 immigrants have. He points out that the post-WorId War II
immigrants are Ukrainian nationalists, who want to destroy progressivists but that they
should be prohibited from doing so. Ihor Chaykovs'kyy's "Shchyryy patriot" (A sincere
~
Ukrainian nationalists of being deceptive about life in Ukraine,
patnot, 1 9 6 0 ) ' ~accuses

e-g.,lying about people in Ukraine being sent to Siberia for receiving letters from
overseas. The Ukrainian nationalists are said to be spreading such falsehoods because
they do not want Ukrainians in Canada to wnte to their relatives in Ukraine for fear of the
Ukrainian Canadians finding out how good life is there. Oleksa Vovchyna's "Rozdumy
piddyachoho na pomynkakh" (The thoughts of a Cantor at a wake, 1958)'~' larnbastes the
delegates to the Congress of the Ukrainian Canadian Cornmittee for singing the funereal

sons "Vichnaya pam'yat"' (Etemal memory) to the memory of Ukraine at their most
recent Conçress. This the poet considers to have been extremely unnecessary since
Ukraine is vibrant and alive as part of the Soviet Union.

Only two of the works surveyed dealt to any extent with the actual question of
language loss among young people. Only two of the works surveyed dealt with this

theme. Both were simple lyncal poems published in the leftist press. Lyubomyra
Chaykovs'ka's (pseudonym of Mykola Chachkovs'kyy) "Ukrayinka-kanadyanka" (A
Ukrainian Canadian wornan, 19~9)'~'descnbes, in a very positive manner, a young
Ukrainian woman, who can speak and read both English and Ukrainian. She seems to be
presented as a role mode1 for other young people. Transkonets's "Prymirni ukrayins'ki
) ~ ~ ~
dity ta yikhni bat'ky" (Exemplary Ukrainian children and their parents, 1 9 ~ 9 similady

suggests that children should study well in school and leam both the Ukrainian language
and culture as well.

3. Moving into Mainstream Canadian Literature
Those Ukrainian Canadian wtiters who chose to write in English are united as a
group not only because they chose to wnte in English but because they are al1 Canadianborn. With this çroup of writers the thematic ties to Ukrainian literature, which were
evident in the Ukrainian language works of al1 writers including those of this period, were
broken, and the predominant interest was what concemed Ukrainians in Canada or related
to Canadian and international literature written in English. In fact, a kind of cultural gap
was emerging between the non-Canadian-bom and the Canadian-bom, symbolized by the
language in which each group wrote.
The Ukrainian Canadian immigrant experience was one that intrigued a significant

number of the writers of the post-World War II penod, more the Canadian-boni than

those born in Ukraine. This was probably because the immigrant experience for them had
receded into the annals of history, which they could look back upon almost as romantic
and mythical, while it remained a reality for the émigré writers. The émigré writers were
still tied to Ukraine because most had been born there, grew up there and had their
formative experiences there, even in this period. Canadian themes were creeping into the
works of Ukrainian-bom writers, but for the Canadian-bom writers, these were the only
thernes with which they were concemed; in addition to the pioneer expenence in Canada,
they were interested in such themes as assimilation, intergenerational conflicts and
personal identity.
Among the works published by a Canadian-bom writer was Vera Lysenko's
Yellow Bo-

(1954)'1° is a very important work in tenns of Ukrainian Canadian literature

and also in Canadian literature. Arguably it is the first work on a Ukrainian theme since
Ralph Connor's The Foreiener (1909) which was aimed at a mass market.

John Dolinsky
John Dolinsky (Ivan Dolyns'kyy) is a transitional figure since he is one of the few
writers of this tirne to write in both English and Ukrainian. He also writes on themes
relating to Ukraine and on themes that are more identified with Canadian-boni writers. A
famer who farms just outside Winnipeg in the small community of Libau, Dolinsky began
his writing career somewhat late in life. His works tend to be simplistic, almost folkloristic
poems which harken back to the much earlier time pioneer period.

Dolinsky, like others of this period, deals with the Ukrainian pioneer experience in

Canada. He devotes an entire section titled "Yak prybuly pionery v daleku Kanadu"
(When the pioneers amved in distant Canada) of his larger collection of poetry Luna z
preriy (Echo from the prairies, 1983)'" to the theme. His poem "Kanads'ki pionery"
(Canadian pioneers),L12
is written in the kolmwka style. Both through the use of this style
and in the fact that it deals with the extreme hardships of pioneer settlement, it is highly
reminiscent of works wntten during the first period of immigration by such wnters as
Teodor Fedyk:
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Oh, Our people settled 1 In thickets, in the wildemess, / They brought their children
and things 1 Wrapped in burlap on their backs. / Al1 together they crossed 1 The
swamps and marshes, / And in the wild desolateness / Began their lives. / They
spent more than one night / Under the bare shy, / Until they built a small mudhut / For themselves. 1 They covered this mud-hut 1 With sod and earth, / When

the rain poured down - there was not a dry place/ Beneath it. /
Through a series of lyrical poems that include "Slava Vasylevi Yelynyakovi"
(Glory to Vasyl' Yelynyak; Yelynyak is generally credited with being one of the first two
ükrainian immigrants to Canada), "Yunyy poselenets"' (A young settler), "Yak buv
molodyy ya" (When 1 was young), "My ne vcheni" (We are not educated) and "Zbizhevyy
khliborob" (The grain farmer), al1 published in 1983,"' Dolinsky atternpts to depict the
other varied aspects of Ukrainian pioneer life in Canada.
Dolinsky deals with local history in his poetic tribute to a local hero, Tommy
Prince, in a poem of the same title (1 983). I l 5 Tommy Prince, as the poem points out, was
born in Scanterbury, Manitoba, a descendent of Chief Peguis, and went on to become a
valiant World War II hero. In the 1980s Winnipeg's city fathers recognized Tommy
Prince's contribution to Canada and honoured him by naming a Winnipeg Street in his
memory. This poem was published in 1983 at about the same time as Winnipeg was
honourinç Tommy Prince. The poem's message is the following:
We must not forget such a hero

Though he may be dead and gone;
His glory will live forever
And his spirit will carry on.''6

The fact that native issues were coming to the forefront, combined with the
growing realization that Canadian natives f o m an integral part of both Canada's histoncal
past and its present, rnay have caused native themes to surface in the literature created by
some Ukrainian Canadian writers.

Dolinsky, although Canadian-born, also displays a sentimental attitude towards

Canada perhaps simply out of love and respect for the country, reminiscent of views
expressed by earlier Ukrainian Canadian writers. In his poem "Canada"(1983), for
example, he apoloçizes for himself and those other Canadians, who have not taken the

opportunity to better acquaint themselves closely with such a beautifûl and expansive
country:
1 have an apology to make, Canada;

And I'm sure others do, too --

That we've lived our entire lives here
And saw so little of you.

CVith tesources so vast
And so much at stake,

Our people look elsewhere

And their own they forsake.

"'

Other of his poerns, e-g., "Northem Lights," "The Wildemess," "Indian Summer"(al1
published in 1983)"' and "The Canadian Northland," "The Netley Marsh" and "Autumn in
Manitoba" (all published in l984), '19 also glorify Canada's natural beauty.
Dolinsky also showed some interest in translation and translated a Ukrainian
classic, Taras Shevchenko's "Zapovit" (Testament) into English. His translation appeared
under the title "Shevchenko's Last ~ill"(1984).120

William Paluk

William Paluk's ( 1914- 1990) works, al1 tend to deal with Ukrainian Canadian
themes, al t hough in some of his works he deals with "older" themes like ernigration. He
was a Canadian-born Ukrainian writer who began his wrîting career dunng the intenvar
period. He was a prolific writer of prose. He wrote a number of plays for radio, some of
which were broadcast on the CBC, and then converted the plays to short stones. He also
wrote at least one play intended for the musical theatre. Paluk wrote only in English. He
was not employed in the literary field but worked as a furniture manufacturer.
Paluk's early short story "Ivan Goes to ~ i n n i ~ e ~(1943)
" ' ~ ' very adeptly captures
the tnie essence of the organizational factionalization that existed within the Ukrainian
Canadian comrnunity. The story deals with the theme of rivalry between two fictitious
Ukrainian Canadian organizations, the Ukrainian Liberation League and the National
Brotherhood. The exact cause of the conflict between the two organizations is never
specified. However, the conflict is such that it necessitates coun settlement " . . . at great
expense to both parties, and accompanied with a bitter controversy in the respective

n e w ~ ~ a ~ e r s . Ivan,
" ' ~ * a visitor to Winnipeg, is a member of the Ukrainian Liberation
League, and the friend that he cornes to visit is a member of the National Brotherhood.
With many reservations Ivan attends a National Brotherhood meeting with his fiend.
Naturally it is assumed that he is a member. When he tries to speak out against the
Bro t herhood, the audience rnisunderstands, believing that he is attacking the Ukrainian
Liberation League. As a result his speech meets with thunderous applause, and he is
asked to sit at the head table with the other dignitaries. Thus, in Paluk's view, regardless
of the perceived differences between them, Ukrainian organizations are fundamentally the
sarne and not particularly constructive.
"Ivan Goes To Winnipeg" appeared in Paluk's book Canadian Cossacks: Essavs
Articles and Stories on Ukrainian Canadian Life, which is one of the first monographs
published in English by a Ukrainian Canadian writer. As the title States it contains essays,
articles and several short stories pertaining to Ukrainian Canadian Iife as perceived by the
author.
Paluk's "Back Door" (1974),lUoriginally a radio play, but later written as a short
story, describes how a Ukrainian immigrant mother must corne to terms with her
daughter's marrying an Anglo-Celt. In this short story deals the Ukrainian Halia falls in
love with the English university student Henry Smith. This causes much concem for her
mother, Anna, who expected Halia to many a Ukrainian boy, a baker, that she had been
dating. Anna, deciding to meet her future in-laws, suffers a humiliating expenence when
she tries to visit Henry's mother. At the Smith home, Mrs. Smith mistakes Anna for her
new cleaninç lady since she arrives at the back door instead of the front door (as was and

probably till is the habit for some people). Nonetheless, Anna comes to the realization
that she cannot prevent her daughter fiom marrying Henry. Anna does so on the strength
of the words in a long-lost letter which she received from her father on her own wedding
day. The letter reads, in part: "At home, in mountains, are big horn sheep. Young
mountain sheep go fast to very top of mountain, see green Pasture far away, and lead
whole flock to new grazing ground. But old sheep cannot climb high. Must stay in lower
From this it can be concluded that by rna-qing an Anglo-

area, and then follow

Celt, Halia will be moving into a new way of life. Paluk does not comment on the fact
that since mixed marnages tend to lead to assimilation, by condoning their mamage, Anna
is also condoning assimilation.
Paluk's Ernigate"' is an unpublished manuscript for a musical theatre production,
set boih in Ukraine and Canada. The play is light and makes use of Ukrainian "traditions"
for exotic effect. The plot concems a daughter trying to avenge the death of her father.
She is obliged to do so not only because it was her father's dying wish but also because,

accordinç to Paluk, this is a Cossack tradition. Pnor to his death Andrey, the father, was
making plans to emigrate to Canada so that he could establish a better life for himself and
his family. The man who stabbed him to death, Balamut (the word means "mischiefmaker"), was also on his way to Canada. Andrey's daughter, Nadia, decides to travel to
Canada herseIf She leaves behind her younger sister, Halia, in the care of her (Nadia's)
fiance Gregory. On board ship she meets an immigration agent named Stefan Black, a
fellow Ukrainian who has changed his surname for he says that way it is "easier to get
ahead" in canada.'21

Stefan is smitten wit h Nadia as soon as he meets her, and upon

amval in Winnipeg he lets her see immigration documents from which she finds out that
Balamut was murdered en route to Canada, but his son is still living. At fint Nadia wants
to kill his son, for according to "tradition" if one cannot kill the actual murderer than one
of his kin should be killed. Stefan admits to being Balamut's son, but daims his father
desened his family when Stefan was still small. Nadia comes to the realization that
"killing [Stefan] won? solve anythingYy1"and admits her love for him. In Ukraine, Halia
and Gresory realize that they, too, have fallen in love. Halia and Gregory travel to
Canada, meet with Nadia and Stefan, and the two couples decide to marry.
Paluk also wrote some children's stories. One of these was included in the
rnulticultural anthology series entitled Pieces. Of the Jiesaw and Puzzle (a three volume
anthology, 1986).128The story is called "A Thousand Dollars for ~ o h n " and
' ~ ~features
Ukrainian characters. It concems Steve Yurkiw's inability to pay the thousand dollars
needed for his youngest son's tuition at medical school. Steve even contemplates
committing suicide so that his son can collect his insurance money. The situation seems
hopeless until Steve's older children and even his old nemesis, Potoski, unexpectedly chip
in and cover the cost of the tuition.

Vera Lysenko

Vera Lysenko (pseudonym of Vera Lesik, 19 10- 1975)was a Ukrainian Canadian
wnter of some merit. She was bom and raised in Winnipeg and graduated from the
University of Manitoba. She worked at various jobs, including joumalist and reporter for

several publications, ail in eastern Canada. She wrote in English exclusively and wrote
both fiction and non-fiction.
Lysenko's first major work was Men in Shee~skinCoats: A Studv in Assimilation

(1947).

Intended as a type of social history of the Ukrainian experience in Canada and

perhaps the first history of Ukrainians in Canada to be written in English, it is as such a
significant work. However, the book met with considerable cont roversy. Lysenko was
accused of a pro-Communist bias, and the work was largely dismissed for lacking any
significant historical or sociological value. The centrist Ukrainian Canadians were very
conscious of their image in Canada and objected to the leftist bias from which the book
was written. (This matter is discussed, for example, by Alexandra Kruchka-Glynn in her

introduction to Yellow Boots and in her article "Reintroducing Vera Lysenko - Ukrainian
Canadian ~uthor."'") This work did reveal Lysenko's interest in Ukrainian history and
culture, thoujh her knowledge and research were not sufficient for such an undertaking.
Lysenko's novel Yellow Boots is wntten in Englisli on a stnctly Ukrainian
Canadian therne. It was published by a major Canadian publishing house, Ryerson Press,
ostensibly for the "best seller" market. It provides an interesting, although perhaps not
always accurate, account of the pioneer immigrant's psyche and expenences in Canada.
This work, too, continues Lysenko's interest in things Ukrainian, but the Ukrainian
element also serves to add an exotic flavour to her work. Yellow Boots tells the story of
Lilli Landash, the child of Ukrainian immigrants in Canada. Lysenko depicts Ukrainian
immigrants as being inordinately cruel and hardhearted. This is reflected in Anton and
Zenobia Landash's inhumane treatment of their daughter, Lilli. While she is still a small

child, they send her to a relative's home to act as a servant, allowing her to retum home
only because she is near death. The most striking feature of her parents' treatment of Lilli
is that they cannot even remember what they narned her at birth. She has no name until
she is given one by the local schoolteacher when she attends his school, which she does
only for a short tirne because her parents do not believe that girls, particularly Lilli, require
any education.

As far as Lilli is concemed, her parents' ultimate insult is their attempt to marry
her off to a wealthy widower, Zachary, whom she finds vulgar and offensive. Regardless
of her protests, however, her father's mind is made up. She must many Zachary for only
then will Zachary give Anton Landash a choice piece of land which Anton desperately
wants, for Anton is integrally tied to the land. His love for it supersedes al1 else. The
depth of this love and Anton's disreçard for his daughter's feelings are evident in the
following conversation between them:
"But father," said Lilli, trying to control her panic so she could reason
with him. "A person is more important than a piece of land. Isn't that so?"

"No!" Her father pounded his fist on the table. "Land cornes first,
always. That is why I was bom, that is why you were b o n

-- to serve the

land.''"2
Her parents' cruelty is explained not as an anomaly but as a normal charactenstic of
people who have had to endure both the hardships of life in the homeland and in
pioneering in a new land. To an extent the theme of the importance of land above al1 else

is one that this work shares with Ewach's The Cal1 of the Land except that in Lysenko's
work, in contrast to Ewach's, this love of the land is a destructive force.
Lilli's first love is Vanni Karmeluke, a boy who lives in their Mcinity, who becomes
her soulmate. She realizes that her parents, in particular, her father, will never allow her
to marry him, even though her older sister was allowed to marry the boy she loved,
because she, Lilli, is not a favourite of her parents. M e r a conversation with the teacher,
Mr. MacTavish, in which she learns that children do not have to listen to their parents
unequivocally in Canada, Lilli runs away to Winnipeg to escape the loveless mamage that
her parents have planned for her.
In Winnipeg Lilli first works as a domestic, then as a factory worker. While
working in the factory she joins the factory choir which is under the direction of Matthew
Reiner. Reiner takes her under his wing and develops her musical talent, which had been
evident in her since she was a small child. While developing her musical talent he also
molds her into a refined and genteel woman of style. Lilli and Reiner fa11 in love. Reiner,
however, is Jewish. 'j3 This fact is significant because of the anti-Semitism evidenced by
some Ukrainians. Lilli makes a daring choice, in the eyes of the Ukrainian Canadian
community, except that she has no ties with that community after she leaves her paretns'
home. Over time Lilli leaves the factory and sets up her own dress designing salon where
she meets with much success. AIso successfûl is her musical career, and she tours the
province giving concerts.
Lilli's parents' attitude toward her has changed significantly by the time she retums
home afler an absence of some years. Both parents regret their past actions. Her mother

also realizes that Lilli is the only one of her children who has not forsaken the old ways.
For this reason Zenobia presents Lilli with her most chenshed possession, a pair of yellow
leather boots. To Zenobia the boots symbolize her happy youth in Ukraine. In the novel,
however, t hey stand as symbols of the wealth of the cultural heritage of the Ukrainian
people. Lilli, rather surprisingly, readily forgives her parents for al1 of the injustices that
they committed against her and gladly accepts the boots.
Although what Lilli is p r e s e ~ n gis probably syrnbolic to Lysenko, in fact, Lilli is
not preserving any sizable portion of Ukraine's cultural heritage. Through dressmaking,
she preserves her people's traditions of creating with one's hands and eaming a living
from the work of one's hands, through her singing she preserves the folksong genre, not
even the Ukrainian folksong itself. Thus, in reality, what she is preserving is just a srna11
bit of Ukraine's cultural heritage, and even that is not in its entirely pure form. As a
result, she is only preserving broad, culturally non-specific traditions. In Lysenko's
fictional community all other ethnic groups are presewing such culturally non-specific
traditions as well. She sees al1 groups uniting, being molded into something new and this
too is indicative of her leftist bias, where al1 workers unite into one culturally non-specific
entity into which each individual provides what he or she is capable of providing.
An important feature of Lysenko's Yellow Boots is the fact that it provides an indepth examination of Ukrainian folk customs. Those folk customs associated mamage,
death, Christmas, Easter and St. John the Baptist day, for example, are exceptionally
accurate. Where variations occur these may be ascribed either to the fact that regional
variations were many and varied or to the fact that in a new land the Ukrainians may not

have had the means to practice them as accurately as they did in the homeland. Lysenko,
who had been severely criticized for her pro-lefiist stance, inaccuracies and omissions in
her earlier social history Men in Sheepskin Coats, must have researched this work very
well, although which sources she might have utilized in her research are u n k n o ~ n . ' ~ ~
Lysenko's second published novel was Westerlv Wild (1956)."~ This work differs
frorn Yellow Boots in that there is nothing overtly Ukrainian in the theme or the
characters; in other words, what Lysenko is trying to do is to write a "regular" novel with
no Ukrainian element. The novel is derivative, for the plot is sornewhat based on Jane
Eyre. It tells the story of schoolteacher Julie Lacoste's expenences in a rural
Saskatchewan community during the Depression. Julie meets with unprecedented success
in the classroom, panicularly in terms of fostenng cultural understanding among a multiethnic group of students, just as Matthew Reiner in Yellow Boots fosters cultural
understanding among a rnulti-ethnic group of workers who sing in his choir. Julie also
organizes the community women into a sewing circle, which produces its own goods and
sells them for a profit outside the community. In this way she instills within the women a
certain degree of badly needed financial independence. The work, however, is basically a
love story. Julie has two suitors, Tony Kovach and Marcus Haugen. Her romance with
Kovach never really develops for her true love is Haugen. Haugen has a dark secret: he is
still married but his wife has gone mad. This revelation ruins the romance between him
and Julie for she cannot continue the romance knowing that he has a wife no matter what
the extenuating circumstances.

Lysenko can best be described as a fledgling feminist. In both Yellow Boots and
Westerlv Wild, she attempts to depict her female central characters as strong-willed,
independent wornen, who thrive in the face of al1 adversity. Lilli Landash, in Yellow
Boots, for example, develops highly successfùl dual careers at a point when even one
career was uncommon for the typical woman. Julie Lacoste, in Westerlv Wild,
altruistically gives up her drearn of studying art in Paris to teach in a rural community in
drought-ravaged Saskatchewan during the Depression. Julie also contributes significantly
to the emancipation of the wornen in the comrnunity through the organization of a sewing
circle.

Regardless of how independent Lysenko would like her heroines to be, they are, in
fact, hi~hlydependent on men for al1 of the emotional support which they require. Lilli,
for example, first relies on her childhood suitor, Vanni Karmeluke, and the local
schoolteacher, Ian MacTavish, and later upon the choir director, Matthew Reiner, whom
he intends to rnarry at the novel's end. With Reiner she, in fact, shares a Pygmalion-type
of relationship, and under his benign tutelage she develops into a cosmopolitan woman of
the world. As she acknowledçes to him, '"Al1 those years before 1 met you, 1was living
like in a little closed up room, and now 1 see big halls, full of things 1never know of
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Julie, on the other hand, depends on two men, Marcus Haugen and Tony Kovach. Both
are her suitors, althouçh she herself only loves the dark and brooding Haugen. Aithough
she loves hirn deeply, Julie is conventional enough not to live with him without the sanctity
of marriage and, t herefore, ultimately forsakes him.

Lysenko also tries to convey a sense of the prejudicial treatment afforded those
women who do not comply to the "norrn" by people who cannot cornprehend their
behaviour. In Yellow Boots the woman perceived to be a non-conformist is the so-called
"witch woman," Tamara. She is a highly creative individual, who is widely misunderstood
and as a result is mistakenly believed to possess evil, supematural powers. In fact,
because of this she is ultirnately lynched by an angry mob. In Westerly Wild the woman is
Katie Cory, a sixteen-year-old pupil of Julie's. Katie is beautifùl and sensuous, but her
harsh family life and undeserved bad reputation within the community make her existence
almost unbearable. Despite Julie's best efforts on her behalf, Katie decides that her only
alternative is to leave the community. With no money or skills, her choices are limited, so
Katie joins a gang of hoboes riding a train of boxcars to British Columbia. By doing so,
Katie becomes the type of person that the gossip mongers always accused her of being:
"The Katie that might be had vanished forever and in her place another Katie.

...

She

was scornful, blunt in her speech, openly provocative to her c~rn~anions."~"
With the rate of assimilation steadily increasing, it is not surprising that
assimilation played a thematic role in the literature of the period. What is surprising,
however, is that several of the writers, who chose to deal with this theme apparently
backed the concept. Foremost among them was Lysenko. From her novels Yellow Boots
and Westerlv Wild it is obvious that Lysenko subscribed to the "melting pot" theory of
assimilation. The "melting pot" theory postulates that al1 ethnic groups should "melt"
together to form a new, hybrid group that retains only the best or most outstanding
characteristics of the individual member ethnic groups. The theory is most clearly

developed in Yellow Boots, and the melting pot manifests itself in the factory where Lilli
works and its folk choir in which she sings. Lysenko based her melting pot theory on the
thesis that there exist "cornmon dreams of h ~ r n a n i t ~ . "In
~'~
other words, she believed that
al1 people, regardless of ethnic ongin, have the same basic desires and that this unifies
them into one entity. The choir is Lilli's example of the "ideal" society where ail are equals
and al1 are workers (in this case factory workers) who CO-existin a fluid, yet hannonious
entity, as Lysenko states about the choir members: "the people in the hall, mostly factory
workers, were gathered in groups, constantly shifiing in an atmosphere of camaraderie, for
al1 seemed to feel as if they be~on~ed."'~'
In her second novel Westerlv Wild Lysenko
does not dwell as much on this theme, although it does manifest itself in Julie Lacoste's
classroom. Of particular note here is the school's Christmas concert staged under Julie's
supervision, in which the pupils, dressed in their ethnic costumes, sing carols in vanous
lançuages. The concert, rather surprisingly, has a profound effect o n the audience: "It
was a Christmas miracle, t hought Julie, how her efforts at international CO-operationhad
achieved, in this tiny portion of the universe, peace and goodwill among women; and
amonj men. the satisfaction that one crop at least, that of their children's minds, had not

been a failure that year."''O

Maara Haas
It was not only the pioneer experience that captured the fantasy of third wave
writers. hlaara Haas (Myroslava Lazechko, 1920 - ) studied journalism in California, and
she has largely been employed as a professional writer most of her adult life. She w d e s

only in Ençlish and her works attest to the high calibre of her writing abilities. She creates
Ukrainian characters but this is not the important point in her works. The important point
is that she is dealing, for example, with multiculturalism or at least assimilation as it affects

everyone, not just Ukrainians, and she creates other characters of other ethnic groups
including natives, Scots, and Poles.

Paluk and Lysenko wrote about people who could still be considered immigrants,
Haas did also, but more often her "immigrants" were already well settled and acclimatized
as well as they could be to Canada. Haas's "Anton: Immigrant, 1935" (1986) depicts the
harrowing life and work experiences of the immigrant of this time:
flesh scathed with open sore

hand lifting

Jesus
to punch the time clock

thick boots seamed with clay
faces hard as feldspar profiled home
to double shanties housing uncles

brides

lice-headed children stinking kerosene
six to a mattress sleeping on the flood4

Her novel The Street Where 1 Live (1976)''~deals with the experiences of a varied

group of immigrants, including Scots, Jews and Poles, with Ukrainians figuring the most
prominently, set during the intenvar period. Haas had grown up dunng the intenvar

period on Selkirk Avenue in the North End where her father, a phannacist, owned and
operated a drug store. The people that she is writing about in this novel are al1 "residents"
of a fictionalized Selkirk Avenue. The work is written as if observed by a precocious
twelve-year-old girl and this explains sorne of the views expressed. This is a humourous
work, which satirizes the everyday life and the behaviour of the people living on the Street.
Outstanding in this respect is the description of how Ukrainian wedding customs are
adapted to serve Canadian needs:
Moishe reads from the book of Ukrainian
Wedding Rituals.
De two betrotheds bind each udder's a m wit

embroidered linen scarfs.

Skip t hat, says Orest.
De fodder takes de wheat to de mill.
De mudder whitewashes de cottage.

De goil sews her pnncess shoit.
Skip that.

De mudder gives de goil a needle and silk tred to

sew a reet from de evergreen leaves of de
periwinkle banveenok on de last night of her
goilhood?
Skip that.

De bread for de wedding feast, made from de

water of seven wells and de flour of seven stacks
of wheat, is put in de Stone oven.

Skip t hat.
Skip dat, skip dat, skip dat, says Moishe.
So what's lefi?

What's left, says Orest, is the three matchmakers
who go see Xenia's old man and get his
permission to take her to church.
Four o'clock, rernen~ber!?'"~
Although the residents of this street represent a variety of ethno-cultural groups,
they do not allow their ethno-cultural direrences to get in the way of their CO-operation
and CO-existence.Mrs. Kolosky and Mrs. Weinstein, two neighbours, one Ukrainian and
one Jewish, may not always get along, but their differences are not based on ethnic
differences, but on differences of opinion. A type of "harmony" prevails among the
people living on this street. Particularly striking is the annual June baseball game in which
two teams, made u p of male community residents, young and old, take part. One team is
the "Virgin Mary Maple Leafs" and the other team is the "Star of David UkrainianCanadians." The latter team's uniforms are described in the following manner: "The Star
of David Ukrainian-Canadians, except for the Rabbi who isn't a show-off, are weanng
matching pants and jackets, blue and yellow satin -- a Ukrainian trident on the chest and a
Star of David on the sleeve."'"" This is perhaps a kind of symbolic "antidote" to the anti-

Semitic attitudes of the Ukrainians, who felt that they were suffering at the hands of the
Jews both in the "old country" and in Canada, that were underlined in a previous chapter.
Instead of the expected anglo-conforrnity that would have been more typical of
the time, a type of Ukrainian-conformity exists on this street. This is probabiy because
Ukrainians either predominate on the street or the young girl thinks that they do because
she is most exposed to the Ukrainians. The MacDuff family, who are Scottish immigrants,
have three sons, Angus, Borislav and Bruce. Angus and Bruce are typical Scottish names,
while Borislav is a typical Ukrainian one. Haas does not explain how this one son came to
be named Borislav, but she does not have to since the use of the name simply underscores
the natural way in which cultural influences are at work. Furthemore, this family is also
very well acquainted with the local Ukrainian priest, Father Mashik, who even joins them
for their celebrations on Christmas day.
Most of the characters may well be fictional ones. Some other characters are
obviously based on real-life people. Brains Slawchuk is a thinly veiled Slaw Rebchuk, the
real-life city councillor and deputy mayor of Winnipeg. He is depicted as rather pompous
and politically ambitious, not only active in civic politics but also a leader in the Ukrainian
Canadian community. He is descnbed at one point as being the "choirleader, drarna
director, prospective school trustee and local honey-dipper for outlying outhouses,r,
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and at another point as being the "chairman-president" of the "Free Fratemity of Ukrainian
A minor character is Blinky
Intelligentsia," an "honorary group of five rnember~."'~~

Kozienko, who is probably a parody of the famous Ukrainian hockey player Billy
Mosienko.

Unlike Lysenko, who seems to back the concept of assimilation, Haas simply
prefers to let nature take its course. In this respect her short story "The Green Roses
Kerchief' (1 986)"' stands out. In the story Baba Podkova's "hoity-toity" daughter,
Anastasia, who is married to an Anglo-saxon and lives in River Heights, an upscale
Winnipeg neighbourhood, wants Baba Podkova to forsake her old attire, symbolized by
the "green roses kerchief' which she always wears on her head, change her name, l e m to
play bridge and associate with "cultured people." Baba Podkova is persuaded to move in
with her daughter but is not able to fit in properly, as is evident fiom the following:
The River Heiglits bylaw stopped her from smoking garlic sausage in the
back garage. When she hit the health inspector with the leg of a chair, her

son-in-law, Corporal General Reginald Fortescue Brown, Esquire,
threatened to dmm her out of the district with a bloody show of anillery
and the Union Jack in flying ~ o l o u r s . ~ ' ' ~

Baba Podkova is not happy living in River Heights, but the final straw cornes when her
daughter insists that she have her hair cut and permed. Baba mns away from her
daughter's home back to the North End where she can behave and dress in the marner in
which she wants to.

Haas never actually questions her own ethno-cultural identity for any of the
expected reasons. She admits to having some problem with identity, however, but it is the
question of establishing what exactly the Canadian identity is as far as women writers are
concerned. Her belief is that oniy in Canada does a woman need to be multicultural, that

is, have to identiQ herself as belonging to a specific ethnic group. Even then, however,
she argues that Canada only presents a bilingual face to the world and does not give ethnic
writers the credit which they deserve. She puts fonvard the following premise:
Premise: Multicultural Woman is illiterate or lacks any degree of literary
talent or can't afford a typewriter or she's so pressured by ethnicity, the
ingrown toenail of Canadian culture, she can't thinidactivate creatively
outside her realm in a way that warrants universal acknowledgment/
acceptance.

'"

Haas further believes that one's own cultural identity is tenuous at best and, therefore, in
Canada "[ildentity is a cold germ, contagious at the slightest touch, everyone crazy to
find the mysterious source, the fetal cord connecting them to any person who will verify
their existence." "O

The contents of Haas's On Staee with Maara Haas are tied together with ferninist
shon stories and asides by the author. She deals extensively with the topic of women's
emancipation, as in her description of Evangeline Gower Smutnick Zabolotny, a mother of
seven, who ". . . preceded Steinarn by a penod of a century in a bold move forerunning
liberation that shook the church foundations of the pioneer Canadian west."15' Evangeline
first works as a maid, and is tumed down for work as an egg candler because the male
forernan and male staKat the egg candling plant believed the position

" . . . was beyond

the intellectual prowess of a mere woman who would have to manage a complex machine
called an incubator."15* She finally finds a job at a chocolate puff factory where she works

for a meagre waçe. She is then stmck down by a car and sufYers a broken leg. When she
comes home frorn the hospital with her leg in a cast, she finds her husband waiting for his
supper. When he demands that she serve him Sour cream to go with his borshch, she
rehses and, taking the children, goes to live with her mother. She then finds work in a
piece-work factory where, due to an accident, she loses the sight in one eye. Once her
children finish school, they marry and leave her. She ends up spending her days babysitting for a mamed daughter, while her husband, it is suspected, is still Sitting at the table
waiting for Evangeline to bnng him the sour cream. The story is obviously satirical, and
the re-telling does not do justice to what is a hilarious piece of writing. Evangeline is

faced with much adversity, but she is able to successfiilly overcome it al1 because she is a
survivor. Although she may not be considered emancipated in the contemporary sense,
for a wornan of her time, Evangeline certainly does exhibit a significant degree of
emancipation. In Haas' view, Evangeline did not need concepts like "ernancipation" -she, like al1 other women, just did what she had to do. This is also Haas' view on
multiculturalism: what do you need al1 the slogans for? Just do what comes naturally and
people will live in harmony.

In On Stage with Maara Haas she quotes frorn the 198 1-3 statistics from the

ACTRA National Committee on Women's Issues which serve to indicate that women still
have a long way to go before they achieve equality with men when it comes to being given
stage, screen or radio roles to play. They state in part:

Women in the majority of cases are cast as hornemakers, office and s e ~ c e
workers rather than professional, creative, skilled labour and law
enforcement.
Women are less likely to occupy positions of authonty in the workplaces,
are seldom cast in the non-gender roles (as doctor, taxi driver,
customs oficial).
Women seldom are voices of authonty of voice overs and are seldom
portrayed as experts. lS3
It is her belief that women enter into unique relationships with each other: "Language
bamers, social differences, the differences in age -- none are relevant in the often tender,
often ridiculous cross-purpose relationships that can only exist between women through
love/loyalty/necessity.''~54It is perhaps the unity gained through such relationships which
will enable women to achieve the equality that they are striving for.
Haas also refl ects an interest in local Manitoba history in her works. Her narrative
poem "The Ballad of Seven Oaks" (1986),lS5for example, details the battle in which
twenty-one men died defending the Hudson Bay Company fort against an attack by
~ . ' ~ ~ to the introduction, this poem
mernbers of the rival Nonhwest ~ o r n ~ a nAccording
was extensively researched by the author and is said to be the first time that the names of

those Hudson Bay men involved, besides Governor Semple, are documented in print.
One of her works, "A Way Out of the Forest" (1986),15' deals with two native
children, Rouga and Arnie, living on an Tndian reservation or settlement near Grand
Marais, Manitoba. This short story depicts the children's lives as being fairly wretched

even thouph the children are too young to fùlly realize this fact. They decide to lave
home and walk to the city, probably Winnipeg, where they believe, fiom stories told by
their eiders, that they can have their " . . . own pot ofjam and al1 the sugar doughnuts you
could est?' The author treats this story as a metaphor on the common assurnption that
their lives will somehow be improved if they forsake their homes for the city. What is
implied is that many individuals, like these children, may expect to make their sojoum in
the city a short one, but also like these children, they will be unable to find their way back
because the pebbles with which they mark their path are scattered by the wind.

Haas's collection of poetry Whv Isn't Everybody Dancing (1990)"~is dedicated to
the memory of her late daughter, Lani. This is yet another theme, setting and characters in
her work. The collection reflects the author's grief over the loss of her daughter, which,
in turn, rnakes her grieve over what she perceives to be social injustice, specifically, the
social injustice pertaining to the historical and contemporary mistreatment of Blacks in
Bermuda.

Ted G n h y
Ted GaIay (1 94 1 - ), a playwright, was born and raised in Beausejour, Manitoba

and as an adult relocated to Vancouver where he teaches in a community college. He
writes in English and his literary output consists primarily of plays dealing with
contemporary situations, most often, the question of integrating one's ethnic origin and

the major culture of which one is a part in Canada. Often in Galay's plays details of the
lives of his characters are similar to Galay's own life.
In "AAer Baba's Funeral" (1983)'" Galay examines intergenerational confiict
within a family as well as the significance of one's hentage in contemporary multicultural
Canada. M e r the immigrant Baba's funeral, her daughter Netty, son-in-law Walter and
grandson Ronnie return to Netty and Walter's home in a small town in Manitoba Ronnie,
unmamed, lives in Vancouver, where he has just completed his Ph.D., and will soon begin
teaching at a college. The conflict anses because Ronnie does not want to take any
rnemento from Baba's tnink. Netty, who admits to only having a grade five education
cannot understand the way her son thinks, why he is not mamed and even his level of
education and what he will be doing for a living puzzle her. And she is equally puvled by
the fact that her other son and his family are now in Bangladesh because his job as an
enpineer has taken them there. Netty could not ever bear to Iive far fiom her family and
cannot understand what motivates her children to live the way they do.
Ronnie, a third generation Canadian, admits that there was a time that he was
ashamed of Baba while he was growing up because she smelled and dressed in a strange
manner. His connection to the first generation is tenuous at best. Netty, his mother, was
completely devoted to Baba and took care of her even when the rest of her brothers and
sisters wanted to place Baba in a nursing home. She believes that her children will not be
there to look afier her needs when she becomes il1 or infirm and wonders what will
become of her. She is resigned to having to spend her last days in a nursing home. This is
because as Walter says to her. "'Our children don't think like us. "'16

This is the cnix of

the matter, the third gencration no longer thinks like the second. They are not as tied to
family by obligation and want to live their lives as they see fit.
When Ronnie rememben that he was ashamed of Baba because she wore valvan@
(felt boots), he agrees to take them as well as the books of poetry by Taras Shevchenko
and Ivan Franko. But it is the valvanky that are the most symbolic here. By the end of the
play Ronnie has realized that indeed his roots are important and he does need something
to remind him of them. This might just be a sentimental tie, but on the other hand, it
might indicate that Ronnie is not as completely fiee of familial obligation or his Ukrainian
heritaçe as he thought he was.
Galay's "Sweet and Sour Pickles" (1983)16' features the same Netty and her sisterin-law Olenka. Olenka is the widow of Netty's younger brother George. Netty is upset
that Olenka is seeing another man so soon afier her husband's death. According to
Ukrainian custom it is expected that the first year should be a time of mourning by the
surviving spouse. Olenka is aware that Netty does not approve and justifies her behaviour
by saying that she has to live life her own way and cannot be dependent on Netty or
anyone else for moral or practical support as she had been in the past. As Olenka explains
her motivation, Netty slowly cornes to the realization that she has a point. By the end of
the play Netty has accepted Olenka's decision not only to date but to date a nonUkrainian, and to try and live as independently as possible as being the right thing for her
to do. These major realizations have occurred while the two women were making pickles,
somethinç every self-respecting Ukrainian Canadian housewife used to do.

As a representative of the second generation Netty is still firrnly entrenched in the

old ways. Ronnie, who is a member of the third generation, and Olenka, who is probably
second çeneration also but somewhat younger than Netty, think differently fiom her. They
are breakinç from their Ukrainian Canadian backgrounds and structures and attempting to
adjust to the contemporary Canadian mores. In the two plays it is evident that Netty can
adjust.

Nick Mitchell
Nick Mitchell (1949 - ) was bom and raised in Winnipeg in a family of post-World

War II immigrants. A graduate of the University of Manitoba, he works as a writer and
writes in English, pnmarily prose and plays.

He is also a writer who is particularly interested in the Ukrainian experience in
Canada. His fragment of a novel "A Place of Our Own" (1987)lQ introduces the
experiences of third-wave Ukrainian immigrants to Canada. It deals specifically with the
conflicts that arise between two brothers, one a second-wave immigrant and the other a
third-wave one. The tables are tumed in their relationship in that the more recent
immigrant quickly becomes more affluent than the second-wave one and must help him,
rather than the other way around, as might have been expected.
Mitchell has also written an interesting play (currently unpublished) titled "Behind
Barbed wire."16'

It deals with the experiences of Ukrainians impnsoned in a Canadian

internment camp in Alberta. The main character, Pawluk, tries to pass himself off as an
Anglo-Celtic Canadian and even works undercover for the Winnipeg police rounding up
suspected enemy aliens. He ends up being interned in the camp as a result of mistaken

identity. While interned, Pawluk cornes to the, for him, shocking realization that the other
intemees are in much the same position as he is. They have been intemed without just
cause for they are not subversives of any sort. Several important points pertaining to the
attitudes of other, non-interned Ukrainian Canadians on the question of intemment are
raised in this play. The first is the suggestion that the Ukrainian Canadian majority
complacently accepts this situation: "Ledko: The Canadian Ukrainians want nothing to
do with recent immigrants like ourselves. This solves their problem!"'65
The second suggestion is that even family and friends seem not to care about the
fate of the internees. Their behaviour is explained in the following manner:
Kirilo: Ii's dog eat dog in this land.
Ledko: When 1 first ran into relatives, from my own village back home,

working here in Canada on the railroad, I was so happy. 1 thought, they'll help me
çet a job now. Instead, they just made fun of me! My own cousin, Stefan. Of the
clothes 1 was wearing. Of how 1 looked!
Kirilo: This land does sornething. Changes people! 16'
Mitchell's manuscript of his unpublished play "Tin Can cathedral"I6' is a
fictionalized account of the formation of the Independent Greek Church, which, as noted
earlier, had a considerable following among the Ukrainians in Canada for a time shonly
after the turn ofthe century. The plot centres on the formation of the church and the
somewhat bizarre behaviour of the Bishop, Seraphim, and his servant Marchenko, who
have been brought in by the founders of the Church to see to the spiritual needs of its
faithful. The play is loosely based on historical fact, and the final draft is of a comedic

nature. This play was staged at the Prairie Theatre Exchange in Winnipeg in the fdl of

1993.
Three of Mitchell's short stories, "The Jigsaw Puule," "The Cat" and "The Tree,"
were published in the previously mentioned multicultural anthology senes Pieces, Of the
Jiesaw and Puule (1986).'~'These stories, although not on Ukrainian themes, like

Paluk's story "A Thousand Dollars for John" mentioned earlier, feature Ukrainian
characters. Of Mitchell's stories, "The Tree" stands out. In this work a Ukrainian
immigrant, old Vladimir, is nagged by his wife into cutting down an old apple tree, which
no longer bears fruit. As he cuts down branches he reminisces about the people From
whom he got grafis of the tree and realizes that they are al1 dead now. But instead of
feclinç sorrow over everything that has passed, he feels rather indifferent to it all. Mer
finishing cutting down the tree, old Vladimir dies. It is as if the cutting down of the tree
was the final preparation for his death.

George Morrissette
George Monissette ( 1938 - )is yet a different kind of vnïter. He does not realiy
identify with Ukrainian Canadians, though born one, but considers himself Metis. He is
the only writer of this group who questions his ethnic identity but for a reason unique to
himself. In his autobioçraphical poem Findins Mom at Eaton's (198 l)I6' he descnbes the
opportunity he had to meet his bioloçical mother. It bears noting that Morrissette was

adopted as an infant by a Métis couple. He was fifieen years old when he found out that
he was adopted. It took anoiher seventeen years for him to gather up the inner strength to
attempt to discover the identity and ethnic origin of his biological parents, who proved to

be Ukrainians, but did not accept hirn as their own.
Momssette, like other writers of this period, deals with native themes in his works.
Morrissette had direct exposure to native culture, and it is undoubtedly more akin to him
than the Ukrainian Canadian culture is. His short story "Cheer Up!" also published in the
' ~ the story o f a Manitoba
multicultural anthology Pieces' Of the Jissaw and ~ u z z l e , tells
native, Cuckoo-gee, who builds an "anti-droop" device (although it is not clear from the
story exactly what kind of device this is), out of an assortment of odd parts, in order to lift
his waning spirits. His girlfriend Melody's son, Clement, tries it out on the lake but it
breaks down after hitting a tree branch. Clement, however, becomes famous for this
experiment, which he exaggeratedly claims cheered up al1 the residents of Manitoba.

Other Writers

Kathy Kolybaba's (1957 - ) "Portrait" (1990)~" and Ruth Andnshak's (1943 - )
"The Night the Rabbit Chewed My Hair Off' (1987)In both depict the tragic side of
Canadian native life. Kolybaba's short story deals with the social problems affecting
native families. It centres around a prison employee's description of a native inmate fiom
northern Manitoba, jailed because he killed his brother and his (the inmate's) girlfnend
afier finding the two in bed together. The crime seems brutal but becomes more

understandable when one realizes that the inmate came from a family where sexual and
physical abuse were very common. What puzzles the prison employee, however, is how
emotionally attached the inmate is to his mother, regardless of the fact that she abused him
in the past and does not even corne to visit hirn in prison.

Andrishak's short story about the harsh Iife of the people living in northcentral
Albena, with a special emphasis on the "half-breeds" who live there, highlights the
prejudices against them. For example, the sentiment that "the only good Indian [is] a dead
1ndian"17' is a popular one among the non-natives living in the area. The natives are
depicted as being hard drinkers but good hunters and fishermen and generaily hard
workers. Both drinking and hazardous working conditions contribute to their untimely
deaths.

Interestingly enough, from Andrishak's story it can be concluded that Ukrainians
are not necessarily any better off than Indians in that area. "Dirty Liq" for example, is a
Ukrainian woman, who for a time lives with a native man. She is a drunkard, slovenly and
extremely ugly, and is described as having "bohunk slabs of flesh"'" for feet. The
followinj excerpt provides an explanation of why Dirty Liz dnnks:
Who were you Dirty Liz when you ran so fast with the
hard-brittle prairie cutting into your flesh? Leaping, flying, running, did
your sou1 try to mn out of that ugly body only the meanest of Gods would
condernn anyone with? Were you free at last from the hassle of the cat-calls

-- a child taken from you by the government -- were you at last one with

the land, sky and animais

- did you belong? No wonder you drink Dirty

Liz, and 1'11 try not to laugh anymore, Dirty Liz."'
From this one can conclude that Dirty Liz's life has been at least as harsh as that of the
"half-breeds," and that is why she, like them, drinks.

It is not clear why these wnters - Kolybaba and Andrishak - chose to write on
native thernes. It might be that by the 1980s the public was becoming more aware of the
aboriginal community, its culture and its social problems. That is perhaps why writers
began to focus more attention on abonginal themes in their literature.
Like Lysenko and Haas, Mary Horodyski (1961 - ) also deals with feminist themes
but in a much more militant way than the first two. In her "The Fellatio Poem" (1986),"~

for example, she puts forward some militant feminist slogans, e.g., "Men are Pigs,"
"Castrate Rapists" and "Down with ~atriarch~.""' In her poem "When 1 Saw Susan"
(1986) she speaks out against pornography, saying in part:

but what 1want to Say now
is t hat this is what makes me sick
about pornography
that it makes ugly and shameful
lovemaking. . . 178
There are also several poets who write love poems. Candace Adamson Burstow
(who now wt-ites under name Candace Caei Carman, 1952 - ), for example, published two
collection of modernistic poetry, Pale Lady (1980) and The Sones of Bathsheba (198 l)."'

A number of the poems in them deal with the theme of love. In her poem "~over,"'" for

example, she invokes her lover to cut her up as if she were a butchered slab of meat:

my birthmark, arcane wom, scald-wound
of conception.

my wrïst is yours, lover.

I slide from Adam's side, malignant nb,
mirror with no reflection; nude red meat.

I await your lovely cleaver, neither cruel;
nor indifferent. O love, cut away my heart,
now!
~ a tl g!l
Other of her love poems include "Pale Lady," "Sapphire Stars" and "Man of Earth and
Sky" (198 l)."*

Some of her love poems combine love and sexual intimacy, e.g.,

"Between the Deluge and the Dawn" and "Shells Upon the

and"^^^ (al1 published in

1981).

Ray Senvylo's (1 953 - ) made a significant contribution to Ukrainian Canadian
literature by translating Honore Ewach's The Cal1 of the

and."^ This translation allows

those who may not be able to read or for that matter to understand Ukrainian to acquaint
themselves with Ewach's work about the Ukrainian pioneer experience in Canada.
Senvylo's shon story "The Son of the King of Brocade" (1987)'~'deals with the therne of
religion. It is a complex piece that tells the story of a young Ukrainian seminary student
named Danny, who çoes to India to meet his twin brother, Tom. Tom, a dropout fiom the

same seminary, has been in India for some time. The plot revolves around Damy's
deceptlon by a vendor into paying ahead of tirne for some Indian brocades that, in the end,
are never delivered to him. In the process, however, Danny observes and compares Hindi
religious beliefs with his own Ukrainian Catholic ones and compares himself with his
somewhat unorthodox brother. The theme of the work is the personal significance of
religious identity.

During the third period of Ukrainian immigration to Canada Winnipeg still
remained the centre of Ukrainian activity in Canada, but it somewhat waned in stature as it
vied for this position with Edmonton and Toronto. The reason for this was that Winnipeg
did not, as it had in the previous periods, capture the bulk of new immigrants. Nor for
that matter did it capture the bulk of émigré writers.

The Ukrainian community continued to factionalize during this period, resulting in
the creation of still more organizations. The UCC,ostensibly created only for the duration

of the war, continued to exist and played an important role not only in unifjing the nonCommunist organizations but also acting as their spokesperson and lobbying on their
behalf on a national level. Together with increased organizational factionalization, more
press organs were established, with many acting as the spokespersons for given
organizations. Much of the press was now bilingual and some papers and joumals were
published only in the English language to suit the now changed needs of their readership.

As well, the two traditional churches and the ükrainian Protestants also were strengthened
considerably by the influx of new clergy and faithful. Specific organizational and religious
issues, however, were not reflected in the literature.

Overall, the writing of the Ukrainians in Winnipeg during this penod was
sophisticated and complex, literary styles were polished and professionai and themes were
diverse. The wnters themselves could be clearly divided into two main groups, the émigré
writers who wrote prharily in Ukrainian and the non-émigré Canadian bom writers who
wrote in English. The most obvious reason for the division was the loss of Ukrainan
language usage among the Canadian-bom writers. They thus chose the language in which
they could best express themselves, which was also the language in which they would find
the larger readership.

The émigré writers chose to write mainly poetry. The émigrés tended to write on
more traditional themes reflecting those of an earlier period, e-g., Ukrainian nationalism,
themes relatinç to Ukraine's historical past, religious and philosophical questions, and
some, also like their predecessors in an earlier period, glonfied Canada and the Canadian
way of li fe, largeiy out of a sense of gratitude to Canada for providing them with their new
home. Their writing styles generally adhered to traditional forms as well, with lyncal and
narrative poetry predominating. Foremost among the poets were Mykyta Mandryka,
Oleksa Hay-Holowko, and Rev. Stefan Semchuk.

The non-émigrés wrote in a11 three genres, poetry, prose and drama. The nonémiçré writers çenerally wrote on themes thai were more closely related to and reflective

of their lives as Canadians of Ukrainian background, for example, assimilation, integration,
and inter-marriage. They also dealt with Canadian history and multicultural and native
issues in their writing. There was also some interest in broader social issues such as
feminisrn. Their style of writing also relied heavily on traditional forms, but there was also
some evidence of modemism breaking through, particularly in Candace Adamson
Burstow's works. Foremost among the non-émigrés were Vera Lysenko, Maara Haas,
William Paluk, and more recently Ted Galay. Ail four produced works which have
entered to some extent rnainstrearn Canadian literature - Lysenko's Yellow Boots, Haas's
The Street Where 1 Live, Paluk's short story "Back Door" and Galay's plays.

Wnters of both groups displayed some limited interest in writing works for
children. Fewer works were written in Ukrainian than in English, and the English
language ones did not deal with Ukrainian themes.

The writing of the pro-Comrnunist faction, although certainly worthy of inclusion
here, was not of much literary ment. The calibre of the writers iike the membership and
influence of the faction dwindled significantly during this period. The literary output of
this group was lirnited to largely sirnplistic, short, lyrical poems for the most part praising
the Soviet system and the activities of the AUUC and putting down Ukrainian nationalistic
activity in Canada. One of the more prolitic writers in this group was someone who wrote
under the pseudonym "Transkonets'."

There were fewer works published during this period than there had been
published durinç the intenvar period. This was probably partially a result of the fact that

as older writers died, there were fewer writers to replace them as fewer émigré wnters
chose to settle in Winnipeg. Younger Canadian-born writen were more mobile in
responding to opportunities in other parts of Canada, e.g., Ted Galay, or to greater
publishing opportunities in Toronto. There were several other factors. There waq for
exarnple, no longer a need for play writing as stage productions were no longer a popular
attraction in the Ukrainian comrnunity. Furtherrnore, a significant portion of the literature

of the previous period had served a socialization function; now with the Ukrainians having
corne into their own in Canada, as a fimly entrenched ethnic group, and the comparatively
well-educated and worldly make-up of its new immigrants, such a vehicle of socialization
was no longer required.
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Chapter IV

Conclusion
This study examines ükrainian Canadian literature in Winnipeg in its sociohistorical context from 1908 to 1991. For the purposes of this study, "Ukrainian Canadian
literature" is defined as literature - prose fiction, poetry and drama - written in Ukrainian
or English by writers of Ukrainian origin living in Canada (whether émigrés or Canadianbom) at the time of writing. Most of the literature that was studied was published in

monographic form. That which was included that had been published in senal format
tended to be the literature of the political left since leftist newspapers and joumals
provided the only publishing outlets for leftist writers. The location is restncted to
Winnipeg, and the wnters who produced this literature were either living in Winnipeg
when they wrote their works andor published their works or were born in Winnipeg but
were living elsewhere when they wrote and/or published their works. This tirne frame was
chosen because 1908 was the year the first hvo literary works by Ukrainians in Winnipeg
were published in book form. These were Fedyk's Sones about Canada and Austt-ia and
Rarahovs'kyy's Workers' Sonss. The year 199 1 was chosen because it marked one
hundred years of Ukrainian settlement in Canada and also because that was the year in
which Ukraine regained its long-sought independence. This latter event affected
Ukrainian Canadians, as well as Ukrainians, by increasing the self-esteem of Ukrainian
Canadians as a result of their finally having their own independent country of ongin.
Winnipeg was chosen for this study because for most, if not all, of the period in
question it was the centre of Ukrainian literary, political, cultural and religious life in

Canada. Such organizations as the Ukrainian Farmer-Labour Temple Association, the
Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood and the Ukrainian Canadian Congress were
headquanered here. In fact, organizations that were first established in Winnipeg spread
nationally while their headquarters remained in Winnipeg. The city also served as the site
for the consistories of the two traditional Ukrainian churches, the Ukrainian Catholic and
the Ukrainian Orthodox. AS well, major press organs, for example, Ukrainian Voice,
Canadian Farmer and New Pathwa~were established here.
The literature of the entire period is studied in three distinct periods, roughly
analogous to the three waves of immigration into which Ukrainian immigration is
traditionally divided. The three waves, 1891-19 17, 19 18-1946, and 1947- 1991, have their
own distinct characteristics which distinguish each from the others. These characteristics
of each wave of immigration also tend to characterize each period of literary production.
The first wave of immigration, 189 1- 1917, consisted largely of peasant farmers,

who came to Canada for economic reasons. As agricultural immigrants the vast majority
opted to settle agricultural land in the prairie west, as it was the sparsely populated prairie
regions which the Canadian government was seeking to settle when it allowed the influx of
large numbers of agricultural immigrants. Winnipeg served as the "immigration depot" or
"gateway to the west" for these immigrants, whether they were Ukrainian or not. Some
immigants, however, instead of settling on farm lands, chose to stay in Winnipeg.
Preferrinj "b1ock"-type settlement patterns both in niral and urban environments, those
Ukrainians who remained in Winnipeg settled in a "block"-type pattern in Winnipeg's
North End. It was in the North End that the Ukrainians soon established a vibrant

community life which included churches, schools and cornmunity organizations, religious,
socio-cultural and political. However, the "block"-type settlement in the North End also
resulted in the "ghettoization" of the community.
The Ukrainian immigrants of this period, the majority of whorn were males, who
were either single or came to Canada alone, tended to be either poody educated or not
educated at all. Those living in Winnipeg were usually employed at jobs in the unskilled
labour sector. Arnong these immigrants, however, there was a small nurnber of better
educated individuals, who formed the intelligentsia. It was they, who led the way in the
establishment of an organized Ukrainian community life in the city.
This early period saw the Ukrainian Catholic Church take root in Canada, receive
its first bishop, Bishop Budka, and establish its consistory in Winnipeg. There was also
sorne religious splintering during this period, as devoid of the traditional churches and
clergy, the Ukrainian immigrants came under the influence of vanous other religions. A
significant case in point was the Independent Greek Church established by some of the
more progressive members of the Ukrainian community, who sought to align the
Ukrainians with the more dernocratic (as cornpared to the Ukrainian Catholic Church)
Presbyterian Church. This Church soon developed a strong following but collapsed when
the Presbyterian Church withdrew its financial support.
Secular cornmunity organizations were vaned. There were socio-cultural
organizations, such as the Ukrainian National Home and the Canadian Ukrainian Institute
Prosvita. There were also socialist organizations, such as the Ukrainian Social

Democratic Party in Canada, and populist organizations, such as the Ukrainian Teachers'
Association.
Literature developed almost at the outset of Ukrainian settlement in Winnipeg with
the first works being published dunng the late 1890s in the pages of the immensely
popular Ukrainian language Amencan daily newspaper Svoboda. The first poem by a
Ukrainian Canadian living in Winnipeg was published in this newspaper. This was Sava
Chernets'kyy's "From the Herbarium of Canada" published 15 March 1900. It predates
both Chemets'kyy's "Frorn the Depth of the Abyss" of 10 May 1900, which Yar
Slawtych States was the first by a Ukrainian Winnipegger and Chemets'kyy's "Outwitted"
also of 1O May 1900 which Frances A. Swyripa and Andrij Makuch list as the first by a
Ukrainian Winnipegger. Also, in a Canada-wide contea, Yuriy Syrotyuk's "To Brothers
Galicians" published in Svoboda 27 May 1897 predates the poem which up to now has
been cited by literary critics, such as Slawtych, as the first poem to be written by a
Ukrainian Canadian writer, Ivan Zbura's "Canadian Immigrants" published 2 Febmary
1899.

The literature of this first period was written in al1 genres, drama, poetry and
prose, with the largest number of works being poetry. The writers were al1 immigrants
and they tended to be comrnunity leaders and activists. Many of them felt it their duty to

socialize their readership through their works. Stylistically and thematically the works
were simple, even sirnplistic, and folkloristic. The writing was done exclusively in
Ukrainian, not in the literary language, but rather in dialectal variants of the language.
This was because the writers were not well educated and also because at the time in

question there was no single orthography of the Ukrainian language. Themes tended to
pertain to nostalgia for the "old" and fear of the "new." Nostalgia for the old
encompassed the longing for the family, fnends and everything that had been left behind in
the horneland and a deep concem for its socio-political situation and causes. Fear of the
new land initially included social adjustment, as wel1 as the entire socialization process.
The most significant work of this penod was Fedyk's Sones about Canada and
Austria. The work is a collection of poems written in the kolom-wka style by a varie@ of
authors, but the greatest number are by Fedyk, who also compiled the collection. This
work was published in several editions totalling 50,000 copies over a span of alrnost
twenty years. As literature, Sones about Canada and Austna was both a seminal work
and representative of the type of poetry being produced early in the period. Its extraliterary importance lies in its being almost a type of resource manual for prospective
immigrants.
As the Ukrainian community established itself in Winnipeg it had to deal with

discrimination and injustice, and some elements in the Ukrainian community had to be
socialized. Some writers used literature to try to change the Ukrainian Canadians'
behaviour and attitudes. This was accomplished through works of both a serious and a
humourous nature in which "proper" behaviour was provided as an example for the
readers to follow. Most prominent in this regard were Jacob Maidanyk through his Vuvko
Shtif, Michael Petrivsky in some of his plays, Petro Kannans'kyy in his feuilletons, as well
as Ivan Bodmg, Apolinariy Novak and Panteleymon Bozhyk.

Since a number of the leading activists in the Ukrainian Canadian comrnunity were
socialists, their views were reflected in the literature they produced. One of the leading
writers propounding socialist ideals was Paul Crath. Crath's themes included the abolition
of tsarist tyranny and, although he backed revolutionary actions, he also saw the ment of
fighting with words. He also opposed war and initially voiced anti-clerical and antireligious sentiments; ironically, he later became a minister. Most significantly, from a
literary perspective, Crath wrote the first utopian novella in Ukrainian Iiterature.
Published in 19 18, When the Sun Rose preceded Volodymyr Vynnychenko's utopian
novel Solar Machine, generally considered the first of its kind in Ukrainian literature, by a
period of sorne ten years.
The second wave of immigration, 1918-1946, was also made up largely of peasant
farmers who once again opted for settlement in agricultural regions. But among this
number was a sizeable proportion of political émigrés who had fought in the war for the
liberation of Ukraine. Few in this second wave were illiterate, with most having at least
some elementary education and some having even a post-secondary education. More of
the second wave opted for urban settlement than had in the first wave, and the Ukrainian
population of Winnipeg, as well as of other cities, grew. But it was Winnipeg that
attracted the bulk of the urban settlers, and Winnipeg continued to maintain its dominant
position as the centre of Ukrainian life in Canada. The Ukrainians living in Winnipeg, as in
the overall Ukrainian Canadian population, still tended to be overrepresented in the
unskilled labour sector, but it was during this period that Ukrainians were beginning to

enter post-secondary institutions and technical training, and, therefore, their numbers in
the skilled labour and professionai sectors began to increase significantly.
This second wave of immigration revitalized the cornmunity to an extent, for upon
their arriva1 these new immigrants were generally dissatistied with the type of
organizational Iife already in existence. As a result, they established organizations which
reflected their panicular interests. It was during this penod that the Ukrainian Greek
Onhodox Church, established in 1919 in Saskatoon, established its consistory in
Winnipeg. It was also during this period that two major secular organizations affiliated to
some estent with each of the two churches, narnely, the Ukrainian Catholic Brotherhood
and the Ukrainian Self-Reliance League, were established. The socialist faction reinvented
itself as the pro-Soviet faction and, calling itself the Ukrainian Farmer-Labour Temple
Association, attracted a sizeable following among the Ukrainian Canadians. The
monarchists created the semi-military Sich organization, and the nationalists established
the Ukrainian War Veterans' Association, which in 1932 re-established itself as the
Ukrainian National Federation. Each of these major organizations tended to have women
and youth sections and was acliated with a Ukrainian language press organ through
which its ideals were espoused.
On an international level, the Ukrainian Canadians participated in World War II, as
they had in World War 1, in greater numbers than the national average. Many Ukrainian
Canadians saw fighting and dying for Canada as another example of the group's eaming
the right to be Canadian citizens.

During this period the wnters were still predominately community leaders and
activists, and few could be considered "professional" writers. Most were immigrants, but
there were also some who were raised and educated in Canada, for example, Honore
Ewach, Michael Petnvsky and Dmytro Hun'kevych. Ewach and Petnvsky had Canadian
university educations. By far the vast majority of the works were written in Ukrainian,
and by this penod the language used in writing was primarily the standard literary forrn. A
few writers, most notably Ewach, also began to write in English.
The most significant feature of the literature of this period is that it evidenced the
development of the Ukrainian literary heritage in Canada. This was accomplished through
a diverse array of themes and an increasing complexity in literary styles. Wnters had
moved beyond using literature as an instrument of socialization. Once again literature was
written in al1 genres, but the writing and publication of plays predominated. This was a
result of the popularity of live theatre pnmady during the 1920s. Plays had always been
popular avenues of entertainment for the people and prior to this period most of the plays
produced were written in Ukrainian. But by this period the political situation in Ukraine
was no lonçer conducive to literary exchange. Furthemore, the audiences began to
demand themes that in some way reflected the realities of the Ukrainian Canadian
experience. These factors combined to necessitate the writing of plays in Canada, in
general, and in Winnipeg, specificaily.
New themes were emerging centering on the life of Ukrainians in Canada,
including orçanizational life, assimilation, economic conditions, and religious life. A few
works exempliQing these themes include Bozhyk's 'The Funeral of Ukrainian Discord,"

Kovbel's A Young Man's Dreams Enchanted Mountain) and Petrivsky's "A Novel
without a Beginning and an End." A second major theme was the situation in Ukraine
and the Ukrainian Canadians' response to it. In this regard, Ewach's The Cal1 of the Land
may be typical. Ewach's hero goes to fight for Ukrainian independence, but given the
choice of remaining in Ukraine or retuming to Canada, he chooses Canada, his tnie
homeland for which he has also fought.
Ewach's novel, The Call of the Land, published in 1937 was a seminal work. It
appeared, on the surface, to be a realistic rendering of the recent immigrant past but, fewer
than fifty years afler the arriva1 of the Ukrainian immigrants in Canada, that past was
already beinç romanticized and in the process of becoming a myth.
This period saw the publication in 1929 of the first Ukrainian novel in Canada,
namely Michael Petrivsky's The Maeical City This was a work that the Petrivsky based
on sensationalist storylines popular in North Arnerican literature and film of the time,
including st eal ing vast sums of money, kidnapping, gangsters, unrequited love, etc.
Arguably the best writer of the period was Myroslav Irchan, who, during his brief
stay of six years in Winnipeg, in addition to his work on leftist newspapen and joumals he
wrote numerous plays, short stories and poems, and organized a branch of the literary
group known as Hart. His works all backed leflist ideals, with primary emphasis being on
workers' rights. AI1 presented a distinctly tendentious leflist point of view, but their
literary quality is so high as to almost overcomes their tendentiousness.

The third wave of immigration, 1947-199 1, was primarily made up of political
émigrés, who were displaced from their homeland due to the exigencies of war. The bulk

of the Ukrainian immigration to Canada dunng this wave took place between 1947 and
1953 when the post-war immigrants amved. By the mid-50s and through the 1960s. 70s

and 80s the numbers of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada was negligible as Ukraine's
Cornmunist govemment did not allow for the emigration of its citizens. Upon their arriva1
in Canada the vast majority settled in urban areas, generally in the highly industrialized
region of southeastern Ontario. This group tended to be well educated and included a
significant nurnber of professionals, doctors, lawyers, and the like.
Winnipeg waned in significance as the centre of Ukrainian Canadian life during this
period. Although it continued to house the consistories of the two major Ukrainian
Churc hes and the headquarters of some organizations, most importantly, the Ukrainian
Canadian Congress, it had to compete for first place with Toronto and Edmonton.
Most of the immigrants of the third wave joined one of the two traditional
Ukrainian Churches, both of which were strengthened significantly dunng this penod by
immigrant clergy. The Ukrainian Protestant Church grew at this time as well, although
not to the extent of the traditional churches. The immigrants of this wave also tended to
beiong to one on the several factions of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists. The
Mel'nykivtsi faction joined the already existing Ukrainian National Federation, whereas
the Banderiasi faction splintered the community even further by establishing their own
hiçhly nationalist organizations under the auspices of the Canadian League for the
Liberation of Ukraine. Also established during this period, generally by Canadian-bom
Ukrainians, were non-partisan, non-denominational organizations, such as the Ukrainian
Professional and Business Club, Alpha Omega Women7sAlumnae and the Ukrainian

Students' Club, al1 of which reflected the changed social make-up of the Ukrainian
community in Winnipeg, whose population now approximated the national average in
terms of educational levels and occupational status. In this time the pro-Soviet faction had
undergone another reincarnation and resurfaced as the Association of United Ukrainian
Canadians. Its influence in the community, as well as its membership, declined drastically
during t his period, generally as the result of the fact that many of the new immigrants had
experienced life under Communist rule firsthand and spread negative opinion throughout
the Ukrainian Canadian community. Once again, al1 of the major organizations were
affiliated with a press organ. But the Ukrainian Canadian press was also undergoing some
changes dunng this penod. This was particularly evidenced in the fact that most
newspapers were beginning to include English language sections or publishing completely
in English due to the changing demands of their readership.
By the third penod Ukrainian literature in Winnipeg became more sophisticated

and cornplex; literary styles became more polished and professional and themes were
diverse. The need for literature to act as a vehicle of socialization had ceased to exist as
the Ukrainians became firmly entrenched as an ethnic group in the multicultural mosaic of
Canadian society. The wnters could now be divided into two distinct categories, émigré
and Canadian-born, with the émigrés writing primarily in Ukrainian and the Canadian-born
writinç primarily in English. The most obvious reason for this division was the loss of
Ukrainian language usage among the Canadian-born writers. They thus chose the
language in which they could best express themselves, which was also the language in
which they would find the larger readership. The émigrés tended to wnte poetry, with

traditional fonns and narrative and lyrical styles predominating. The émigrés also wrote
on more traditional themes harkening back to an earlier period: Ukrainian nationalist,

historical, religious and philosophical themes were al1 dealt with, as were themes that
glonfied Canada and the Canadian way of life, as an expression of gratitude to the country
for providing them with their new home. Foremost among the poets were Mykyta
Mandryka, Oleksa Hay-Holowko, and Rev. Stefan Semchuk. The Canadian-bom wrote in
al1 three genres and although traditional styles and f o m predominated there was also at
least some slight tendency toward modemism, for example, in the works of Candace
Adamson Burstow. The Canadian-bom writers wrote on themes that they could best

relate to, for example, assimilation, integration and inter-marriage, and they also dealt with
such "universal" themes as Canadian history, feminist, multicultural and native issues.
Prominent among the Canadian-born writers were Vera Lysenko, Maara Haas, William
Paluk and, more recently, Ted Galay. Al1 four produced works which have entered to
some ext ent at least mainstream Canadian literature - Lysenko' s Yellow Boots, Haas's
The Street Where 1 Live, Paluk's short story "Back Door" and Galay's plays. There was

also some interest in writing children's works but these were written primarily in English
by the Canadian-born wnters.

The writing of the pro-Soviet faction vastly diminished in significance during this
period. One of the more prolific writers in this group was someone who wrote under the
pseudonym "Transkonets'." But his works, like the majority, if not all, the writing of this
çroup, were confined to the pages of the left-wing press where it had limited exposure.
The themes and style of wnting were once again simplistic. These poems generally

praised the activities of the AUüC and defamed the activities of the Ukrainian nationalists
in Canada.
Fewer works were published during this period than had been during the previous
penod. This was probably due to the fact that, as older writers died there were fewer
émigré writers to replace them as most chose not to settle in Winnipeg, for example, Yar
Slawtych, Oleh Zujewsky, and Ulas Samchuk. Younger Canadian-boni writers were now
more mobile and did not always choose to remain in Winnipeg, for example, Ted Galay.
The literature written in Winnipeg in the penod between 1908 and 1991 is thus
characterized by a continuous development from the early simplistic and folkloristic
"songs" which focused on nostalgia for the homeland and fear of the new life in Canada,
through a didactic literature which sought to socialize the new immigrants to the Canadian
way oflife and even attempted to build socialism in Canada.. As the literature developed,
a Ukrainian literary heritage was being established in Canada. Significant works were
being produced by writers such as Mandryka, Ewach, Petrivsky and Irchan. This

Ukrainian literary heritage developed into the post-World War II period but it was now
joined by another branch - Canadian-bom writers of Ukrainian ongin who wrote in
English on themes that interested their Canadian readers. From a Ukrainian literary
hentape, Ukrainian Canadian literature had evolved to the point where it was entering the
mainstream. Ukrainian Canadian literature, just like the Ukrainian population in
Winnipeg, was becoming a fùlly integrated part of rnainstream Canadian society.
However, the price that was paid included the loss of the Ukrainian language, increasing

assimilation and loss of the Ukrainian identity and the decline in importance of the

traditional Ukrainian and Ukrainian Canadian institutions and organizations.
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